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Abstract 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The present work of thesis focuses on reversible Solid Oxide Cell (rSOC) modelling through 

a multiscale approach aiming at performance prediction, considering both the reference 

initial state and the degradation phenomena. All obtained results have been presented in 

the framework of two research projects, HERMES (High Efficiency Reversible technologies 

in fully renewable Multi-Energy System) receiving funds as Project of National Interest and 

AD ASTRA (HArnessing Degradation mechanisms to prescribe Accelerated Stress Tests for 

the Realization of SOC lifetime prediction Algorithms) under European Horizon 2020 – 

Research and Innovation Framework program. Depending on the system scale and the 

requested phenomenological level, both a lumped-parameter and a higher-level model 

were developed to forecast the global cell behaviour and the local variations of main 

physicochemical features on the cell plane respectively. Following a physical based 

approach, a compromise was reached among a rigorous formulation, effective outcomes 

and reduced computational efforts, making proposed simulation codes competitive with 

commercially available tools. Models were applied and validated on several samples, 

starting from button cell scale until short stack one, referring to two state-of-the-art planar 

configurations: fuel electrode and electrolyte supported cells. Potentialities and application 

examples of developed simulation tools were discussed within several case studies, 

focusing on design, optimization and control of rSOC operation. Careful analysis was 

devoted, above all, to evaluate degradation effects on global performance, proposing the 

modelling activity as a key point to reach a better knowledge of occurring phenomena, 

overcoming experimental constraints. 

 



Sintesi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oggetto di questa tesi è la modellizzazione di celle a ossidi solidi in funzionamento 

reversibile tramite un approccio multi-scala, considerando sia le prestazioni allo stato 

iniziale di riferimento che i fenomeni di degradazione. Tutti i risultati raggiunti sono 

correlati a due attività di ricerca: il Progetto di Interesse Nazionale HERMES (High Efficiency 

Reversible technologies in fully renewable Multi-Energy System) e il progetto europeo AD 

ASTRA (HArnessing Degradation mechanisms to prescribe Accelerated Stress Tests for the 

Realization of SOC lifetime prediction Algorithms) sviluppato in European Horizon 2020 – 

Research and Innovation Framework program. In funzione della scala del sistema studiato e dei 

fenomeni di interesse, sono stati sviluppati sia un modello a parametri concentrati che uno 

più di dettaglio, per prevedere rispettivamente le prestazioni globali di cella e le variazioni 

locali delle principali grandezze chimico-fisiche sul piano della cella stessa, cercando un 

compromesso tra una rigorosa formulazione basata su principi fisici e un’efficace rapidità 

computazionale. Si è ottenuto così un relativo codice di calcolo competitivo con gli 

strumenti di simulazione disponibili a livello commerciale. I modelli sono stati convalidati 

su diversi campioni, dalla scala di button cell fino a quella di short stack, riferendosi alle due 

configurazioni planari oggi allo stato dell’arte: celle supportate con elettrodo a idrogeno o 

con elettrolita. I diversi casi studio hanno evidenziato le potenzialità dei modelli proposti 

per la progettazione, l’ottimizzazione e il controllo di celle reversibili a ossidi solidi. 

Particolare attenzione è stata rivolta allo studio della degradazione e il suo effetto sulle 

prestazioni globali di cella. La simulazione ha dimostrato di essere un valido strumento per 

ottenere una migliore comprensione dei meccanismi di invecchiamento, permettendo di 

superare alcuni dei vincoli propri della sperimentazione. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the main global challenges is the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in order to decrease climate 

changes and environmental pollution, having as a goal the achievement of carbon neutrality by 2050 [1]. In 

2021 the atmospheric CO2 level has reached the peak of 419 ppm as a consequence of an annual growth rate 

of about 2.3 ppm since 2009 [2]. In the European context, a common action plan called the “Green Deal” was 

approved by different member states aiming at promoting an efficient use of the resources and at moving to 

a clean circular economy [3]. In order to reach this target, more and more incentives were introduced to favour 

the spread of renewable sources as an alternative path for the electricity production. They increased from 9.6 

% to 18.9 % between 2004 and 2018, providing 33 % of electric consumption (the remaining part derived from 

fossil fuel combustion and nuclear power plants for 40 % and 26 %, respectively). Still, this result is not 

sufficient, and the next target is a further increase of 32 % by 2030 [4]. Nevertheless, renewable sources cannot 

solely be used due to their intermittent nature, so they have been successfully combined in hybrid systems 

with common energy sources [5,6]. In view of a smart grid based on the power balance without fossil fuel use, 

new technologies are requested in order to store and/or convert the energy, solving the temporal mismatch in 

supply and demand. These systems should be reliable with high stored energy density and round-trip energy 

efficiency, affordable, easy to scale, having a long lifetime and minimum environmental impacts [7]. There are 

already some mature technologies, such as pump hydro-systems (electricity-potential energy conversion), 

flywheels (electricity-rotational energy conversion), batteries (electricity-electrochemical energy conversion) 

and thermal energy storages (electricity-thermal energy conversion). Nevertheless, they are not suitable for 

every specific situation. For instance, the first is long-lasting but the initial investment cost and the specific 

requested geomorphology reduce its possible applications [8]. The flywheels and thermal energy storages 

reach efficiencies higher than 90 %, but a considerable self-discharge occurs [9,10]. Batteries are characterised 

by a fast response to variable loads; on the other hand, maintenance works are unavoidable after few operation 

cycles [11]. A quite new alternative consists of reversible electrochemical cells, based on Power to Gas (PtG) 

and Gas to Power (GtP) approaches. When there is a surplus, the electricity is stored as chemical energy of 

produced species (mainly hydrogen) through electrolysis and then it can be reconverted in fuel cell operation 

to satisfy users’ demand. At the commercial level, there are different cell types: the alkaline technology has 

long-established megawatt scale applications, still the low operating temperature does not permit to reach a 

high efficiency, above all during electrolysis operation due to the relevant input power [12]. Also, protonic 

exchange membrane cells are quite well-known devices, nevertheless the reversible operation of the same unit 

is not possible since the common catalysts used for the oxygen reduction in fuel cell mode have a low 

performance for the oxygen production in electrolysis mode [13]. Due to these limits, a new road was opened 
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by high-temperature Solid Oxide Cells (SOCs) which allow for a single bifunctional unit characterised by a 

superior round-trip energy efficiency. Indeed, the requested voltage to split water is reduced providing a part 

of inlet energy as heat. On the other hand, the high thermal inertia does not permit to use reversible SOCs for 

the frequency regulation of electric grid, making them more suitable to level loads, shave peaks of production 

and as seasonal energy storage [7]. Currently, SOCs are not competitive on the market yet due to quite high 

capital costs; however they will be partially reduced through economy of scale: from 2000 to 530 € kWel−1 by 

2050 [14]. Consequently, the operating costs will have a more relevant weight, mainly depending on national 

electricity price [15]. For this reason, the introduction of renewable sources as energy providers for electrolytic 

cells could make their operation more affordable; on the other hand, hydrogen is a clean energy carrier which 

allows for overcoming the limited use of renewable sources due to their intermittency. If the electrolysis 

operation (Solid Oxide Electrolyser Cell, SOEC) and above all the reversible one require further studies and 

improvements to become reliable affordable systems in GtP-PtG applications, Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) 

are already mature technologies with initial commercial applications as cogeneration plants [16], where 

hydrogen is oxidised to water producing both electricity and heat with reduced environmental impacts. 

Moreover, a peculiarity of high-temperature cell operation consists of the possibility to use easily different 

reactants: both a H2-rich mixture and common hydrocarbons (direct internal reforming cell configuration). 

This last point provides a relevant strength to their spread in view of lack of a proper distribution network, 

since only a 15 %vol H2 is allowed in existing natural gas pipelines [17]. In addition, the fossil fuel use results 

optimised: higher efficiencies are reached with minimum losses allowing for reducing the fuel amount. 

Moreover, also exhausted gas treatments are easy due to smaller flow rates in the system without mixing 

hydrocarbon and oxidant streams. 

This chapter provides a general description of solid oxide cell operation looking at both fuel cell and 

electrolysis mode. Moreover, the Balance of Plant (BoP) is also described underling its criticalities, above all 

due to hydrogen management. Main performance indicators are discussed in term of electrochemical 

performance, system efficiency and durability aiming at providing the basic knowledge of cell operation, to 

enter in more detailed discussions in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 1.1 Overview on Fuel Cell and Electrolyser Cell Operation 

The Solid Oxide Cell (SOC) operation is based on electrochemical processes which allow the direct conversion 

from electric to chemical energy and vice versa, guaranteeing a better reaction control and minimizing possible 

energy losses. The single unit is composed by an electrolyte where ion species migrate between two electrodes 

with catalytic active sites; more cells are then connected in series as stacks in order to obtain the desired power 

capacity [18]. Differently from other available commercial cells that do not overcome about 400 K, SOC 

characteristic working temperatures between 923 and 1270 K permit the use of only solid layers, reaching a 

good electric conductivity through solid-state diffusion mechanisms [19]. Indeed, ceramic structures show an 

increasing stability and conductivity at the temperature rise and so they can satisfy the target electrolyte 

resistance of 10-2 Ω−1 cm−1 (as discussed in detail into Chapter 2). The required catalytic activity is reached 

without needing cost noble metals, which makes cells resistant to variable feed compositions (not limited to 

pure hydrogen/water/inert mixtures). Moreover, common backbone materials are less expensive, as a quick 

comparison among main electrode-electrolyte solutions for SOCs and low-temperature configurations 

confirms: solid oxides as ~15 $ kg-1 (NiO), ~7 $ kg-1 (Y2O3) and ~3.5 $ kg-1 (ZrO2) vs. noble metals as ~20 k$ kg-1 

(Pt) [20,21]. 

Common SOC configurations are based on anionic conductive electrolyte cell where the charge carriers are 

oxygen ions; in this case, both H2/H2O and CO/CO2 redox reactions are possible (Figure 1.1-a). In Solid Oxide 

Fuel Cell (SOFC) mode, O2 fed at the oxygen electrode is reduced by generating O2- which migrates through 

the electrolyte to oxidise the hydrogen and/or the carbon monoxide at the hydrogen electrode side. The 

opposite mechanisms occur during co-electrolysis operation in Solid Oxide Electrolyser Cell (SOEC). A quite 

new application consists of Protonic Ceramic Cells (PCCs), where hydrogen ions move inside the electrolyte 

permitting only the steam reaction path (Figure 1.1-b). They are a quite promising alternative for reversible 

cell operation since they can work at temperatures ranging between 773 and 873 K (the anionic conductive 

electrolyte configuration requires 923 K at least). Despite these lower temperatures, both a high material 

conductivity and a low activation energy of reactions are guaranteed. Moreover, the steam management is 

easier because water evolves only at oxygen electrode. Here, this different operating mechanism avoids the 

fuel dilution in fuel cell mode and a further separation step to purify hydrogen in electrolysis [22]. 

Nevertheless, PCC is not a mature technology yet in view of low durability and not well-defined working 

conditions due to issues of material chemical stability [23]. In SOEC mode, some preliminary tests have also 

been carried out applying a hybrid solution, where the use of a mixed ionic electrolyte favours the 

simultaneous conduction of oxygen and hydrogen ions in the opposite directions. Since the water evolution 

occurs at both sides, feeding steam as anodic and cathodic reactant permits the production of H2-rich and O2-

rich mixtures at steam and oxygen electrode, respectively. The comparison with other SOEC configurations 

shows a better performance due to higher applied current densities at equal requested potential, resulting in 

hydrogen production increase. However, further tests should be needed trying to increase the fed steam 

concentration [24]. 

In this thesis, the analysis focused on anionic conductive electrolyte cell behaviour considering only the H2 

electrochemical reaction path which is the most common working condition as discussed. 
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Figure 1.1 System operation for an anionic (a) and a protonic (b) conductive electrolyte cell in fuel cell mode on the left 

and in electrolysis mode on the right.  

As shown by a schematic representation of the reversible SOC system (Figure 1.2), the Balance of the Plant 

(BoP) includes different unit operations to feed-store reactants. Upstream heat exchangers permit to reach the 

high working temperatures, also using the hot outlet streams to pre-heat reactants. In SOFC operation, H2-rich 

mixture and air are usually fed to the cell generating the requested power and producing water, which is then 

separated through the condenser and partially recycled (Figure 1.2-a). In case of cogeneration applications, the 

fuel inlet stream consists of hydrocarbons, usually natural gas which is fed by connecting cells to existing 

pipelines (direct internal reforming operation) or by introducing an outside reforming reactor upstream 

SOFCs (external reforming operation). An afterburner is also added to treat anodic exhausted gases. In SOEC, 

an external load is requested and the flows are inverted: the steam and the sweep gas (usually air, but also 

water is possible [25]) are supplied to the system, obtaining mainly hydrogen that has to be purified and 

compressed in order to be easily transported or stored (Figure 1.2-b). Seawater could be directly fed to the 

electrolyser cell too, reducing the cost of upstream separation units to purify fed steam. Indeed, sea chlorine-

based salts volatilise at temperatures higher than 1073 K, so avoiding the risk of their deposition on electrode 

active sites. This is confirmed by preliminary experimental observations, where no serious contaminations 

were detected at the steam electrode [26]. Whereas, in low-temperature cells, some degradation mechanisms 

occur, such as the gradual formation of insoluble precipitates on the steam electrode surface and the chlorine 

production at the oxygen electrode if seawater is also used as sweep gas [27]. 

Both configurations need DC-AC inverters which allow for connecting SOCs to the grid, indeed the cell 

requires DC electric power whereas external loads are based on AC one. Moreover, also DC-DC converts are 

commonly used in order to produce a regulated high DC voltage as fuel cell outcomes for example. 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 1.2 Simplified P&I diagrams for SOFC (a) and SOEC (b) operation. 

Hydrogen storage is one of the main issues to a competitive use of this technology. Indeed, H2 is an effective 

energy vector due to its higher specific energy 120 MJ kg-1 than common fossil fuel one, such as 47.2 MJ kg-1 

for gasoline and 45.4 MJ kg-1 for diesel [28]. Nevertheless, the energy density at room condition is too low 

resulting equal to 10 MJ Nm-3 or, in other terms, 1 kg of gaseous H2 needs over 11 m3 at atmospheric pressure 

and temperature [29]. Here different technological solutions have been proposed looking at used applications 

for common gaseous fuels, but the requested costs are still too expensive for both facility construction and 

maintenance. For instance, only electricity operation costs are around 1–2 kWh kg-1 of stored hydrogen and 

they can overcome also 6 kWh kg-1 in some cases [30]. Hydrogen storage is classified in three categories basing 

on the type of interactions occurring between stored molecules and storage vessel materials: 

• H2 storage in gaseous or liquid phase without bonding; 

• molecular adsorption through weak physical bonds; 

• atomic storage through chemical reactions. 

The easiest solution consists of compressing hydrogen; the optimum pressure value depends on system size: 

700 bar can be reached in case of small stored amounts, such as in fuel cell vehicles or in other low kW 

applications, corresponding to 40 kg m-3 of H2 [31]. Nevertheless, this condition is useless for larger plants due 

to excessive costs of advanced vessel materials. Here common operating conditions are 100 bar in 

a) 

b) 
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aboveground vessels and over 200 bar in underground ones, yet obtaining lower density (for instance 7.8 kg 

m-3 at 100 bar and 298 K). The underground solution is the cheapest and safest by reducing the leakage risk, 

as proved by first applications in USA. However, only some zones have the proper geological prerequisites. 

Metallic underground vessels can be an alternative which saves space and guarantees insulating effects, 

despite of corrosion issues. Basing on natural gas storage systems, also pipe storage is a promising choice 

allowing for approximately 12 tons of hydrogen per km [32]. 

Cryogenic systems allow for hydrogen liquefaction, reaching the density of saturated liquid hydrogen equal 

to 70 kg m-3 at 1 bar [33]. However, this process is excessively expensive due to the extremely low boiling point 

(around -20 K at 1 bar). Moreover, hydrogen temperature decreases through an adiabatic isenthalpic 

expansion only below 200 K [34], so the available commercial solution requires around 10 kWh kg-1 as 

operation costs [32]. During the storage the evaporation has to be minimized by using under vacuum vessels 

as well as insulating materials to reduce heat transfer with the surrounding environment. Process optimization 

requires liquefaction and storage plants in proximity in order to recondense the exit flows, considering that 

H2 is still near to its boiling point and so reliquefaction is achieved at low additional costs [35]. 

Another solution consists of adsorption technique, which is now under lab-scale analysis by testing common 

organic and inorganic beds, such as porous carbon-based materials, metal-organic frameworks and polymers 

[36,37,38]. Due to Van der Waals bonding weakness, low temperature and quite high pressure are required to 

reach a density over 40–50 kg m-3. Here a proper thermal management system is necessary to reduce the 

temperature during adsorption (exothermic step) and to increase it during desorption (endothermic step). 

Liquid nitrogen is usually introduced (boiling point -77 K) [39], taking note that 10 kg of N2 are needed to 

remove the adsorption heat of 1 kg H2. The use of metal hydrides allows for higher density (until 80 kg m-3) in 

safety conditions. Indeed, hydrogen is strongly linked through chemical bonds resulting in a possible storage 

at ambient conditions (working point 1 bar and 298 K) with minimal leakage risks [40]. On the other hand, a 

higher energy amount is requested to its release. Two ways are proposed depending on used adsorbent metal 

hydrides: thermolysis or hydrolysis. In the first case, the temperature has to be increased until 450–500 K to 

cut the bonds, whereas the second consists of water-based reactions developing also at room temperature. 

Different materials are understudy, since several metallic elements form binary compounds with hydrogen 

due to its high electronegativity; the most promising ones are magnesium and aluminium hydrides for large 

scale applications [30]. Intermetallic alloys also show good performance [41]; they consist of two elements: one 

binds strongly H2 and the other weakly so that the storage capacity has an intermediate level between these 

(remember that strong bonds mean a higher requested energy during release). The main limit of this 

technology is the excessive gravimetric density considering the solid bed weight which avoids its use for 

mobile applications, but it can be overcome in stationary ones. To increase storage performance, different plant 

configurations have been analysed aiming at optimising the thermal control. For instance, the introduction of 

an external jacket filled with phase change materials allows for increasing H2 stored amount as well as 

speeding up charge and discharge steps [42]. 

Lastly, the so-called “chemical hydrides” are applied as both hydrogen storage materials and direct 

alternatives to H2. Indeed, methanol, ammonia and formic acid are largely used as chemicals at industrial 

level, but they are quite competitive also as energy vectors. Showing high hydrogen storage densities of 99 kg 

m-3 CH3OH, 120 kg m-3 NH3 and 53 kg m-3 HCO2H [30], these solutions are also characterized by a lower 

gravimetric density than solid metal hydrides; moreover, at common working conditions, they are liquid 

simplifying the transport and the heat exchange. The main constraint consists of the relevant energy to release 

hydrogen, so explaining the benefits of their direct use as energy vectors. Indeed, only in the case of formic 

acid the dehydrogenation occurs in mild conditions (also at room temperature), but the selectivity is low since 

HCO2H tends to decompose to CO and H2O rather them CO2 and H2 without a proper catalyst [43]. A quite 

recent solution consists of using liquid organic hydrogen carriers which can be reversibly hydrogenated and 

dehydrogenated on noble metal catalysts. These reactions occur in gaseous phase, but the hydrogenated and 

dehydrogenated products are liquid at room temperature favouring the storage. The most investigated 
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materials are cyclic compounds such as methylcyclohexane and toluene (MCH-TOL), dibenzyltoluene and 

perhydro-dibenzyltoluene (DBT-PDBT), N-ethylcarbazole and dodecahydro-Nethylcarbazole (NEC-DNEC) 

[44]. 

Table 1.1 shows the comparison among different discussed solutions in term of the volumetric density 

determining the size of storage units and the gravimetric density representing how much storage material per 

unit weight of stored H2. 

Table 1.1 Storage hydrogen performance [30]. 

H2 storage technology 
Volumetric density                 

[kg m-3] 

Gravimetric density                                                       

[%wt] 

Compressed 

hydrogen 

at 100 bar 7.8 - 

at 200 bar 14 - 

at 700 bar 40 - 

Liquid hydrogen 70 - 

Solid 

adsorbents 

Metal hydrides 80–90 6–10 

Intermetallic 

alloys 
60–70 1–6 

Chemical 

hydrides 

CH3OH 99 12 

NH3 120 18 

HCO2H 53 4 

Liquid organic hydrogen carriers 45–60 6 
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Chapter 1.2 Cell Performance and Durability Evaluation 

SOCs are electrochemical systems which allow for transferring electric energy into chemical one and vice versa 

depending on operation mode (i.e., fuel cell or electrolyser cell). Here, the most common key performance 

indicator is the characteristic curve which represents the obtained voltage, V, as a function of applied current 

density, J (Figure 1.3-light blue line). It derives from cell thermodynamic equilibrium value, Eeq, referred to 

Open Circuit Voltage condition (OCV). This represents the maximum obtainable power in SOFC mode and 

the lowest requested value in SOEC. Nevertheless, when a load is applied, some overpotential phenomena 

occur due to different mechanisms, such as charge migration, gas diffusion and requested energy to overcome 

the activation barrier of reactions. The voltage is so penalised by obtaining a lower value for fuel cell mode 

(i.e., less outlet power gain) and a higher one in electrolysis operation (i.e., more inlet power demand). 

Proposed kinetics formulation for J-V curves is discussed later in detail in Chapter 3. 

 

Figure 1.3 Cell electrochemical and thermal qualitative behaviours in adiabatic working conditions. 

The cell thermal behaviour is strictly correlated to the specific operating point identified by a current density-

voltage pair. Assuming to work in adiabatic conditions, during SOFC operation the temperature always tends 

to increase due to both the exothermic reaction of hydrogen oxidation and the heat produced by occurred 

resistances through Joule effect (Figure 1.3-red line). Whereas, in SOEC mode, different situations are possible 

depending on the J-V operating point. Indeed, the water dissociation is an endothermic process which tends 

to reduce the temperature. On the other hand, some heat is generated due to the current transfer, so the balance 

between these two effects defines the actual cell behaviour. The working point at which the thermal 

equilibrium is reached (i.e., no temperature variation occurs inside the system) represents the thermoneutral 

potential, Vth. Theoretically, it is defined by the enthalpy of reaction, ΔH (Equation 1.1), which can be assumed 

as a constant value equal to around 250 kJ mol-1 having a slow dependence on temperature (Figure 1.4) [45]. 

𝑉th =
∆𝐻(𝑇)

𝑧𝐹
=
∆𝐻(𝑇ref) + ∑ ∫ 𝜈i𝑐𝑝i(𝑇) 𝑑𝑇

𝑇

𝑇ref
i

𝑧𝐹
 (1.1) 

Where z is the charge number, F the Faraday constant (around 96,485 C mol-1), T and Tref effective and reference 

temperature respectively, ν the stoichiometric coefficient of i-th reacting component and cp the specific heat. 

When the actual voltage is lower than the thermoneutral value, the system has effectively an endothermic 

behaviour, whereas if V is higher than Vth, Joule effect prevails causing a temperature increase. Note that the 

working temperature coincides with OCV value at thermoneutral point (i.e., isothermal cell behaviour). 
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Figure 1.4 Enthalpy of reaction and thermoneutral voltage dependences on temperature. 

Focusing on specific performance, reversible Solid Oxide Cells (rSOC) are usually evaluated in terms of round-

trip energy efficiency, ηrSOC, defined as the ratio between the energy obtained in fuel cell operation and the 

energetic consumption during electrolysis (Equation 1.2) [46]. 

𝜂rSOC =
SOFC produced energy

SOEC requested energy
 (1.2) 

For SOFC operation with active area S, the electric efficiency, ηSOFC,el, compares the outlet power, PSOFC,out, with 

the energy contained in the reacted hydrogen, 𝑁H2,r, referring to its Lower Heating Value, 𝐿𝐻𝑉H2  (Equation 

1.3). 

𝜂SOFC,el =
𝑃SOFC,out
𝑁H2,r𝐿𝐻𝑉H2

=
𝑉SOFC𝐽𝑆

𝑁H2,r𝐿𝐻𝑉H2
 (1.3) 

In other terms, Equation 1.3 is rewritten as the ratio of the measured voltage on the theoretical one (i.e., 

thermoneutral voltage). Indeed, 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐻2 is substituted by the reaction enthalpy, ΔH, and, applying the Faraday 

law the consumed hydrogen is expressed as a function of the current density, J (Equation 1.4). 

𝜂SOFC,el =
𝑉SOFC𝐽𝑆

𝐽𝑆
𝑧𝐹
∆𝐻

=
𝑉SOFC𝐽𝑆

𝐽𝑆
𝑧𝐹
𝑉th𝑧𝐹

=
𝑉SOFC
𝑉th

 (1.4) 

Whereas the SOFC electrical global efficiency, ηSOFC, has to also evaluate the reaction selectivity, comparing 

the reacted amount expressed through Faraday law with actual feed, 𝑁𝐻2,𝑖𝑛 (i.e., fuel utilisation value 𝑈𝐻2) 

(Equation 1.5). 

𝜂SOFC =
𝑉SOFC  

𝑉th
×

𝐽𝑆
𝑧𝐹
𝑁H2,in

=
𝑉SOFC 𝑈H2  

𝑉th
 (1.5) 

The CHP cogeneration efficiency ηSOFC,CHP considers also the heat available, resulting defined as in Equation 

1.6. 

𝜂SOFC,CHP =
𝑃SOFC,out + 𝑄SOFC
𝑁H2,r𝐿𝐻𝑉H2

 (1.6) 
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Where QSOFC adds the reaction heat produced by exothermic hydrogen oxidation and the heat due to Joule 

effects expressing as the specific heat �̃�𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶,𝐻2; in case of hydrocarbon feed it has to subtract also the reaction 

heat of endothermic reforming processes through �̃�𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶,𝑆𝑅 (Equation 1.7).  

𝑄SOFC = 𝑁H2,r�̃�SOFC,H2 − 𝑁CH4,r�̃�SOFC,SR = 𝑁H2,r(∆𝐻H2/H2O + �̃�SOFC) − 𝑁CH4,r∆𝐻SR (1.7) 

Using the same definition for SOEC mode, the electrical efficiency, ηSOEC,el, is equal to the ratio between the 

power stored as hydrogen (H2 produced amount, 𝑁𝐻2,𝑔, for its Lower Heating Value, 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐻2) and the provided 

inlet power, PSOEC,in, or in other terms, between the theoretical requested voltage and the actual value (Equation 

1.8). 

𝜂SOEC,el =
𝑁H2,g𝐿𝐻𝑉H2
𝑃SOEC,in

=

𝐽𝑆
𝑧𝐹
∆𝐻

𝑉SOEC𝐽𝑆
=

𝐽𝑆
𝑧𝐹
𝑉th𝑧𝐹

𝑉SOEC𝐽𝑆
=

𝑉th
𝑉SOEC

 (1.8) 

According to this formulation, the SOEC electric efficiency results to be higher than 100 % when the cell works 

in endothermic mode. Nevertheless, Equation 1.8 does not consider the whole actual used energy since some 

heat is needed to maintain the fixed design temperature in endothermic electrolysis mode. Here, the ηSOEC,el is 

corrected summing the thermal power, QSOEC, to inlet SOEC electric power (Equation 1.9). 

𝜂SOEC =
𝑁H2,g𝐿𝐻𝑉H2

𝑉SOEC𝐽𝑆 + 𝑄SOEC
 (1.9) 

Assuming an isothermal and isobar cell behaviour, QSOEC derives from the difference between the heat demand 

of the electrolysis reaction and the heat generated by Joule effect [47]. The specific requested heat, �̃�𝑆𝑂𝐸𝐶 , is 

equal to the molar reaction enthalpy, ΔH, minus the energy provided to the system as specific electric work, 

�̃�𝑆𝑂𝐸𝐶 . Expressing every term as voltage, the followed formulations are obtained for QSOEC and ηSOEC, 

respectively (Equation 1.10 and Equation 1.11). 

𝑄SOEC = 𝑁H2,g�̃�SOEC = 𝑁H2,g(∆𝐻H2/H2O − �̃�SOEC) = 𝑁H2,g𝑧𝐹(𝑉th − 𝑉SOEC) = 𝐽𝑆(𝑉th − 𝑉SOEC) (1.10) 

𝜂SOEC =
𝑁H2,g𝐿𝐻𝑉H2

𝑉SOEC𝐽𝑆 + 𝐽𝑆(𝑉th − 𝑉SOEC)
 (1.11) 

This definition considers only the cell performance, neglecting other system energy exchanges. In order to 

obtain a more realistic efficiency value, as first approximation, the heat to generate steam is also usually added 

showing a relevant influence on the global energy consumption. For instance, Equation 1.12 shows the 

electrolysis system efficiency, ηSOEC,system, considering the requested thermal power to produce steam at the 

desired operating temperature, Qsteam. 

𝜂SOEC,system =
𝑁H2,g𝐿𝐻𝑉H2

𝑉SOEC𝐽𝑆 + |𝐽𝑆(𝑉th − 𝑉SOEC)| + 𝑄steam
 (1.12) 

 

Another relevant parameter to evaluate rSOC reliability is the actual durability in terms of guaranteed 

operative hours in which the cell performance is acceptable without excessive voltage losses. Here, the 

expected power is within a design safety range which consists of 0.6 V as the lowest SOFC voltage and 1.5 V 

as the highest one in SOEC. However, during operation different degradation mechanisms can occur (as 

described later in Chapter 2), so other common markers are Degradation Rate (DR) and Remaining Useful Life 

(RUL). The first one considers the voltage or Area Specific Resistance (ASR) changes during the observed 

operation period expressed in hours, t, since the cell usually works at a constant current density [48]. Here DR 

is expressed as the percentage variation between the measured voltage or ASR, VSOC,t or ASRSOC,t, and the initial 

value, VSOC,0 or ASRSOC,0, normalised to the starting point. Commonly, 1000 h are assumed as the reference time 

step (Equation 1.13 and Equation 1.14). Note that according to these definitions, the performance worsens 
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following a linear time dependence, so a more accurate approach should be considered different DRs along 

the cell life. V should decrease in SOFC and increase in SOEC, whereas ASR always increases in both modes. 

𝐷𝑅 = (
𝑉SOC,t − 𝑉SOC,0

𝑉SOC,0
)
1000

𝑡
 % (1.13) 

𝐷𝑅 = (
𝐴𝑆𝑅SOC,t − 𝐴𝑆𝑅SOC,0

𝐴𝑆𝑅SOC,0
)
1000

𝑡
 % (1.14) 

Knowing the actual estimated voltage and the degradation rate, RUL is detected as the working hours before 

reaching the threshold voltage value, when the cell performance is too poor and so it has to be substituted 

[49]. 

Previously defined degradation rates cannot evaluate small performance variations and moreover they do not 

allow for distinguishing the effective sources of degradation. Aiming at overcoming these limits, a quite new 

approach consists of Differential Analysis of I-V curve characteristics (DIVA) which has a higher sensibility to 

small deviations considering differential resistance values (i.e., the derivative of the voltage, V, as a function 

of current, I). Two alternative performance indicators are proposed to estimate cell degradation: the minimum 

value of differential resistance representative for charge transfer limitations (i.e., ohmic overpotential) and the 

difference between the actual initial voltage and the voltage of a fictitious system, with a resistance equal to 

the minimum value of differential resistance, sensitive to losses of reaction activation processes (i.e., activation 

overpotential). Here, DIVA guarantees a higher accuracy for diagnostics and monitoring of SOC behaviour, 

nevertheless this analysis quality depends strongly on the initial measurement precision [48].  
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Chapter 1.3 Motivation and Main Objects of the Thesis 

In view of the commercial SOC stack expected useful lifetime up to 80,000 hours (for stationary combined heat 

and power plants as well as energy storage applications), the durability of the state-of-the-art configurations 

is still long way from meeting market requirements. Indeed, despite promising performances, several technical 

constraints block their commercial applications leaving the market to less performing low-temperature 

designs (i.e., alkaline electrolysis cells and polymeric exchange membrane fuel cells) which are considered 

more reliable devices and so safer investments. The main issue concerns the high working temperature. On 

the one hand this allows higher efficiencies and the use of less expensive electrocatalytic materials, but on the 

other hand it promotes microstructural variations and resulting degradation after only few operative hours. 

Moreover, high temperatures make also more difficult the system management considering long start-ups and 

shot downs; so, SOC introduction into a smart grid is quite challenging. 

Here further efforts should be addressed to reach a better understanding of SOC behaviour in both fuel cell 

mode, electrolysis mode and their alternation. In the framework of Horizon 2020 different projects were 

financed at European and national level to promote new studies and advancements on this technology, basing 

on the work of research groups with a long-standing experience on hydrogen use and production as well as 

favouring the collaborations between academic and industrial partners. The present thesis was developed 

within the activities of two projects: “High Efficiency Reversible technologies in fully renewable Multi-Energy 

System” (HERMES) and “HArnessing Degradation mechanisms to prescribe Accelerated Stress Tests for the 

Realization of SOC lifetime prediction Algorithms” (AD ASTRA) projects. The first work, receiving funds as 

Project of National Interest (PRIN 2017F4S2L3), aims at presenting reversible SOC technology as the core of 

an innovative eco-friendly energy production system [50]. Whereas, under European Horizon 2020 – Research 

and Innovation Framework program (H2020-JTI-FCH-2018-1), the project AD ASTRA focuses on both the 

experimental detection and the following theoretical prediction of main degradation mechanisms. Here the 

cell behaviour at nominal conditions and under working has to be studied in detail to distinguish occurring 

local phenomena and so estimate the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) [51]. 

In both cases the developed activity consisted of SOC modelling in order to design, optimise and control the 

cell operation as well as to favour its integration within actual applications. Nevertheless, the simulation is a 

quite challenging task in view of the complexity of studied system which can be seen as an electric device and 

a chemical reactor. Here a multiscale analysis was proposed to guarantee a rigorous understanding of 

characteristic phenomena through physically based models, but at the same time reliable responses and 

reduced computation efforts. Basing on in-home built program (SIMFC/SIMEC - SIMulation of Fuel Cells and 

Electrolyser Cells) developed by PERT group of University of Genova to simulate high-temperature molten 

carbonated cell performances, the applied electrochemical kinetics was adapted to predict solid oxide cell 

operation, validated through experimental data shared within mentioned projects and then applied to predict 

the system operation in terms of both general performance and local level variations on cell plane.  

The work has been divided in nine chapters aiming at providing the description of developed simulation tools 

and presenting different case studies where they were successfully applied. The chart of the thesis is reported 

in Figure 1.5. In addition to this brief introduction which presents the bases of SOC operation (Chapter 1), the 

following Chapter 2 is dedicated to a more detail description of this technology focusing on possible system 

designs and manufacturing, the state-of-the-art materials with resulting degradation processes and the 

promising alternatives under tests are then discussed. Chapter 3 illustrates the followed approach in term of 

equations and assumptions used within 0D simulation tool as well as 2D one, focusing on their core consisting 

in kinetics model. Chapter 4 shows the validation of proposed models and underlines the potentialities of a 

multiscale approach to know the cell operation at different phenomenological levels. After checking model 

reliability, following chapters consist of some case studies, developed within involving projects, which try to 

have a more and more detailed prediction of cell behaviour. Chapter 5 aims at evaluating the feasibility of 

solid oxide cells as reversible devices through a detailed sensitivity analysis to detect dependences of the cell 
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efficiency on working conditions and degradation rate, also discussing these results in comparison with other 

available designs. After this general evaluation of obtainable performance, Chapter 6 focuses on the analysis 

of two state-of-the-art configurations, hydrogen electrode and electrolyte supported cells, typifying 

electrochemically each unit in terms of electrochemical impedance spectra, weight of polarization losses and 

their evaluation on the cell plane. In view of SOC lifetime needed increase, the last chapters are devoted to 

durability studies improving proposed models through the implementation of some specific degradation 

functions derived both empirically and theoretically. In Chapter 7 the degradation is simulated basing on 

empirical correlations knowing only the changes of in-operando measured variables. Despite this simplified 

approach, the modelling paired with experimental observations allows for overcoming some issues 

characterising degradation studies such as the requested long-term tests and the difficult distinction of cell 

specific layer roles. Whereas Chapter 8 reports a more detailed analysis based on both voltage time evolution 

and microstructural feature variations focusing on fuel electrode side which is one of the main sources of 

degradation. Chapter 9 summarizes the main outcomes to end the analysis.  
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Figure 1.5 Chart of the thesis.   

Overview of Solid Oxide Cells as Fuel Cell and Electrolyser: 

operation, design, manufacturing and material degradation 
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Solid Oxide Cells (SOCs) are a promising technology among different available designs. Most advantages are 

due to the high working temperature (commonly more than 923 K), which allows the use of only solid layers 

reaching a good ceramic material conductivity. As consequences, electrolyte loss issues are reduced and the 

cell handling is easier. Moreover, this operative condition eliminates the need for noble metals as 

electrocatalysts, replacing them with solid oxide-based layers which are more resistant to impurities in inlet 

streams, such as CO and CO2, reducing gas pre-treatments. On the other hand, high temperature can cause 

severe degradation development due to microstructural changes and involves long start-up and shoot down 

steps limiting SOC use in portable applications. Looking at fuel cell mode in details, its main strength consists 

of fuel flexibility which is a relevant point in view of the lack of a pure hydrogen distribution grid. Here it is 

possible to feed hydrocarbons, such as methane, methanol, syngas, biogas, gasoline or diesel [1,2,3], into direct 

internal reforming configuration allowing for the in-situ production of hydrogen necessary for the 

electrochemical process. Indeed, high working temperatures, common Ni-based fuel electrode materials and 

continuous hydrogen conversion favour reforming reaction development. This design makes Solid Oxide Fuel 

Cell (SOFC) a safer application due to highly flammable and volatile pure H2, moreover it reduces the 

requested units in the balance of plant. Indeed, low-temperature cells usually have an external reforming 

reactor to produce a syngas from which hydrogen is extracted after purging steps. The match between the 

endothermic reforming reactions and the exothermic electrochemical processes optimises SOFC heat 

management. Indeed, the undesired temperature rise, possible source of degradation, is avoided without 

flowing excess air to oxygen electrode in order to cool down the system, as performed in direct H2-feed 

configuration. On the other hand, large temperature gradients on the cell plane could occur due to a faster 

reforming reaction than electrochemical mechanisms causing severe temperature drops in the initial section 

above all. Here the resulting crack formation as well as the carbon deposition favoured by Ni-based catalysts 

significantly worsen the performance. However, for the first point appropriate modifications of fuel electrode 

structure, such as partial poisoning of active sites or doping processes, can decrease the reforming rate [4]. 

Whereas the carbon deposition issue is overcome by increasing the steam to carbon ratio without an excessive 

fuel dilution that provokes the cell efficiency reduction [5]. Differentiating from low-temperature cells, SOFCs 

are co-generation units providing both electricity and heat through exhausted gases with an efficiency of 90 

%CHP [6]. Focusing on electrolysis operation, Solid Oxide Electrolyser Cell (SOEC) is a promising technology 

as energy storage system, converting the electricity surplus amount into hydrogen which can be used as direct 

fuel or be converted in other useful chemicals. Differently from low-temperature configurations, the process 

efficiency is optimized: the external power required for the endothermic water dissociation is reduced since a 
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fraction of energy is provided as heat in high temperature operation. Moreover, solid oxide cells can also work 

in co-electrolysis mode which permits to directly produce a syngas by converting a H2O and CO2-rich feed. A 

quite recently application consists of cell reversible operation in hybrid smart grid systems, pairing 

electrochemical devices to renewable sources in order to solve the temporal mismatch in supply and demand 

without burning conventional fossil fuels. Two operating modes are alternated: from “Gas to Power”, when 

SOCs work as fuel cells fed with hydrogen-rich mixtures to provide users both electricity and heat, to “Power 

to Gas”, when SOCs work as electrolysers and the surplus renewable energy is supplied to produce hydrogen. 

In addition to a higher round-trip efficiency [7], SOC is a performing bifunctional unit since ceramic materials 

are effective catalysts for both modes. Whereas low-temperature reversible design requires the use of two 

distinct systems, one as fuel cell and one as electrolyser, considering that common catalysts for oxygen 

reduction have low performance for oxygen evolution in electrolysis mode [8,9]. 

After this brief discussion on its main strengths and limits, this chapter aims at presenting solid oxide cell 

configuration focusing on possible designs and their manufacturing. Each specific component of the cell is 

described underling materials, features and common degradation mechanisms. 
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Chapter 2.1 Design and Manufacturing 

Differently from other available low- and high-temperature technologies such as alkaline, polymeric 

membrane and molten carbonate ones, solid oxide cells consist of only solid parts for both electrodes and 

electrolyte which allows two possible stack designs: planar and tubular. The first solution seems a sandwich 

where anode, electrolyte, cathode and interconnect are alternated to form the stack. Gases are fed into each 

singular cell in equal (co-flow configuration), opposite (counter-flow configuration) or crossed directions 

(crossflow configuration). Whereas in the second case the layers are placed in coaxial way to form a tube, 

which is usually brushed by fuel and oxidant from the outside and the inside respectively. These tubes are 

arranged consecutively to form a stack. Table 2.1 summarises the main features of both designs [10]. Planar 

stacks are easier to manufacture, but connections between different cells are not so strong since sealants can 

fail resulting into frequent leakage issues. The tubular configuration is characterised by high production costs, 

on the other hand the stack structure effectiveness is more reliable and less influenced by thermal cycles. In 

view of its high stability, it shows a more lasting stable operation. However, the power per unit area is lower 

than planer design (1.5 W cm-2 vs. 2 W cm-2 as possible peak [11,12]), confirming the predominant use of planar 

configuration in industrial applications.  

Table 2.1 Main advantages and limits of planar and tubular designs. 

Property Planar Tubular 

Power per unit area Higher Lower 

Fabrication process Easy Difficult 

Connection into stack Fair More reliable 

Sealing effectiveness Weak Good 

Thermal cycling stability Fair Good 

Long-term stability Fair Excellent 

 

In both configurations, a thicker layer is requested to provide system mechanical strength. Self-supporting 

cells have an electrode or the electrolyte as support, which can reach until 1 mm compared to other layers 

ranging between 5–60 μm [10]. Considering both mechanical stability and production costs, Fuel Electrode - 

Anode Supported Cells (ASCs) and Electrolyte Supported Cells (ESCs) are commonly used in commercial 

applications [13]. They differ in layer specifications as well as materials, influencing the individual resistance 

contributions and thus the overall cell performance. A thicker electrolyte favours an easy manufacturing and 

a good mechanical stability, but it results in high ohmic losses due to longer paths for the ion migration. While 

the use of fuel electrode as the support layer allows lower ohmic term using a thinner electrolyte and so 

reducing requested working temperatures (from 1173 K to 1023 K), although there are a higher probability of 

crack formation and gas diffusion issues. Oxygen Electrode - Cathode Supported Cells (CSCs) are seldom used 

due to high production costs of rare earth oxide electrode materials. Moreover, the oxygen diffusion transport 

is slower than hydrogen one, resulting in considerable diffusion losses. Whereas the other configuration 

consists of external supported cells which are deposited on ceramic or metallic structures. The first solution is 

more advisable using an inert material, nevertheless it is also quite stiff causing easy crack formation if 

frequent thermal cycles are applied. Instead, Metal Supported Cells (MSCs) are becoming a promising 

alternative of ASC: fuel electrode cermet support is replaced by a ferritic steel porous layer. This is less 

expensive than ceramics, that are now used only for the active film as thick as necessary for electrochemical 

reactions, allowing also for a further working temperature reduction until 873 K. Metallic ruggedness as well 
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as higher thermal and redox cycle tolerance incentivise MSC use for portable applications [14]. On the other 

hand, the cell fabrication is more complex due to lower sintering temperatures in order to avoid the metallic 

ion counter diffusion from the active electrode. Moreover, a barrier diffusion layer has to be applied to avoid 

chromium poisoning of electrocatalysts [15]. Some examples of fuel cell industrial solutions are reported in 

Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 SOC configurations used at industrial level and their performance [16]. 

Company Cell type Power level [kW] 
Hour number at steady 

state operation 

Bloom Energy Planar ESC 200–300 - 

Ceres Power Planar MSC 1–25 10,000 

Delphi Planar ASC 5 15,000 

Fuel Cell Energy/Versa Power Planar ASC 50 15,000 

Hexis Planar ESC 1 40,000 

LG/Rolls-Royce Tubular 250–1000 18,000 

Mitsubishi-Hitachi                           

Power System 
Tubular 250 16,000 

SolidPower Planar ASC 2.5 8000 

SunFire Planar ESC 3–4 20,000 

TOTO Microtubular 1 7000 

 

Each cell configuration requires a specific production path, considering that the manufacturing has a direct 

influence on material microstructure and global cell performance. In all cases it can be divided into three steps: 

the raw material preparation as powders or microfibres, the forming of substrate and other layer deposition, 

the conditioning to reach the desired level of porosity and the cell size [17].  

Looking at raw material production, solid-state reaction is one of the most used methods to synthesize 

powders. It consists of several ball milling step to reduce dimensions and a final high temperature calcination. 

Despite of a long processing time, its large application is justified by low costs. An alternative is the 

combustion synthesis using glycine as fuel, which allows the production of ultrafine oxide ceramic powders 

in short periods. Whereas the sol-gel process permits to obtain both powders and fibres starting from a 

precursor solution that is converted into a gel via heat treatment and then dried to final products. Nevertheless, 

fibre raw materials (for oxygen electrode above all) are usually synthesized through electrospinning which 

produces fibres with a nanoscale diameter resulting in an increased active area and the consequent high power 

density [18]. Applying an electric field on viscous charged solution, the unbalance between electric forces and 

surface tensions provokes the distortion of the fluid drawn out by a fine needle generating a fibre which 

stretches and elongates until to be deposited on a metal surface.  

The forming is a very critical step since every microstructure imperfection significantly reduces the cell 

lifetime. During the assembly of different layers, some uncontrolled processes could generate high resistive 

secondary phases as well as atom migration among materials changing their specific features, such as metal 

interconnect oxidation during sintering or interdiffusion layer creation between electrode and electrolyte 

[19,20]. In both planar and tubular configurations, the first step consists of support production through the so-

called particulate approach, in which ceramic powders are formed into a cell component and dried to make 

solvent evaporate and additive decompose or oxidise. The final high temperature sintering allows for 
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consolidating powders and reducing the porosity through total interfacial energy decrease as the driving force 

[21]. Later other layers are prepared and sintered onto the support by wet ceramic or direct deposition. The 

first case uses a wet paste or a liquid carrier containing ceramic powders and bonders as precursors, whereas 

in the second the coating is performed without solvents [17]. Different manufacturing methods are possible to 

produce ceramic layers, however only a small part is successfully applied at industrial level guaranteeing a 

cost-effective, easy and continuous process. Table 2.3 shows the most common commercial technologies for 

planar and tubular cell manufacturing.  

Table 2.3 Cell forming techniques at industrial level. 

Cell design Fuel electrode Electrolyte Air electrode 

ASC tubular Extrusion Dip coating Dip coating 

ASC planar 
Tape casting 

Tape calendaring 

Tape casting 

Screen printing 
Screen printing 

ESC planar Screen printing Tape casting Screen printing 

 

The easiest technology to produce supports for the planar configuration consists of pressing, which is a quite 

rapid cheap process to obtain cells with different shapes (i.e., circular, square and rectangular geometry) [22]. 

The desired thickness is reached by applying a fixed pressure at one or more sides of the sample (Figure 2.1-

a). Although it is largely used at lab scale, it results unsuitable for industrial applications due to the high risk 

of crack formation if a nonuniform pressure distribution occurs. Tape casting is the most convenient method 

for mass production favouring a continuous low cost easy-control manufacturing [21]. A slurry containing 

ceramics powders, polymers and dispersing agents is poured into a container and cast; the green tape is 

formed on polymer carrier where a levelling blade (i.e., doctor blade) controls its thickness. Then this layer is 

moved into a drying chamber to remove solvent and it is finally cut (Figure 2.1-b). Notice the thickness of the 

dried green tape can decrease until 50 % of the originally defined gap in the doctor blade due to shrinkage. 

Considering variable possible thicknesses ranging from low micrometres to more than one-millimetre, other 

cell layers can be also produced through tape overcasting or sequential tape casting. A commercial suitable 

alternative for multilayer cell production consists of tape calendaring. Nevertheless, this process is more 

complex since several rollers in series are requested to reach the desired thickness (Figure 2.1-c) [23]. Looking 

at tubular design, the extrusion is the most advisable technique permitting to generate supports with variable 

shapes. Also in this case, as much as possible homogenous slurry has to be prepared to avoid any segregation 

or agglomeration during the forming step (Figure 2.1-d) [22].  
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Figure 2.1 Manufacturing techniques for cell support production: (a) pressing [22], (b) tape casting [21], (c) tape calendaring 

[23], (d) extrusion [22]. 

Among different deposition techniques, the screen printing is the most suitable for planar cell design allowing 

the production of a layer ranging into 10–200 µm under a careful control [24]. A fine-pattern mesh frame is 

placed on the substrate and the ink prepared with ceramic precursors is deposited on the edge of this mesh. 

Then, a squeegee presses this paste through the designed mesh (Figure 2.2-a). The obtained layer 

microstructure strongly depends on ink composition, rheology and particle distribution as well as applied 

printing numbers. This technique is largely used in industrial applications due to easy scale-up and low cost 

with minimal ink waste. An easier alternative is the brush painting where the slurry is directly deposited onto 

the support through a brush, but its no-reproducibility limits the commercial use [24]. For tubular design as 

well as planar one, the slurry coating is another common technique [17,25]. Through dip slurry coating the 

support is submerged inside a precursor solution. When it is extracted, a thin film results to be deposited on 

the sample surface as balance among gravitational force, viscous drag and surface tension (Figure 2.2-b). The 

thickness changes depending on the withdrawing velocity (the layer increases at higher speeds). In spin slurry 

coating the wet slurry is put at the substrate centre and the sample is forced to rotate. The centripetal 

acceleration makes slurry spread on the whole surface (Figure 2.2-c). Again, the imposed velocity determines 

film thickness. Although they are quite time-consuming techniques, they permit to produce very thin uniform 

layers. In tubular cell production the electrophoretic deposition is also used [24]; it is an electrochemical 

deposition process where a direct current electric field is applied in order to deposit thin layers of particles 

from a charged colloidal suspension (Figure 2.2-d). Despite of a moderate composition and thickness control, 

it finds promising applications in case of complex shape substrates. 
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Figure 2.2 Manufacturing techniques for cell layer deposition: (a) screen printing [22], (b) dip slurry coating [25], (c) spin 

slurry coating [17], (d) electrophoretic deposition [26]. 

The coating can start from a slurry as well as a vapour mixture [10,27]. In chemical vapour deposition the 

liquid solution with ceramic precursors is evaporated and fed to the reaction chamber where the high 

temperature causes gas reactions and following deposition on the substrate surface (Figure 2.3-a). An 

alternative is the electrochemical vapour deposition; water and metal chloride compounds are fed to two 

sample sides, respectively. Due to the applied electric field, water is reduced producing oxygen ions which 

migrate inside ceramic and reach the other chamber oxidising the metal precursors (Figure 2.3-b). Despite the 

production of thin homogenous films with good mechanical properties, both described techniques are quite 

expensive due to the high temperature requested to favour the gas reaction in chemical vapour deposition and 

the ion solid diffusion in electrochemical vapour deposition. Physical vapour deposition (specifically 

sputtering) allows for decreasing the process temperature. Noble gas ions, such as argon, are used to bombard 

the target material which releases atoms directed to substrate surface (Figure 2.3-c). The possibility to obtain 

a very fine morphology control does not balance the need of complex handling machines, reducing its use 

only for lab experiences.  
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Figure 2.3 Manufacturing techniques for cell layer deposition: (a) chemical vapour deposition [27], (b) electrochemical 

vapour deposition [27], (c) sputtering [28]. 

The last possibility consists of the direct powder deposition onto the substrate. In this case a quite promising 

technology is the plasma spraying [24]; ceramic powders are injected into the plasma jet that melts them due 

to high temperatures forming droplets. These are propelled towards the substrate where they rapidly form a 

film (Figure 2.4-a). In addition to an easy scale-up, this procedure does not require a further sintering step 

reducing material change issues. Despite these two advantages, its use is limited due to possible reactions with 

air generating nitrates and oxides which can remain entrapped into the final film. This problem is solved 

working under vacuum, making process handling more complex yet. To reduce costs a possible solution is 

the spray pyrolysis, where a suspension containing the powders is sprayed on hot support substrate [29]. Here 

they are decomposed to form the film (Figure 2.4-b). Nevertheless, this method is not so reliable due to the 

presence of a composition gradient, since deposited droplet layers spend different time at high temperatures 

resulting in conductivity path creation. For miniaturized cell production pulser layer deposition is applied 

[27]. The laser ablation of target material is performed under vacuum, generating powders which move 

towards the substrate through the plasma jet (Figure 2.4-c). This technique is mainly used at lab scale due to 

high costs, moreover re-sputtering easily occurs. 
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Figure 2.4 Manufacturing techniques for cell layer direct deposition: (a) plasma spraying [24], (b) spray pyrolysis [29], (c) 

pulser laser deposition [27]. 
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Chapter 2.2 Materials and Degradation 

In stack configuration the solid oxide cells are composed by two electrodes (anode and cathode) divided by 

the electrolyte; single cells are then assembled to obtain the target power though interconnects and by applying 

sealants to close the system. The function and main features of each part is summarised in Table 2.4 and then 

described in detail through followed sections, highlighting also possible degradation mechanisms. Electrodes 

have an uneven composition along thickness, usually distinguishing among the effective active zone near to 

electrolyte, the support-gas distribution section and the current collector layer on the top. Since most layers 

are composed by ceramic materials, which easily tend to react each other due to high temperatures in both 

initial sintering step and during cell operation, some thin films are often present in order to avoid 

contaminations and so allowing the use of the most performing material solutions for each electrode. These 

additional layers are characterized by a quite good conductivity to prevent an excessive resistance increase. 

Table 2.4 SOC layers and features. 

Element Function Features 

Fuel electrode                                          

(anode in FC and cathode in EC) 

• Catalyse H2 and CO evolution 

• Allow charge migration and 

gas diffusion 

• High catalytic activity 

• Mixed conductive material 

• Porous layer 

• Chemical stability and 

compatible thermal expansion 

coefficient 

• Pollutant tolerant 

Electrolyte 
• Allow ion migration and not 

electron one 

• Pure ion conductive material 

• Dense layer 

• Chemically inert with respect to 

electrode materials 

• Stable microstructure 

Oxygen Electrode                                     

(cathode in FC and anode in EC) 

• Catalyse O2 evolution 

• Allow charge migration and 

gas diffusion 

• High catalytic activity 

• Mixed conductive material 

• Porous layer 

• Chemical stability and 

compatible thermal expansion 

coefficient 

• Pollutant tolerant 

Interconnect 

• Allow electron conductivity 

between adjacent cells 

• Separate anodic and cathodic 

environment 

• High electric and thermal 

conductivity 

• Material stability in both reduced 

and oxidised environments 

• Chemical stability and 

compatible thermal expansion 

coefficient 

• Impermeable to gases 

Sealant • Avoid fuel and oxidant mixing 
• Chemical stability and 

compatibility 
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Chapter 2.2.1 Fuel Electrode 

Fuel electrode is usually formed by a porous cermet material which is composed by an electrically conducting 

metal and a solid oxide with pure ionic or mixed conductivity as support. This is a peculiarity of SOC since 

other designs use commonly only a metal as electrocatalyst. The ceramic presence allows for extending the 

reaction zone, which is no more limited to electrode-electrolyte interface, improves thermal expansion 

coefficient match among different layers and stabilizes the metal during redox cycles [30].  

The most common commercial solution consists of Ni-YSZ, where Nickel oxide particles are dissolved on 

fluorite structure of Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (ceramic often used as electrolyte) and then they are reduced in 

situ at high temperatures during the initial cell start-up. Hydrogen evolution reaction occurs at Triple Phase 

Boundary (TPB), where there is the contemporaneous presence of Ni as catalyst and electron conductor, YSZ 

as ionic conductor and gas phase to favour reactant transport (Reaction 2.1). Despite Ni is a well-known 

catalyst for hydrogen evolution, the effective multiple reaction path has not been completely understood yet. 

In literature three solutions are usually proposed. Looking at fuel cell mode, after the hydrogen dissociative 

adsorption on Ni the water formation can develop through H, O or OH spillover [31]. In the first case hydrogen 

atoms hop from Ni to oxygen ion or hydroxyl sites, and then water is desorbed from YSZ surface. Whereas in 

other two alternatives the opposite mechanism occurs: oxygen atoms or hydroxyls hop from YSZ surface to 

Ni particles. However, in all cases the rate limiting step is an elementary charge transfer mechanism (Reaction 

2.2-2.5) [32]. 

H2(g) + OO
2− ↔ H2O(g) + 2eNi

− + VO
2+ (Overall reaction) (R. 2.1) 

HNi + OYSZ
2− → OHYSZ

− + []Ni + e
− (H spillover with O) (R. 2.2) 

HNi + OHYSZ
− → H2OYSZ + []Ni + e

− (H spillover with OH) (R. 2.3) 

OYSZ
2− + []Ni → ONi + []YSZ + 2e

− (O spillover) (R. 2.4) 

OHYSZ
− + []Ni → OHNi + []YSZ + e

− (OH spillover) (R. 2.5) 

Despite excellent electrochemical properties, Ni suffers from different issues during operation. The main 

problem is due to Ni coarsening favoured by the high working temperature which provokes the particle size 

increase resulting in the reduction of TPB sites (i.e., active area). Whereas it does not appear dependent on the 

current density direction (fuel cell or electrolysis mode) since it occurs also at Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) 

[33]. According to reference durability tests, Ni agglomeration is the main cause of H2 electrode deterioration: 

it represents about 18–41 % of SOFC total performance reduction [34] and 19–26 % of SOEC one [35]. This 

process is strongly correlated to the specific used temperature. The Ni radius increase is significant in the 

initial cell operation above all, then it follows a quite asymptotic profile. Indeed, YSZ backbone can limit and 

even inhibit Ni coarsening, since Ni/YSZ interface area results more stable than Ni/gas side [36]. Here 

performance degradation associated to Ni agglomeration stabilizes in long term and becomes less significant 

for prolonged working times. Another severe issue is Ni oxidation which causes the reduction of both catalytic 

activity and electron conductivity. Nickel is prone to be oxidized due to the reaction with H2O and CO2, 

becoming competitive to H2 or CO oxidation since metal oxidation is thermodynamically favoured under an 

appropriate environment at higher temperatures than 798 K [37]. This phenomenon usually occurs when the 

system fails allowing for oxygen crossover from the other electrode, otherwise in stress cell operation such as 

high fuel utilization or poor fuel feeding [38]. In some points the atmosphere is no longer reductive favouring 

Ni oxidation. Nevertheless, when the nominal operation is restored, Ni reduction is again promoted. These 

local redox cycles are particularly dangerous for fuel electrode support cell configuration due to volume 

changes (expansion during oxidation and shrinkage during reduction), which puts the electrolyte under 

tension with the consequent crack formation [39]. Another possible cause of degradation consists of Ni 

migration mechanism which varies the effective active area. Differently from previous discussed processes, it 
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is strongly influenced by the cell operation resulting more emphasised in SOEC under high electric loads [40]. 

Several approaches are followed to explain the migration driving force. According to gas phase diffusion 

theory [41], Ni reacts with water forming volatiles species, Ni(OH)x, which diffuse and deposit reducing again 

into Ni metallic form. In this case the driving force is the steam gradient which moves Ni from high water 

content zones to lower ones. Here Ni migration is usually reported to be outwards in SOFC and inwards in 

SOEC (Figure 2.5). Nevertheless, this is checked only at high temperatures (around 1223 K), whereas 

decreasing the cell operation of 100–150 degrees an opposite direction is detected in electrolysis mode. This 

inconsistency is due to Ni contact losses near to electrolyte shifting TPB zone under low temperature 

operation. Before this structural change, Ni migrates towards electrolyte following the steam gradient. Then 

the electrochemical potential formed between Ni at TPB and Ni non-contacted particles becomes the main 

driving force, favouring Ni motion to the new TPB area where it has a lower activity value. Since contact losses 

usually occur after a short operation period, the initial Ni migration inwards is rarely visible. Looking at SOFC 

mode, both steam and potential driving forces provoke the motion outwards. However, this theory does not 

manage to explain completely all effective occurring processes since Ni migration is also observed in dry CO2 

electrolysis [42]. Here more recent studies propose the variation of particle interfacial energy as driving force 

[43]. Since the curvature tends to increase near to the electrode-electrolyte interface, Ni migrates away. Trying 

to match different theories, the variation of interfacial energy results dependent on oxygen partial pressure at 

fuel electrode (or in other terms H2O/H2 and CO2/CO ratio), which partially confirms the observed role of 

steam [33]. A worse performance is obtained under hydrocarbon feed, since coking and sulphur poisoning 

reduce active sites in partially reversible way [5,44]. Indeed, Nickel particles also catalyse coking of 

hydrocarbons, causing carbon layer formation on electrode surface which becomes more and more relevant at 

working temperature increase (above 923 K). Moreover, sulphur in fed fuel is adsorbed on Ni as molecular 

monolayer blocking the electro-active area.  

 

Figure 2.5 Ni migration direction assuming steam gradient as driving force [41]. 

In order to overcome Ni-YSZ limitations, a promising alternative consists of applying Ni and Gadolinium 

doped Ceria phase (Ni-CGO, Cerium Gadolinium Oxide) which combines a high catalytic activity for both 

hydrogen evolution and steam reforming reaction with a slower degradation [45]. Indeed, minimal coking 

effects and a higher sulphur tolerance are detected [46,47]. These improvements are mainly related to different 

reaction paths. Indeed, in this configuration the reactions take place mainly on CGO surface, while the role of 

Nickel is as electronic conductor above all [48]. Following experimental microstructure observations, two 

possibilities are evaluated for the hydrogen evolution, involving gas-ceramic-metal interface (TPB sites) and 

gas-ceramic one (Double Phase Boundary, DPB sites). However, the first one is quite negligible since lower 

than 10 % of current comes from this mechanism [49]. Hence the process is dominated by Cerium reduction 

from tetravalent-charged to trivalent-charged state (Reaction 2.6): 

2Ce4+ + O2− +H2 ↔ H2O + VO + 2Ce
3+ (R. 2.6) 

This reaction derives from a series of steps, including gas adsorption-desorption, charge migration and ion-

electron transfer on active sites. Considering the fast vacancy transport inside the ceramic bulk and the almost 

instantaneous surface saturation with gaseous species, the rate-limiting phase depends on the elementary 
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charge transfer between hydroxyl groups and Cerium atoms [50]. Although Ni-CGO shows a higher 

endurance to poisoning fed components and coking, some changes in material microstructure are detected 

during long term operations. These processes are quite complex involving not only Ni particles but also the 

ceramic structure, which is a relevant difference in comparison with Ni-YSZ electrode where YSZ is a stable 

backbone. If Ni coarsening is one of the main degradation causes in Ni-YSZ structure, in Ni-CGO the 

agglomeration of Ni particles is still detected but it has a lower influence on global cell performance. Indeed, 

the coarsening is slowed down due to the formation of nanoparticles of CGO on Nickel surface [51]. The 

system operation strictly depends on both Ni and CGO phase migration. Increasing current density and water 

content, Ni tends to move to electrode top surface causing its depletion at the interface with electrolyte and, 

on the other hand, an increase of porosity [52]. The worsening of cell resistance is also caused by CGO 

agglomeration that reduces ion conductivity [53]. 

Since most degradation processes are correlated to Ni particles, some alternative Ni-free materials are under 

investigation by using perovskites and double perovskites which are mixed conductors with a high catalytic 

activity. Moreover, they show also coking resistance and redox stability. Considering basic perovskite 

structure ABO3, Cr, Mn and Ti cations are usually employed as B-site hosts; however both electrical 

conductivity and catalytic activity are enhanced by the partial substitution with multivalent dopants in A and 

B sites such as transition metals [54]. Some examples are Samarium Titanium Manganese (STM) based 

structure, Strontium Iron Niobium Molybdenum (SFNM) based structure and Praseodymium Barium 

Manganese (PBM) based structure [55]. 
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Chapter 2.2.2 Electrolyte 

The electrolyte is one of the most critical components showing a heavy influence on global system 

performance. SOC peculiarity is the use of a solid electrolyte, differently from other available configurations 

working at both low and high temperatures such as alkaline, polymeric membrane and molten carbonate cells. 

The electrolyte should be a dense layer, in order to avoid gas transport, with a high pure ionic conductivity. 

These features strictly depend on sintering process which has to guarantee a proper particle agglomeration; 

moreover, also the precursor microstructure (i.e., size, shape and specific surface area) can change obtainable 

electrochemical properties [56]. In general, the manufacturing aims at producing as thin as possible layer with 

an ionic conductivity higher than 10-2 S cm-1 at least [57]. To reach this target metallic oxides are doped in order 

to increase defects inside the lattice resulting in a high concentration of charge carrier species. There are two 

possible configurations basing on anionic or protonic conductive materials. In the first case, the oxygen ion 

migration occurs through a hopping mechanism via vacancies which are usually produced by replacing 

tetravalent host atoms with trivalent ones to satisfy system electroneutrality. In theory, incorporating more 

dopants the material conductivity should increase; however, a maximum profile is usually detected. Indeed, 

when the dopant concentration (or in other terms the vacancy percentage) reaches a threshold value, dopants 

and defects associate each other modifying the activation energy for ion hopping between vacancy sites and 

so limiting the conductivity increase. In such conditions, the oxygen vacancies result trapped inside these 

clusters becoming immobile (no more involved in ion migration) [58]. The dopant atom radius influences 

defect interactions too: the size match between dopant and host usually allows for reaching higher 

conductivity values [59]. Whereas, in protonic conductive materials the hydrogen ion migration occurs mainly 

through Grotthuss-type mechanism, where H+ jumps from an oxygen atom to the neighbouring one. Here, 

higher ionic conductivities are reached due to a smaller ionic size reducing the migration activation energy. 

In some materials, vehicle mechanisms prevail where protons attach to an oxygen ion and move together with 

this ‘vehicle’ via translational diffusion. So formed hydroxide ions migrate through the structure as in the 

oxygen ion case [60]. A comparison among different oxide performances is presented in Figure 2.6.  

 

Figure 2.6 Performance of different anionic and protonic conductive solid oxides [61]. 

The most common oxygen ion conductive materials are based on fluorite structures such as Zirconia (ZrO2) 

doped with 3–10 %mol of Y2O3, showing excellent performance at 1073 K and more (for instance, 3-5×10-2 S 

cm-1 at 1073 K) [62]. However, it is a quite expensive material which requires considerable sintering 

temperatures to obtain a suitable densification (it is usually the highest one in SOC components) [63]. Its 

common degradation mechanisms are the formation of intergranular and intragranular pores [62]. The first 

case is due to the nucleation and the growth of oxygen clusters in YSZ grain boundaries near the oxygen 

electrode. While the second one causes pore-layers originated from ion diffusion inside the electrolyte. Indeed, 

the mass transport of species with different mobility can leave holes (the so-called “Kirkendall voids”). These 
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internal voids weaken ions mobility and contacts between electrode and electrolyte, also provoking crack 

formation. Another possible degradation source is YSZ phase transition from cubic structure to tetragonal one 

as result of high working temperatures [64]. In this case the structural change also provokes a gradual ionic 

conductivity decrease. A promising alternative consists of ceria-based electrolytes which allow for simplifying 

the manufacturing and reducing process costs [65]. Different doped/codoped solutions are proposed. Indeed, 

multi-doped systems with bivalent and trivalent cations in small amounts are characterised by low sintering 

temperatures and resulting improvement of ionic transport [63]. These materials are a good solution for 

intermediate temperature solid cell, which work between 873–1023 K. Basic structures are Gd-doped CeO2 

and Sm-doped CeO2 with a dopant concentration until 20 %mol resulting in 1–3×10-2 S cm-1 at 973–1023 K 

[66,67]. However, their main limit to industrial spread is a no-negligible n-type electronic conductivity due to 

the partial reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+ [68]. A possible solution under study consists of the addition of multi-

valent co-dopants, such as Tb3+/Tb4+ or Pr3+/Pr4+, which modify the oxygen vacancy concentration and so both 

electronic and ionic conductivity [69]. Indeed, the reduction of these elements produces further vacancies 

lowering ion migration activation energy, moreover this reaction replaces Ce4+ reduction allowing for an 

unchanged Ce4+/Gd3+ distribution [70]. Other anionic conductive electrolyte solutions consist of Lanthanum 

silicate apatite doped with rare earth and alkaline earth metals (conductivity equal to 2×10-2 S cm-1 at 1073 K) 

[71], otherwise Molybdenum oxides are also proposed for high working temperatures since they reach 

considerable higher values than 8YSZ at the same conditions [72]. However, both stability and durability of 

these new materials are still too low.  

Looking at proton conductive electrolytes, they are not competitive yet for industrial scale applications, 

however they usually consist of perovskite structures working at lower temperatures. For instance, BaZr and 

BaCe-based oxides can operate stably at around 873 K showing 9.93×10-4 S cm-1 as conductivity [73] (notice 

that YSZ value is a bit lower 5×10-4 S cm-1 [74]). Moreover, their thermal expansion coefficients are comparable 

to other cell layers. Another material working below 923 K consists of Lanthanum tungstate; one of its main 

strengths is a lower sintering temperature making the production process cost-effective [75]. 
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Chapter 2.2.3 Interconnects 

Interconnect roles consist of separating physically anode and cathode sides, connecting in series adjacent cells 

and also providing stack structural integrity. Nevertheless, it works in quite stressed conditions due to 

simultaneous exposition to oxidised and reduced atmospheres, elevated temperatures and possible steam 

presence with other pollutants such as sulphides [76]. Initially ceramic interconnects were used guaranteeing 

a good match with other cell layers. Common solution consisted of LaCrO3 doped with Strontium or Calcium 

to increase electron conductivity [77]. However, these structures are quite weak and not so resistant to thermal 

stresses. The reduction of cell working temperature below 1073 K has allowed for the replacement with high 

temperature alloys such as Ni-, Fe-, Co-based alloys, Cr-based alloys, Alumina forming alloys and ferritic 

stainless steels above all [76]. Indeed, the last ones show a high thermal and electric conductivity, a good 

manufacturability, suitable electrochemical features, a thermal expansion coefficient matching with other cell 

layer ones (11.4–14×106 K-1 from room temperature to 1073 K). Moreover, they are oxidation-resistant in view 

of the formation of a protective and conductive Cr2O3 scale on metallic surface if exposed to oxidising 

environments, which reduces corrosion issues. Most common solutions are Crofer22 APU, Crofer22H and 

AISI441 [78]. The last one is very promising due to its low costs [79], which is not a so negligible aspect keeping 

in mind that interconnects represent around the 45 % of overall stack production price [80]. On the other hand, 

chromia scale formation involves several issues, it can grow until some micrometres during SOC operation 

resulting in high resistances. Moreover, at air electrode side Chromium evaporates from the oxide through 

following reactions (Reaction 2.7 and Reaction 2.8) and it can poison the electrocatalytic sites (as discussed in 

Chapter 2.2.4). At common cell working conditions Chromium oxyhydroxide is the favoured volatile species 

according to thermodynamics [76]. 

Cr2O3(s) + 1.5O2(g) ↔ 2CrO3(g) (R. 2.7) 

Cr2O3(s) + 1.5O2(g) + 2H2O(g) ↔ 2CrO2(OH)2(g) (R. 2.8) 

Different alternatives are possible to overcome these issues, such as modifying the alloy composition and 

microstructure, applying some surface treatments or adding a protective coating [80]. These are usually 

conductive oxides (perovskite and spinel structures) with a high electronic conductivity (in the order of 1–

2×102 S cm-1 at 1023–1073 K [81]) and a low ionic value to avoid the ion diffusion inside. The main used solution 

consists of transition metal spinels showing a good stability and adhesion to metal substrates. Especially Co-

Mn and Cu-Mn based spinels (MCO) guarantee a good Cr retention. Some reactive elements such as Ce, La 

and Y can be sometimes added to decrease the scale growth. Their percentage has to be carefully tested since 

a low amount does not change coating features, but the excessive presence can have some adverse effects too 

[82]. Moreover, the contact between coated interconnect and air electrode is improved by applying electrically 

conductive perovskite pastes, such as LaSrCoFeO3 (LSCF), LaSrMnO3 (LSM) or LaSrCoMnO3 (LSCM), which 

can also further prevent Chromium poisoning [83,84]. Whereas the metal is usually uncoated on the fuel side 

and a Ni-based paste favours the direct contact with the electrode, making the interconnect strongly influenced 

by system operation. Steam presence favours the growth of Cr-oxide layer. An example of described structure 

to assembly cells in series is reported in Figure 2.7 for fuel cell case. 
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Figure 2.7 Interconnect structure in fuel cell operation [78]. 

Looking at interconnect degradation, at air electrode side a Cr-rich thermally grown oxide usually forms 

between metal substrate and MCO coating which is the oxygen source itself. Indeed, the metal does not have 

a direct contact with gas. This new layer consists of chromia doped with Mn traces and it gradually increases 

its thickness, above all if temperature rises [78]. Here thermal gradients on cell plane can generate zones with 

different scale thicknesses: higher values are usually detected at the outlet section in fuel cell mode due to 

process exothermicity. The oxide growth depends on both specific environments and coating microstructural 

changes. For instance, a different oxide growth rate is evaluated for the dual atmosphere zone (in contact with 

both anode and cathode), where hydrogen ions can diffuse from fuel to air electrode side enhancing metal 

vacancy formation and consequently Cr migration [85]. Also, coating is characterised by significant 

microstructure variations. High temperatures favour spinel densification as well as Cr and Fe solid phase 

diffusion, which improve MCO conductivity. Cr is often not detected into the perovskite-based contacting 

paste also after more than 20,000 h operation, confirming the effectiveness of MCO as barrier between the 

interconnect and the electrode. In some cases, Sr can migrate from perovskite pastes to MCO coating and react 

with Cr forming an insulating secondary phase SrCrO4 at their interface [86]. The most dangerous outcome of 

oxide and other layer formation is the spallation due to coating adhesion reduction [87]. This occurs above all 

if the stack is exposed to severe thermal cycles which generate internal stresses caused by the different thermal 

expansion coefficient of MCO and chromia layer. As a direct consequence of spallation, now-uncoated 

interconnect is exposed to a high temperature corrosive environment leading a drastic drop of system 

performance.  
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Chapter 2.2.4 Oxygen Electrode 

Similar to fuel electrode requests, the used materials have to show a high catalytic activity for O2 evolution, a 

sufficient porosity to allow gas diffusion and a mixed conductivity to favour reaction development not limited 

at electrolyte interface. Perovskites are common solutions: the first introduced lattice consisted of LaMnO3 

normally doped with Strontium to increase electric conductivity. Despite a good match with other layer 

thermal expansion coefficients, the ion diffusivity is quite low, so it was usually mixed with YSZ [77]. This 

ceramic composite has been recently replaced by single phase MIEC materials (i.e., Mixed Ionic and Electronic 

Conduction materials), such as Lanthanum Strontium Cobalt Iron oxides (LSCF) or Lanthanum Strontium 

Cobalt oxides (LSC). They are p-type semiconductors showing a high electronic conductivity (10–103 S cm-1 at 

1073 K) and no negligible ionic one through vacancy hopping (around 10-2 S cm-1 at 1073 K) [88]. Nevertheless, 

they are characterised by a poor chemical stability and a higher thermal expansion coefficient than commonly 

used electrolyte value, so a composite LSCF and CGO layer is proposed. The CGO addition changes electrode 

performance. In LSCF and LSC the reaction occurs at Double Phase Boundary (i.e., MIEC perovskite-gas 

interface), whereas in composite electrode CGO works as ionic conductor allowing for TPB site development 

(i.e., interface among the perovskite as catalyst and electron conductor, the CGO as ionic conductor and the 

gas phase to provide reactants) [89]. Moreover, a pure ceria-based interlayer is usually deposited as barrier to 

prevent undesired solid-state reactions between YSZ electrolyte and perovskite electrode.  

Several degradation issues affect oxygen electrode behaviour which have the dominant role at stack level; 

differently from the single cell case where detrimental effects at fuel electrode prevail. Main causes of cell 

performance worsening are the formation of high resistive phases, the particle agglomeration with resulting 

reduction of active zone, the insulating ceria zirconia layer deposition at electrolyte interface and the electrode 

delamination [20] LSCF demixing consists of a heavy accumulation of Strontium and Cobalt, in less amount, 

near the electrolyte interface, above all during electrolysis mode. Indeed, the high oxygen chemical potential 

drives the Sr release from the structure, then Strontium oxides evaporate as hydroxide compounds if steam is 

present in fed gases (Reaction 2.9 and Reaction 2.10). Volatile species diffuse through the electrode and react 

with electrolyte precipitating as zirconates (SrZrO3) inside barrier layer pores (Reaction 2.11). Strontium 

oxidation and depletion result in the reduction of reaction surface as well as of perovskite conductivity [35].  

SrLa
′ + OO

x → SrO(s) + VLa
′′′ + VO

∙∙  (R. 2.9) 

SrO(s) + H2O(g) → Sr(OH)2(g) (R. 2.10) 

Sr(OH)2(g) + ZrZr
x + 2OO

x ↔ SrZrO3(s) + H2O(g) + 2VO
∙∙ + VZr

′′′ (R. 2.11) 

Secondary phases derive also from the interactions with stainless steel interconnects. Cr volatile species as 

CrO3 and CrO2(OH) (derived from Reaction 2.7 and Reaction 2.8) move inside the electrode and react with 

SrO to form SrCrO4 which covers active sites near to electrode-interconnect interface and increases the system 

resistivity (Reaction 2.12) [90]. 

SrO(s) + CrO2(OH)2(g) → SrCrO4(s) + H2O(g) (R. 2.12) 

Due to high working temperatures the interdiffusion of constituent elements is easily detected, even during 

cell manufacturing. Especially, Gadolinium migrates from CGO barrier layer to YSZ electrolyte during 

sintering and this mechanism carries on also under SOC operation. Gd2O3-Y2O3-ZrO2 solid solution is formed 

causing a drastic drop of ionic conductivity within some micrometres near the electrolyte interface. This aspect 

is already evaluated in virgin samples as Figure 2.8 shows [20]. 
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Figure 2.8 Insulating Gd-rich layer formation at YSZ electrolyte-CGO barrier layer interface after cell manufacturing [20]. 

In electrolysis mode delamination is one of main degradation causes due to the high internal pressure of 

produced oxygen within the electrode near to the electrolyte. Indeed, O2 tends to accumulate around any 

defect at solid-solid interface and this becomes more relevant when the applied potential increases. 

Delamination is also accelerated by the interdiffusion of metal atoms resulting in secondary phase deposition. 

Crack formation and complete cell fail are commonly consequences [62]. 

Since the main downside of LSCF and LSC is a higher thermal expansion coefficient than other layer one, some 

alternatives consist of Co-free materials [55]. For example, Lanthanum and Praseodymium nickelates show a 

good catalytic activity for O2 evolution. Otherwise, aiming at both high activity and electronic conductivity, 

Neodymium Barium Cupper (NBCO) or Neodymium Barium Strontium Cupper (NBSCO)-based perovskites 

are proposed; nevertheless, in this case the electrolyte should be Samarium doped Ceria to guarantee system 

chemical stability. Alkaline earth metal use allows for increasing charge migration; however, they easily react 

with Cr causing the electrode degradation. Innovative perovskite structures avoid the addition of these 

elements without showing a low conductivity, such as Lanthanum Zinc Manganese oxides.  
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Chapter 2.2.5 Sealant 

Sealants are quite challenging elements since they have to work in as wide as possible operative range (i.e., 

both oxidised and reduced environments) avoiding anodic and cathodic feed mixture (Figure 2.9). Notice 

sealant failure results in considerable changes of global cell performance when also small leaks occur. Two 

configurations are commonly available: rigid structures based on glass or glass ceramics and metallic 

compressive gaskets [77]. The first solution could seem more suitable using a low-cost inert material without 

the need of applying a continuous load. On the other hand, its thermal expansion coefficient has to match 

exactly other layer values since crack formation can easily occur. Hence barium and calcium are usually added 

into glass in order to increase the material thermal expansion coefficient. Whereas the compressive seals are 

more flexible solutions reducing material choice constraints, however a constant load is applied in this case. 

 

Figure 2.9 Stack section in order to underline sealant arrangement [91]. 
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Solid Oxide Cell (SOC) modelling is a very challenging task due to the complexity of such system. Indeed, the 

cell can be examined from different points of view: as a power generator based on electrochemical processes, 

as a heat and mass exchanger in a perspective of fluid dynamics and transport phenomena, as a chemical 

reactor in terms of occurring reactions depending on fuel composition and heat effects associated with the 

electrochemical conversion [1]. Here, the simulation has to focus on several aspects such as material transport, 

heat exchange, charge conduction, reaction mechanisms and so on. Moreover, since the simulated results are 

only an approximation of real-world conditions and considering that numerical convergence alone is not 

sufficient, experimental validation is a necessary step for both model building, tuning and validation [2]. In 

this framework, several detailed tests were carried out at stack, single cell and button cell level, sometimes 

also including segmented cells to have a direct evaluation of local performance [3]. Once the model is properly 

tuned, it can be applied as control system allowing for monitoring, predicting and identifying abnormal 

operative conditions (fault diagnosis and prognosis) [4]. Simulation is also used for sensor validation through 

the continuous comparison between measured and modelled values [5], and for interferential measures, when 

direct laboratory tests are not possible or too expensive above all referring to microstructural features [6].  

In literature several models have been proposed at different scales, more or less detailed in view of their 

specific applications. They are based on both rigorous theoretical formulations and semi-empirical 

approaches, where some parameters are evaluated only through the comparison with experimental data. In 

the simplest 0D approach, the cell is studied as just a point allowing a quick performance evaluation with low 

computational efforts. Moreover, minimal system information is required neglecting local phenomena. Here, 

it is suitable for small size units or to have a general overview of cell outputs in the framework of complete 

plant simulation [7]. 1D models are a bit more complex: all equations are usually solved along the main flow 

direction identifying the variations at bulk level, but completely overlooking all specific interactions 

characterising active sites within electrodes [8]. On the other hand, 3D models describe in detail all layers - 

electrodes, electrolyte, interconnects - resulting a time-consuming approach due to the balance resolution in 

all spatial dimensions. However, they provide local behaviour information difficult to measure directly 

through experimental tests. For instance, it is possible to detect hotspots, channelling effects and an irregular 

use of the active surface [9,10]. 2D models are a good trade-off which permits to optimise the computational 

efficiency without the loss of important data [11]. In planar configuration case, conservation equations are 

applied on cell cross-section. For instance, the CFD analysis combined with a specific SOFC electrochemical 

model allows for evaluating temperature, gas composition and velocity along both fuel and oxygen channel 

directions [12]. Thermal effects due to electrochemical reactions can be estimated through a 2D cross-section 
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local study highlighting high temperatures that characterise the anode-electrolyte interface [13]. Another 

possibility is the simulation on the cell plane forecasting the inlet-outlet variation of main physicochemical 

features, which becomes relevant for industrial scale applications. For instance, the cell can be modelled by 

assuming both anodic and cathodic gas sections as a series of continuous stirred tank reactors where material, 

energy and charge balances are solved. The interactions among these units simulates the global system 

behaviour [14]. Moreover, model execution in specific process simulation software allows for studying 

different feeding configurations with minimum computation efforts [15].  

At any scale level, the key-point of physically based modelling approaches consists of formulating an effective 

kinetics able to describe different occurring mechanisms for fuel cell and electrolysis mode, where both 

chemical and electrochemical reactions occur. Kinetics derives from Faraday law which considers the running 

current as the reaction rate and correlates it to reacted moles. Noted the current value, the cell power is known 

through characteristic curves (i.e., J-V curves) simulated by electrochemical kinetics, which does not consider 

only effective reactions depending on activation energy and available active area but also other mechanisms 

which can become the rate-limiting step such as gaseous reactant diffusion or charge migration. Indeed, the 

first point is not negligible under high loads, whereas the second strictly derives from used layer materials 

and how they are connected. Here SOC performance is influenced by working conditions (e.g., temperature, 

feed composition, flow rate…) as well structural features (e.g., thickness, porosity, material composition…). 

Looking at chemical reactions, solid oxide fuel cell design allows for direct hydrocarbon feeding, above all 

methane, methanol and biogas [16]. Indeed, high operative temperatures and common Ni-based electrodes 

catalyse reforming reactions to produce a H2-rich syngas for redox. In this case, cell kinetics at fuel electrode 

is more complex since different series or parallel reactions develop in view of the specific reaction 

environment, such as hydrogen oxidation, steam reforming, dry reforming, water gas shift, Boudouard 

reaction to name a few. 

When wide datasets are available, data-driven and machine learning are also promising approaches, 

alternative to physically based ones. If the first principle-based models are above all applied for SOC operation 

design and optimisation, data-driven and machine learning are suitable above all for in operando applications 

such as control systems. Diagnosis tools aim at avoiding a premature cell degradation by evaluating the 

deviation of the current state from the normal behaviour and so detecting hazardous states. Voltage and areas 

specific resistance are commonly used as State of Health markers [17]. Whereas the identification of specific 

fault sources is more challenging, requiring a correlation between the fault and operating variables through 

Fault Tree Analysis [18]. In this framework data-driven approaches, such as neural networks and multilinear 

regressions, are promising tools [19,20,21]. Statistical and stochastic models are usually applied to develop 

advanced Remaining Useful Life (RUL) prediction algorithms [22]. Here stochastic processes are adapted to 

model the specific cell behaviour detecting required parameters through inferential procedures applied to 

experimental data. For instance, Bayesian methods, Method of Moments and Maximum Likelihood estimation 

procedures are successfully applied to SOC operation [23]. 

This chapter aims at presenting the followed multiscale modelling approach, changing the simulation level as 

a function of the studied system but basing on the same kinetics (Figure 3.1). SIMFC/SIMEC (SIMulation of 

Fuel Cells and Electrolyser Cells) is a physically based modelling code able to predict high temperature cell 

operation at different scales of analysis from a lumped parameter one to 2D level. Its key point is a rigorous 

formulation of process kinetics considering both electrochemical and reforming reactions. In details, the 

equations refer to an anionic conductive electrolyte cell under fuel cell (Solid Oxide Fuel Cells - SOFCs) and 

electrolysis (Solid Oxide Electrolyser Cells - SOECs) mode. Following thermodynamics, the cell tension is 

calculated at equilibrium state and then it is penalized of different contributions to consider resistances 

characterising the system under load. Looking at direct internal reforming operation, the model can assume 

the equilibrium achievement as well as kinetics driven processes dependent on catalytic activity and available 

active area. The same discussed kinetics was implemented at all scales of the model. The activity initially 

focused on SIMFC/SIMEC at 0D level (SIMulation of Fuel Cells and Electrolyser Cells at 0D level), which is 
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written in Fortran and then executed into the process simulation software Aspen Plus, consisting of stationary 

material and energy balances. Then, looking at larger-scale cells, a more detailed 2D code was carried out 

(SIMFC/SIMEC at 2D level - SIMulation of Fuel Cells and Electrolyser Cells at 2D level). In this case the model, 

directly executed in a Fortran compiler, applies conservative equations in each sub-unit dividing the cell plane. 

Both codes were previously developed by Process Engineering Research Team (PERT) - University of Genova 

- to simulate high-temperature fuel cell behaviour such as Molten Carbonate and Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 

[24,25]. In this work the models were improved by introducing a formulation for electrolysis operation and a 

more detailed expression of electrochemical kinetics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Multiscale modelling approach through SIMFC/SIMEC. 
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Chapter 3.1 Cell Kinetics Analysis through a Physically based Model 

Chapter 3.1.1 Electrochemical Reactions 

Focusing on an anionic conductive electrolyte type cell, O2− species are the charge carriers migrating between 

two electrodes through oxygen vacancies inside the electrolyte lattice that move in the opposite direction of 

ions. At each side, semiredox reactions occur as a function of the operation mode: H2 oxidation or steam 

reduction at the fuel electrode, O2 production or consumption at the oxygen electrode (Table 3.1). 

Table 3.1 Electrochemical reactions in fuel cell and electrolysis mode. 

Reaction SOFC SOEC 

Anode 
H2 + O

2− → H2O + 2e
− 

(fuel electrode) 

O2− →
1

2
 O2 + 2e

− 

(air electrode) 

Cathode 

1

2
 O2 + 2e

− → O2− 

(air electrode) 

H2O + 2e
− → H2 + O

2− 
(fuel electrode) 

Global H2 + 
1

2
O2 ↔ H2O 

 

Cell performance is evaluated through J-V curves which correlate the obtained voltage, V, as a function of 

applied current density, J, or, in other terms, as a function of the reaction rate according to the Faraday law for 

each cell (Equation 3.1). 

𝑉 = 𝑓(𝐽) with 𝐽 =
𝑧𝐹𝑁

𝑆
 (3.1) 

Where z is the charge number, F the Faraday constant, N the reacted molar flow rate of key reactant-product 

and S the active area. 

From a thermodynamic point of view, the equilibrium value, Eeq, derives from the Nernst equation knowing 

the working temperature, T, and fed reactant compositions in terms of partial pressure, p (Equation 3.2) [26].  

𝐸eq = 𝐸
0(𝑇) +

𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
ln (

𝑝H2_bulk𝑝O2_bulk
0.5

𝑝H2O_bulk
) =

∆𝐺H2/H2O(𝑇)

𝑧𝐹
+
𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
ln (

𝑦H2_bulk𝑦O2_bulk
0.5

𝑦H2O_bulk
) +

𝑅𝑇

2𝑧𝐹
ln (

𝑝

𝑝ref
) (3.2) 

Where the first term, called as reversible voltage E0, derives from the Gibbs free energy variation, ΔG, at cell 

working temperature, whereas the second considers the effective partial pressures of reactants or directly their 

molar fractions, y (R is the ideal gas constant and pref is the reference pressure usually equal to 1 bar). This 

formulation represents the Open Circuit Voltage (OCV), which is valid for both directions of H2/H2O redox 

reaction referring to the equilibrium state. Considering Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4, the reversible voltage 

dependence on temperature is obtained at constant pressure. Integrating Equation 3.5 between actual and 

reference temperature values, Equation 3.6 and Equation 3.7 are formulated [26].  

𝑑𝐺 = −𝑠𝑑𝑇 + 𝑣𝑑𝑝 (3.3) 

𝑑𝐺 = −𝑧𝐹𝑑𝐸0 (3.4) 

(
𝑑𝐸0

𝑑𝑇
)
𝑝

=
𝑑𝑠

𝑧𝐹
 (3.5) 

𝐸0(𝑇) = 𝐸ref +
∆𝑠

𝑧𝐹
(𝑇 − 𝑇ref) (3.6) 

𝐸0 = 1.253 − 2.4516 × 10−4𝑇 (3.7) 
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Where s is the entropy and v the volume. 

A more detailed discussion of OCV formulation is examined in Appendix A. 

Nevertheless, when a load is applied, some overpotential phenomena occur due to different mechanisms, such 

as charge migration, requested energy to overcome the activation barrier of reactions and gas diffusion. Here, 

the voltage is penalised by obtaining a lower value for SOFC mode (i.e., less outlet power gain) and a higher 

one in SOEC mode (i.e., more inlet power demand). Equations 3.8 shows the real cell voltage considering 

different overpotentials, Vp. 

𝑉 = 𝐸eq ∓ |∑𝑉p| (3.8) 

The ohmic overpotential term, Vohm, considers both material resistances, �̆�ohm, to electron conductivity and 

contact losses, �̆�con, namely the resistances at the interface between cell different layers. Neglecting contact 

losses and assuming a thermally activated charge transport mechanism for both ionic and electronic 

conduction, Vohm shows a linear dependence on applied current density, J, according to Ohm law (Equation 

3.9) [25]. 

𝑉ohm = (�̆�ohm + �̆�con)𝐽 = 𝑃1𝑇exp
(
𝑃2
𝑇
)
𝐽 (3.9) 

Where P1 and P2 are two empirical parameters specific for every case study. 

The overpotential due to electrochemical processes, Vele, derives from the Butler-Volmer formulation that 

represents the reaction rate in terms of applied current density [26]. It depends on the direct (i.e., oxidation) 

and indirect (i.e., reduction) mechanism occurring at each electrode, assuming a single-step charge transfer 

reaction as the rate-limiting step (Reaction 3.1).  

red ↔ ox + ze− (R. 3.1) 

Here, the electrochemical reaction rate �̆� (Equation 3.10) as a function of current density through Faraday law 

considers both the direct and indirect processes (Equation 3.11), assuming a dependency only on the n-reactant 

activity, a, defined as reduced or oxidized species. 

�̆� = 𝑘∏𝑎i,red
�̌�i

n

i=1

− 𝑘′∏𝑎i,ox
�̌�i

n

i=1

 (3.10) 

𝐽 = 𝑧𝐹𝑘∏𝑎i,red
�̌�i

n

i=1

− 𝑧𝐹𝑘′∏𝑎i,ox
�̌�i

n

i=1

 (3.11) 

Where k is the kinetic constant, �̌� and �̌� the kinetic orders. 

Kinetic constants are expressed using an Arrhenius type dependence which considers contributions due to 

chemical and electrochemical phenomena owing to the electrode polarization (Equation 3.12). 

𝐽 = 𝑧𝐹𝑘0exp
(
−𝐸act,ele
𝑅𝑇

)
exp

[
𝛼𝑧(𝑉−𝐸0)𝐹

𝑅𝑇
]
∏𝑎i,red

�̌�i

n

i=1

− 𝑧𝐹𝑘0
′ exp

(
−𝐸act,ele

′

𝑅𝑇
)
exp

[
−𝛼′𝑧(𝑉−𝐸0)𝐹

𝑅𝑇
]
∏𝑎i,ox

�̌�i

n

i=1

 (3.12) 

Where k0 is the kinetic pre-exponential coefficient, Eact the activation energy and α the charge transfer 

coefficient. The activity is substituted with the partial pressure, p, of oxidized or reduced species at active sites 

(commonly Triple Phase Boundary, TPB). Lumping chemical process terms in the kinetic constants kox and kred 

for oxidation and reduction respectively, Equation 3.13 is obtained. 

𝐽 = 𝑘oxexp
[
𝛼𝑧(𝑉−𝐸0)𝐹

𝑅𝑇
]
∏𝑝i,red_TPB

�̌�i

n

i=1

− 𝑘red
′ exp

[
−𝛼′𝑧(𝑉−𝐸0)𝐹

𝑅𝑇
]
∏𝑝i,ox_TPB

�̌�i

n

i=1

 (3.13) 
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Defining the electrode overpotential, Vele, as the difference between the actual voltage, V, and equilibrium 

voltage, Eeq, Equation 3.13 is written as Equation 3.14. 

𝐽 = 𝑘oxexp
[
𝛼𝑧(𝐸eq−𝐸

0)𝐹

𝑅𝑇
]
exp

(
𝛼𝑧𝑉ele𝐹
𝑅𝑇

)
∏𝑝i,red_TPB

�̌�i

n

i=1

− 𝑘red
′ exp

[
−𝛼′𝑧(𝐸eq−𝐸

0)𝐹

𝑅𝑇
]
exp

(
−𝛼′𝑧𝑉ele𝐹

𝑅𝑇
)
∏𝑝i,ox_TPB

�̌�i

n

i=1

 (3.14) 

Adding bulk partial pressures, Equation 3.15 is formulated. 

𝐽 = 𝑘oxexp
[
𝛼𝑧(𝐸eq−𝐸

0)𝐹

𝑅𝑇
]
exp

(
𝛼𝑧𝑉ele𝐹
𝑅𝑇

)
𝑝i,red_bulk
�̌�i ∏

𝑝i,red_TPB
�̌�i

𝑝
i,red_bulk

�̌�i

n

i=1

− 𝑘red
′ exp

[
−𝛼′𝑧(𝐸eq−𝐸

0)𝐹

𝑅𝑇
]
exp

(
−𝛼′𝑧𝑉ele𝐹

𝑅𝑇 )
𝑝i,ox_bulk
�̌�i ∏

𝑝i,ox_TPB
�̌�i

𝑝
i,ox_bulk

�̌�i

n

i=1

 (3.15) 

As the bulk composition is equal to TPB one at OCV, Equation 3.15 can be simplified into Equation 3.16. 

𝐽 = 𝐽0exp
(
𝛼𝑧𝑉ele𝐹
𝑅𝑇

)
∏

𝑝i,red_TPB
�̌�i

𝑝i,red_bulk
�̌�i

n

i=1

− 𝐽0
′exp

(
−𝛼′𝑧𝑉ele𝐹

𝑅𝑇
)
∏

𝑝i,ox_TPB
�̌�i

𝑝i,ox_bulk
�̌�i

n

i=1

 (3.16) 

Where J0 is the exchange current density, an index of the electrode material efficient as electrocatalyst. It 

represents the forward and reverse electrode reaction rate at the equilibrium state (OCV). In this condition, 

the direct and inverse rates are equal, so the common Butler-Volmer equation is expressed as Equation 3.17. 

𝐽 = 𝐽0 [exp
(
𝛼𝑧𝑉ele𝐹
𝑅𝑇

)
∏

𝑝i,red_TPB
�̌�i

𝑝i,red_bulk
�̌�i

n

i=1

− exp
(
−𝛼′𝑧𝑉ele𝐹

𝑅𝑇
)
∏

𝑝i,ox_TPB
�̌�i

𝑝i,ox_bulk
�̌�i

n

i=1

] (3.17) 

The electrode overpotential, Vele, considers both activation and diffusion effects, which become the main 

contributions at different conditions. Indeed, the resistances due to reaction development are relevant at low 

currents, while diffusion mechanisms are the rate-limiting step under a high load. The charge transfer 

coefficients are usually assumed to be 0.5 (equal requested energy for forward and backward process) because 

electrode materials are good catalysts for both direct and indirect reactions [27].  

When a low electric load is applied, the redox exchange is the slowest step and so reactant pressure gradients 

are minimum, i.e., the ratio between bulk and TPB values (pTPB/pbulk) equal to one (Equation 3.18).   

|
𝐽

𝐽0
| = [exp

(
𝛼𝑧𝑉act𝐹
𝑅𝑇

)
− exp

(
−𝛼𝑧𝑉act𝐹

𝑅𝑇
)
] (3.18) 

Equation 3.18 can be rewritten according to a hyperbolic sine formulation for the activation polarization Vact 

(Equation 3.19) [28].  

𝑉act =
𝑅𝑇

𝛼𝑧𝐹
sinh−1 |

𝐽

2𝐽0
| =

2𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
sinh−1 |

𝐽

2𝐽0
| (3.19) 

In Equation 3.19, the exchange current density J0 is the unknown parameter, but it derives from Equation 3.15, 

Equation 3.16 and Equation 3.17 considering just one oxidized and reduced compound as in the case of semi-

reactions of Table 3.1 (Equation 3.20). 

𝐽0 = 𝑘oxexp
[
𝑧(𝐸eq−𝐸

0)𝐹

2𝑅𝑇
]
𝑝red_bulk
�̌� = 𝑘red

′ exp
[
−𝑧(𝐸eq−𝐸

0)𝐹

2𝑅𝑇
]
𝑝ox_bulk
�̌�  (3.20) 

An expression of J0 is rewritten from the equivalence of Equation 3.20, introducing the equilibrium constant 

Keq to link direct and inverse kinetic terms kox and kred (Equation 3.21). 

𝐽0
2 = 𝑘ox𝑘red

′ 𝑝red_bulk
�̌� 𝑝ox_bulk

�̌� =
𝑘ox
2

𝐾eq
𝑝red_bulk
�̌� 𝑝ox_bulk

�̌�  (3.21) 

Equation 3.21 is rearranged by reintroducing Arrhenius dependence and assuming to work at atmospheric 

pressure (Equation 3.22). 
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𝐽0 = 𝛾ele𝑦red_bulk
�̌� 2⁄ 𝑦ox_bulk

�̌� 2⁄ exp
(− 

𝐸act,ele
𝑅𝑇

)
 (3.22) 

Hence, fuel and oxygen exchange current densities (Equation 3.23 and Equation 3.24) are expressed by a power 

law expression, considering the dependence on gas component compositions multiplied by an Arrhenius-type 

term to evaluate the influence of temperature [29]. 

𝐽0,fuel = 𝛾fuel𝑦H2_bulk
𝐴 𝑦H2O_bulk

𝐵 exp
(− 

𝐸act,fuel
𝑅𝑇

)
 (3.23) 

𝐽0,oxygen = 𝛾oxygen𝑦O2_bulk
𝐶 exp

(− 
𝐸act,oxygen

𝑅𝑇
)
 (3.24) 

Where γ, A, B and C are usually defined experimentally in view of specific used materials. It is worth to 

underline that the exchange current density, J0, has to show the same dependencies on the working conditions 

(i.e., temperature and reactant composition) in both fuel cell and electrolysis modes since it represents the 

forward and reverse electrode reaction rate at the equilibrium state [30,31]. 

Differently, when a high current density is applied, the gas diffusion inside the microstructure of the electrode 

becomes the rate-limiting step. In such conditions the transport of reactants and products from and to 

electrochemical reaction sites is too slow to maintain initial bulk compositions, so the requirement of reactants 

exceeds the gas capability to diffuse through porous materials. Consequently, there is an undersupply of 

reactants; simultaneously, the products are transported out of the active sites too slowly. This effect is 

represented by the diffusion overpotential, Vdiff, which considers the difference between bulk and TPB partial 

pressures as the driving force. It derives again from Butler-Volmer formulation (Equation 3.17), but in this 

case the electrochemical reaction is faster than transport mechanisms. Thus, the exchange current density, J0, 

representing the kinetic rate at equilibrium state tends to infinity (Equation 3.25). 

exp
(
𝛼𝑧𝑉diff𝐹
𝑅𝑇

)
∏(

𝑝i,red_TPB
𝑝i,red_bulk

)

2𝐴in

i=1

− exp
(
−𝛼′𝑧𝑉diff𝐹

𝑅𝑇
)
∏(

𝑝i,ox_TPB
𝑝i,ox_bulk

)

2𝐵in

i=1

= 0 (3.25) 

Solving Equation 3.25 Vdiff is represented by the following formulation through the introduction of the absolute 

value in order to guarantee the right ratio among reactant compositions, independently from the current 

density direction (Equation 3.26). Notice the direct influence of the kinetics orders, previously evaluated in the 

exchange current density expression (Equation 3.22), on gas partial pressures in contrast with the common 

literature formulation where this overpotential is obtained basing only on a purely thermodynamic approach 

[26]. 

𝑉diff = |
𝑅𝑇

2𝛼𝑧𝐹
ln [∏(

𝑝i,red_bulk
𝑝i,red_TPB

)

2𝐴i

(
𝑝i,ox_TPB
𝑝i,ox_bulk

)

2𝐵in

i=1

]| (3.26) 

TPB partial pressures are determined by solving material balances along the electrode thickness. Gas motion 

is the result of different mechanisms: convection, diffusion and induced convection in the case of an 

asymmetric system. As the pressure gradient is insignificant inside pores, the first case is not usually 

considered.  

Looking at fuel electrode, there are not induced convection flows occurring an equimolar counter-current flow 

of reactants and products. Thereby, the transport is only due to diffusion which is described by Fick theory, 

the simplest and most common approach for gas motion inside porous media [32]. Common fuel electrode 

materials are cermet, so electrochemical reactions are not limited to the electrode-electrolyte interface. Here 

the fuel electrode is divided into two control volumes referred to the support and the active layer, respectively. 

In the first case, gases with initial composition pbulk (Equation 3.28) diffuse through the support of thickness 

δsup following a Fickian mechanism (Equation 3.27), whereas the reaction occurs only at the interface with 

active zone (Equation 3.29). 
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𝐷i_sup
eff

𝑅𝑇

𝑑2𝑝i
𝑑𝑍2

= 0 (3.27) 

𝑝i(𝑍 = 0) = 𝑝i_bulk (3.28) 

−
𝐷i_sup
eff

𝑅𝑇

𝑑𝑝𝑖
𝑑𝑍

(𝑍 = 𝛿sup) = ±
𝐽

𝑧𝐹
 (3.29) 

Where Deff is the effective diffusion coefficient as a combination of molecular and Knudsen contributions, 

while Z is the spatial direction along the electrode thickness. Solving Equation 3.27, the gas pressures at 

support-active layer interface are obtained as shown in Equation 3.30. 

𝑝i(𝑍 = 𝛿sup) = 𝑝i_bulk ∓
𝐽𝑅𝑇𝛿sup

𝑧𝐹𝐷i_sup
eff

 (3.30) 

Whereas the material balances for active zone of thickness δactive considers both reaction and diffusion 

mechanisms (Equation 3.31). The boundary conditions at its extremities are reported in Equation 3.32 and 

Equation 3.33.  

𝐷i_active
eff

𝑅𝑇

𝑑2𝑝i
𝑑𝑍2

= ±
𝐽

𝑧𝐹𝛿active
 (3.31) 

𝑝i(𝑍 = 0 ) = 𝑝i_bulk ∓
𝐽𝑅𝑇𝛿sup

𝑧𝐹𝐷i_sup
eff

 (3.32) 

−
𝐷i_active
eff

𝑅𝑇

𝑑𝑝𝑖
𝑑𝑍

(𝑍 = 𝛿active) = 0 (3.33) 

Specifically, Equation 3.32 assumes a homogeneous distribution of reactants at the support interface; whereas 

Equation 3.33 is justified by the fact that no flow can pass inside the electrolyte using a dense electrolyte. 

Solving Equation 3.31, partial pressure profiles are calculated for both fuel cell and electrolysis mode as 

resulting from Equation 3.34. 

𝑝i = 𝑝i_bulk ±
𝐽𝑅𝑇𝑍2

2𝑧𝐹𝛿active𝐷i_active
eff

∓
𝐽𝑅𝑇𝑍

𝑧𝐹𝐷i_active
eff

∓
𝐽𝑅𝑇𝛿sup

𝑧𝐹𝐷i_sup
eff

 (3.34) 

As the reaction occurs in the whole volume, TPB partial pressures cannot be evaluated distinctively. A good 

approximation consists of an average value calculated along the active layer profile (Equation 3.35). 

Substituting Equation 3.34 into Equation 3.35, the average values of TPB partial pressure are calculated for H2 

and H2O (Equation 3.36 and Equation 3.37 respectively). 

𝑝i_TPB =
∫ 𝑝i𝑑𝑍
𝛿active
0

𝛿active
 (3.35) 

𝑝H2_TPB = 𝑝H2bulk ∓
𝐽𝑅𝑇𝛿active

3𝑧𝐹𝐷H2_active
eff

∓
𝐽𝑅𝑇𝛿sup

𝑧𝐹𝐷H2_sup
eff

 (3.36) 

𝑝H2O_TPB = 𝑝H2O_bulk ±
𝐽𝑅𝑇𝛿active

3𝑧𝐹𝐷H2O_active
eff

±
𝐽𝑅𝑇𝛿sup

𝑧𝐹𝐷H2O_sup
eff

 (3.37) 

Substituting Equation 3.36 and Equation 3.37 into Equation 3.26, the diffusion overpotential at fuel electrode 

is detected (Equation 3.38). 
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𝑉diff,fuel =
|

|𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
ln

{
 
 

 
 [1 ±

𝑅𝑇𝐽
𝑧𝐹𝑝H2O_bulk

(
𝛿sup

𝐷H2O_sup
eff +

𝛿active
3𝐷H2O_active

eff )]

2𝐵

[1 ∓
𝑅𝑇𝐽

𝑧𝐹𝑝H2_bulk
(
𝛿sup

𝐷H2_sup
eff +

𝛿active
3𝐷H2_active

eff )]

2𝐴

}
 
 

 
 

|

|
 (3.38) 

Looking now at oxygen electrode, the gas concentration gradient is relevant only at very low O2 partial 

pressure (𝑝O2 < 0.05 atm), so the diffusion overpotential is usually neglected in common working conditions 

with air as feed [29]. Vdiff,oxygen can be evaluated through material balances solved again along the electrode 

thickness, δoxygen, aiming at TPB oxygen partial pressure detection. In this case, the system is more complex 

due to its asymmetry: oxygen reacts without producing or consuming new gases as shown in Table 3.1 (N2 is 

an inert). Here inducted convection motions have to be considered into oxygen molar flow expression 𝑁O2  

(Equation 3.39) [33]. Oxygen material balance is formulated in Equation 3.40 assuming a Fickian type diffusion 

and neglecting convection1. At electrode extremities, the boundary conditions set a homogeneous distribution 

in the upper zone (Equation 3.41); whereas the reaction is assumed only to develop at electrode-electrolyte 

interface (Equation 3.42). 

�̃�O2 =
− 
𝐷O2
eff

𝑅𝑇
𝑑𝑝O2
𝑑𝑍

1 − 𝑦O2𝜗O2
 (3.39) 

𝑑(

𝐷O2
eff

𝑅𝑇
𝑑𝑝O2
𝑑𝑍

1 − 𝑦O2𝜗O2
)

𝑑𝑍
= 0 

(3.40) 

𝑝O2(𝑍 = 0 ) = 𝑝O2_bulk (3.41) 

−
𝐷O2
eff

𝑅𝑇
𝑑𝑝O2
𝑑𝑍

1 − 𝑦O2𝜗O2
(𝑍 = 𝛿oxygen) = ±

𝐽

𝑧𝐹
 (3.42) 

Where 𝜗O2 is defined as a combination of molecular DM and Knudsen DK diffusion coefficients (Equation 3.43). 

𝜗O2 =
𝐷O2
𝐾

𝐷O2
𝐾 + 𝐷mix,O2

𝑀  (3.43) 

Solving Equation 3.40, the TPB partial pressure is expressed by Equation 3.44 which is then substituted in 

Equation 3.26 to detect the diffusion overpotential at oxygen electrode side (Equation 3.45). 

𝑝O2_TPB =
𝑝

𝜗O2
− (

𝑝

𝜗O2
− 𝑝O2_bulk) exp

(±
𝜗O2𝑅𝑇𝛿oxygen𝐽

𝑧𝐹𝑝𝐷O2
eff )

 (3.44) 

𝑉diff,oxygen = |
|2𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
𝐶ln

[
 
 
 
 

𝑝O2_bulk𝜗O2

𝑝 − (𝑝 − 𝑝O2_bulk𝜗O2) exp (±
𝜗O2𝑅𝑇𝛿oxygen𝐽

𝑧𝐹𝑝𝐷O2
eff )

]
 
 
 
 

|
| (3.45) 

At both fuel and oxygen electrode, the effective diffusion coefficient Deff is expressed as the combination of 

molecular contribution, consisting of interactions among different particles, and the Knudsen term due to 

 
1 In SOEC previous literature the oxygen electrode transport was also modelled through Darcy’s law [34]. Since O2 generated at interface 

causes a pressure gradient in the porous electrode, permeation was assumed as the main gas transport mechanism. Note this is only true 

for electrolysis process, resulting in the need of distinctive equations for two cell operations. 
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molecule–wall collisions. The first is evaluated through the Chapman–Enskog approach for a binary mixture 

(Equation 3.46), corrected in order to consider the presence of more compounds (Equation 3.47) [35].  

𝐷i−j
M =

1.43 × 10−7𝑇1.75

𝑝(
2

1
𝑀i
⁄ + 1 𝑀j

⁄
)

0.5

(�̃�i

1
3⁄ + �̃�j

1
3⁄ )
2

 

(3.46) 

𝐷mix,i
M =∑(

𝑦j

𝐷i−j
M )

−1

(1 − 𝑦i)

i≠j

 (3.47) 

Where T is the temperature [K], p the pressure in [atm], M the molecular weight [g mol-1]and �̃� the diffusion 

volume [-]. Meanwhile, the Knudsen term is equal to Equation 3.48 [27]. 

𝐷i
K =

2𝑟

3
√
8000𝑅𝑇

𝜋𝑀i
 (3.48) 

Where r is the pore radius [m], T the temperature [K], R the ideal gas constant and M the molecular weight [g 

mol-1]. In view of two series transport mechanisms, the effective diffusion coefficient is calculated through 

Equation 3.49 introducing the porosity, ε, and tortuosity, 𝜉, coefficients. 

𝐷i
eff =

휀

𝜉
(

1

𝐷mix,i
M

+
1

𝐷i
K
)

−1

 (3.49) 

A further loss consists of Nernst overpotential, VNernst, which evaluates the reference OCV owing to the 

inhomogeneous concentration distribution on the cell plane under electric load. In the multidimensional 

approaches, this term does not have to be calculated since it is possible to evaluate directly the cell behavior 

knowing actual local features in each subdomain (as discussed better below) [25]. Whereas it is relevant in 0D 

modelling codes. For both fuel cell and electrolysis mode, Equation 3.50 defines VNernst as the difference of 

Open Circuit Voltage calculated at inlet pin and average pav (i.e., average between input and output values) 

conditions [36]. 

𝑉Nernst =
𝑅𝑇

2𝑧𝐹
ln (

𝑝O2_bulk,in

𝑝O2_bulk,av
)+
𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
ln (

𝑝H2_bulk,in𝑝H2O_bulk,av 

𝑝H2_bulk,av𝑝H2O_bulk,in 
) (3.50) 

Where the first term is referred to the oxygen electrode contribution and the second to the fuel electrode one. 

Keep in mind than all these formulations are valid for both SOFC and SOEC operations, so the same model 

can easily switch between two operating modes by just changing the current direction without the need to 

modify kinetic parameters [37]. 
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Chapter 3.1.2 Direct Internal Reforming Reactions 

In addition to H2 evolution reaction at fuel electrode (Table 3.1), the pair of Ni-based catalysts and high 

operating temperatures allows for the direct feeding of light hydrocarbons in SOFC mode. This is possible 

thanks to internal reforming reactions that convert these hydrocarbons to H2 necessary for cell operation. 

Focusing on CH4 reforming, it can be carried out using H2O (Steam Reforming, SR) or CO2 (Dry Reforming, 

DR) as co-reactants following different reaction paths (Reaction 3.2 and Reaction 3.3 for SR, Reaction 3.4 and 

Reaction 3.5 for DR). 

CH4  +  H2O ↔  CO + 3H2 (R. 3.2) 

CH4  +  2H2O ↔ CO2  +  4H2 (R. 3.3) 

CH4  +  CO2 ↔ 2CO + 2H2 (R. 3.4) 

CH4  +  3CO2 ↔ 4CO + 2H2O (R. 3.5) 

Experimental remarks prove that dry reforming reactions (Reaction 3.4 and Reaction 3.5) develop when the 

feed has a minimum moisture level, and it is mainly composed of CH4 and CO2. Thus, in SOFC operating 

conditions, DR can occur only near the anodic inlet owing to relevant water continuously generated by 

electrochemical reactions (Table 3.1). For this reason, in the kinetics modelling only the steam reforming route 

is usually assumed [37]. Due to the applied electric load, parasite electrochemical reactions of CH4 partial or 

total oxidation can occur (Reaction 3.6 and Reaction 3.7). However, reforming is usually faster and thus these 

last ones are negligible [38]. 

CH4  +  O
2− → CO + 2H2  +  2e

− (R. 3.6) 

CH4  +  4O
2− → CO2  +  2H2O +  8e

− (R. 3.7) 

The presence of all requested reactants and of a suitable catalyst also permits the Water Gas Shift (WGS) 

reaction (Reaction 3.8) altering the gas phase concentration. 

CO + H2O ↔ CO2  +  H2 (R. 3.8) 

Since Reaction 3.8 is the preferential path for CO consumption [37], only H2 oxidation is usually considered as 

anodic electrochemical reaction neglecting CO redox. If both the steam reforming (Reaction 3.2) and the WGS 

(Reaction 3.8) are considered reversible, Reaction 3.3 has not to be modelled resulting in the linear combination 

of previous two ones [39]. In addition to these, carbon deposition mechanisms could occur due to the high 

operating temperature (Reaction 3.9 - Reaction 3.14). They are undesired since they reduce the active area of 

the catalyst, penalizing reforming reactions and consequently global cell performance. 

2CO ↔ C + CO2 (R. 3.9) 

CH4 ↔ C + 2H2 (R. 3.10) 

CO + H2 ↔ C + H2O (R. 3.11) 

CO2  +  2H2 ↔ C + 2H2O (R. 3.12) 

CH4  +  2CO ↔ 3C +  2H2O (R. 3.13) 

CH4  +  CO2 ↔ 2C + 2H2O (R. 3.14) 

However, working with excess steam hinders Reaction 3.9 - Reaction 3.14 that consequently can be neglected 

in the model [38]. In addition to carbon deposition, also the presence of poisonous compounds induces other 

degradation phenomena specific for each working condition. They are not here analysed aiming at providing 

general formulations for methane direct internal reforming operation. 
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Literature mainly follows three modelling approaches to simulate SR reaction: 

• equilibrium model; 

• power law kinetic formulation; 

• surface reaction kinetic model. 

The equilibrium approach assumes that the reforming reaches the thermodynamic equilibrium (Equation 

3.51), where Keq,SR is the equilibrium constant as a function of partial pressures of reactants [40]. 

𝐾eq,SR  =  
𝑝CO_bulk,eq𝑝H2_bulk,eq

3

𝑝CH4_bulk,eq𝑝H2O_bulk,eq
 (3.51) 

The equilibrium constant dependence on temperature can be expressed according to either a rigorous Van’t 

Hoff formulation (Equation 3.52) [41] or a simplified semi-empirical approach (Equation 3.53) [42]. 

∆𝐺SR  =  −𝑅𝑇 ln𝐾eq,SR (3.52) 

𝐾eq,SR  =  exp
(30.114 − 

26,830
𝑇

) (3.53) 

Experimental results show that CH4 conversion is lower than the equilibrium one [39]. Thus, the use of this 

approach may require opportune corrections to properly reproduce experimental data. Since this kinetics is 

independent from catalyst amount and distribution, it is suitable to describe a 0D system. 

The power law kinetic formulation approach is based on semi-empirical equations, as described in Equation 

3.54. The SR reaction rate, �̆�SR, is usually expressed as the product between a kinetic constant (kSR) and the 

partial pressure of reactants, p, elevated to different exponents. Both kinetic constant and exponents derive 

from fitting of experimental data. 

�̆�SR  =  𝑘SR𝑆𝑝CH4
�̅� 𝑝H2O

�̅�
𝑝H2
�̅�
𝑝CO2
�̅� 𝑝CO

̅  (3.54) 

The dependence on H2, CO2, and CO is usually negligible (�̅�, 𝛿̅, and 휀  ̅are close to zero), thus the reaction rate 

is only function of CH4 and H2O. �̅� and �̅� values may vary among different studies [16, 37]. Literature generally 

agrees that the reforming has a first order dependence on CH4 partial pressure, while the order of water seems 

highly influenced by the steam to carbon ratio. It can be positive for low S/C ratio, zero for S/C close to two 

and negative for higher values of S/C [43]. This is explained by negative effects that great amount of water has 

on the CH4 adsorption on the catalyst surface [39]. Power law kinetics approach does not require the 

knowledge of involved mechanisms and so it can be easily applied when many experimental data are available 

for model tuning. However, results are specific to the analysed case and can be generalised difficulty. 

The surface reaction kinetic model approach describes occurring mechanisms as a sequence of intermediate 

phenomena, consisting of the adsorption, the surface reaction and the desorption of all involved gases. The 

rate of the total kinetics is determined by the slowest phenomenon that changes at different temperatures and 

reactant-product compositions. Such kinetics are usually modelled following the Langmuir–Hinshelwood 

(LH) or the Hougen–Watson (HW) theories. The first assumes a bimolecular reaction between two reactants 

adsorbed on neighbouring sites as the rate-limiting step and the water dissociation into atomic hydrogen H 

and hydroxyl groups OH (Equation 3.55). Whereas the second also considers the sorption and the reaction of 

intermediates (Equation 3.56) [44].  

�̆�SR  =  
𝑘SR𝑆∏ 𝑝i

𝜑in
i=1

(1 + ∑ 𝐾i𝑝i
𝜑in

i=1 )
𝜊 (1 − 

𝑂SR
𝐾eq,SR

) (3.55) 
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�̆�SR =

𝑘SR𝑆∏
𝑝i
𝜑i

𝑝j
𝜍j

n
i=1

(1 + ∑ 𝐾i
𝑝i
𝜑i

𝑝j
𝜍j

n
i=1  )

𝜊 (1 − 
𝑂SR
𝐾eq,SR

) (3.56) 

In both Equation 3.55 and Equation 3.56, the numerator shows the kinetics dependency on involved gases, 

while the denominator considers the availability of active sites through adsorption isotherm. The last term, 

expressed as ratio between the reaction quotient, OSR, (Equation 3.57) and the equilibrium constant, Keq,SR, 

represents the driving force of the overall process. 

𝑂SR =
𝑝CO_bulk𝑝H2_bulk

3

𝑝CH4_bulk𝑝H2O_bulk
 (3.57) 

Both kinetic kSR and adsorption 𝐾 coefficients are described by an Arrhenius type dependency on the operating 

temperature (Equation 3.58 and Equation 3.59). 

𝑘SR = 𝑘0,SRexp 
(− 

𝐸act,SR
𝑅𝑇

)
 (3.58) 

𝐾i = 𝐾0,iexp 
 (−  

∆𝐻ads,i
𝑅𝑇

)
 (3.59) 

Where k0,SR and K0 are the pre-exponential coefficients and ΔHads the adsorption enthalpy variation. In direct 

internal reforming fuel cell modelling, the surface reaction kinetics is commonly used considering the values 

detected for Ni-MgAl2O3-spinel catalysts as the reference kinetics parameters [42]. Since the process rate is 

strongly influenced on catalyst features, such as used support, Ni percentage and particle size, this approach 

is not always effective for SR occurring inside a fuel cell due to a higher Ni content, compared to the traditional 

SR catalyst, needed to guarantee a good conductivity [16]. Experimental data suggest that the rate-limiting 

step is the CH4 dissociative adsorption in Ni-YSZ anode design. Thus, a first order expression as a function of 

only CH4 partial pressure is formulated in accordance with power law models. Under the assumption that the 

surface cannot be covered by other components, the adsorption dependency is neglected and the kinetic rate 

is expressed through Equation 3.60 as reported in different works [16,39,44]. 

�̆�SR = 𝑘SR𝑆𝑝CH4 (1 − 
𝑂SR
𝐾eq,SR

) (3.60) 

Looking at WGS reaction, the most common approach assumes the equilibrium achievement (Equation 3.61), 

where the equilibrium constant derives from Van’t Hoff formulation [41] as reported in different reference 

works [45,39,46]. Only few cases present an empirical correlation for WGS reaction rate [47]. 

𝐾eq,WGS  =  
𝑝CO2_bulk,eq𝑝H2_bulk,eq

𝑝CO_bulk,eq𝑝H2O_bulk,eq
= exp

( − 
∆𝐺WGS
𝑅𝑇

) (3.61) 
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Chapter 3.2 Cell Global Performance Analysis through a Lumped Model 

The 0D code written in Fortran and then executed in Aspen Plus is based on material and energy balances at 

the anodic and cathodic side (Figure 3.2). It assumes that the system reaches the stationary working condition, 

all equations are solved in the gas domain formulating the exchanges with cell solid elements from a 

macroscopic point of view. The solid phase is not considered as balance domain. Only H2/H2O evolution path 

is assumed as electrochemical process, implementing the formulation discussed in Chapter 3.1.1. Here 

working conditions required in kinetics equation, such as bulk composition and temperature, are assumed as 

the average between inlet and outlet computed values. Despite these simplifications, it allows a preliminary 

evaluation of the reversible cell operation. In addition to low computational efforts, the execution in common 

commercial simulation software favours a quick sensitivity analysis of the main operative variables and an 

easy process investigation. 

 

Figure 3.2 SOC block introduced in Aspen Plus as User Model. 

At both anodic and cathodic side material balances are resolved considering stationary conditions and 

expressing the generation term, χ, through Faraday law, which correlates the generated-reacted mole flows to 

the reaction rate in term of current density J (Equation 3.62) [26].  

𝑁i,in − 𝑁i,out + 𝜈i𝜒 = 𝑁i,in −𝑁i,out +
𝜈i𝐽𝑆

𝑧𝐹
= 0 (3.62) 

Where N is the molar flow rate, ν the stochiometric coefficient, S the active area, z the charge number and F 

the Faraday constant. 

The global cell energy balance is also solved at stationary macroscale level considering the gas phase as domain 

(Equation 3.63). 

𝐻in − 𝐻out − 𝐻loss ± 𝑃el = 0 (3.63) 

Where H represents the enthalpy flow correlated to inlet-outlet reactant material streams, Hloss the heat 

exchange with surrounding and Pel the electric power requested or produced by electrochemical processes. 

Explicating the enthalpy terms, Equation 3.63 is rewritten as a function of molar flow rate, N, and specific heat 

cp of each component (Equation 3.64 and Equation 3.65). 

∑𝑁i,inℎi,in

n

i=1

−∑𝑁i,outℎi,out

n

i=1

− 𝐻loss ± 𝑃el = 0 (3.64) 
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∑𝑁i,in (ℎi,f
0 (𝑇ref) + ∫ 𝑐𝑝i𝑑𝑇

𝑇in

𝑇ref

)

n

i=1

−∑𝑁i,out (ℎi,f
0 (𝑇ref) + ∫ 𝑐𝑝i𝑑𝑇

𝑇out

𝑇ref

)

n

i=1

− 𝐻loss ± 𝑃el = 0 (3.65) 

Where h is the specific enthalpy, hf the standard enthalpy of formation, Tref, Tin and Tout the reference, inlet and 

outlet temperature respectively. Substituting the outlet molar flow rates, Nout, through the material balance 

outcomes obtained by Equation 3.62, Equation 3.66 is derived after some mathematics. 

∑𝑁i,in𝑐𝑝i,av_in(𝑇in − 𝑇ref)

n

i=1

−∑𝑁i,out𝑐𝑝i,av_out(𝑇out − 𝑇ref)

n

i=1

− 𝜒∑𝜈iℎi,f
0 (𝑇ref)

n

i=1

− 𝐻loss ± 𝑃el = 0 (3.66) 

Note than every specific heat is evaluated as an average temperature between inlet and reference or between 

outlet and reference. Moreover, the third term can be expressed knowing the enthalpy variation of 

electrochemical reaction ∆𝐻H2/H2O (Equation 3.67). 

∑𝑁i,in𝑐𝑝i,av_in(𝑇in − 𝑇ref)

n

i=1

−∑𝑁i,out𝑐𝑝i,av_out(𝑇out − 𝑇ref)

n

i=1

− 𝜒∆𝐻H2/H2O(𝑇ref) − 𝐻loss ± 𝑃el = 0 (3.67) 

Solving the Equation 3.67 through a numerical approach, the energy balance allows for estimating the cell 

outlet temperature as shown in Equation 3.68 and Equation 3.69. 

𝑇out = 𝑇ref +
∑ 𝑁i,in𝑐𝑝i,av_in(𝑇in − 𝑇ref)
n
i=1 − 𝜒∆𝐻H2/H2O(𝑇ref) − 𝐻loss ± 𝑃el

∑ 𝑁i,out𝑐𝑝i,av_out
n
i=1

 (3.68) 

𝑇out = 𝑇ref +
∑ 𝑁i,in𝑐𝑝i,av_in(𝑇in − 𝑇ref)
n
i=1 + 𝑄(𝑇ref)

∑ 𝑁i,out𝑐𝑝i,av_out
n
i=1

 (3.69) 

A specific coefficient, Θ, is introduced to split the sensible heat, Q, between fuel electrode and oxygen electrode 

(Equation 3.70 and Equation 3.71, respectively). 

𝑇out_fuel = 𝑇ref +
∑ 𝑁i,in_fuel𝑐𝑝i,av_in(𝑇in_fuel − 𝑇ref)
n
i=1 + 𝛩𝑄(𝑇ref)

∑ 𝑁i,out_fuel𝑐𝑝i,av_out
n
i=1

 (3.70) 

𝑇out_oxygen = 𝑇ref +
∑ 𝑁i,in_oxygen𝑐𝑝i,av_in(𝑇in_oxygen − 𝑇ref)
n
i=1 + (1 − 𝛩)𝑄(𝑇ref)

∑ 𝑁i,out_oxygen𝑐𝑝i,av_out
n
i=1

 (3.71) 

Since Tref is chosen arbitrarily, it can be assumed equal to Tout simplifying previous formulations. However, in 

this case the outputs are not so detailed evaluating the sensible heat at final values. A more precise simulation 

is obtained considering an average value Tav between feed and product temperature. Through an iterative 

calculation the energy balance of Equation 3.67 results as in Equation 3.72 and Equation 3.73 for two cell sides. 

𝑇out_fuel = 𝑇av +
∑ 𝑁i,in_fuel𝑐𝑝i,av_in(𝑇in_fuel − 𝑇av)
n
i=1 + 𝛩𝑄(𝑇av)

∑ 𝑁i,out_fuel𝑐𝑝i,av_out
n
i=1

 (3.72) 

𝑇out_oxygen = 𝑇av +
∑ 𝑁i,in_oxygen𝑐𝑝i,av_in(𝑇in_oxygen − 𝑇av)
n
i=1 + (1 − 𝛩)𝑄(𝑇av)

∑ 𝑁i,out_oxygen𝑐𝑝i,av_out
n
i=1

 (3.73) 
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Chapter 3.3 Cell Local Performance Analysis through a 2D Model 

SIMFC/SIMEC (SIMulation of Fuel Cells and Electrolyser Cells) consists of a higher modelling level which 

allows for a punctual cell analysis basing on physical principles. It is a 3D simulation code for planar SOC 

geometry in single cell or stack configuration, where X and Y axis directions refer to each single cell plane, 

whereas the orthogonal direction permits to evaluate more stacked units. Three designs can be simulated – 

i.e., co-, counter- or crossflow -, which is a neglected aspect following a 0D approach. Assuming an isopotential 

behaviour, both anodic and cathodic sides are divided in an optimized number of sub-cells where steady-state 

local mass, energy, charge and momentum balances are applied and thermodynamic-kinetic properties are 

calculated such as flow rate, molar fraction, current density and polarization losses (Figure 3.3). Three domains 

are considered: fuel electrode gas, oxygen electrode gas and the single solid cell (i.e., anode, cathode, 

electrolyte and current collectors). The related differential equations are solved by the finite difference 

approach to simplify the initial problem in a system of ordinary equations. Since each variable is calculated at 

specific local conditions of every sub-element, a detailed description of the transport and reaction mechanisms 

inside the cell is reached. Obtained variables consist of bulk properties for reaction kinetics which is the key-

point of the model (Chapter 3.1). Electrochemical process is based on anionic conductive type mechanisms, 

where oxygen ions migrate through the electrolyte to oxidize H2 in fuel cell mode and reduced water in 

electrolysis one. CO/CO2 evolution path is not still modelled. Different feedings for fuel cell operation can be 

considered, such as H2, syngas, natural gas or biogas, implementing both H2 oxidation, steam reforming and 

water gas shift kinetics as previously discussed.  

 

Figure 3.3 Discretization of the cell plane and local properties calculation through SIMFC/SIMEC. 

In next paragraphs a brief overview of SIMFC/SIMEC based equations is presented (referred to authors’ 

previous works for the complete description [48,49,50]). Anodic and cathodic material balances are solved 

along X- and Y-direction expressing the conversion term as a function of applied current density following 

Faraday law (Equation 3.74 and Equation 3.75).  

𝜕𝑁ǐ
𝜕𝑋

= ±
𝜈i𝐽

𝑧𝐹
 (3.74) 

𝜕�̌�i
𝜕𝑌

= ±
𝜈i𝐽

𝑧𝐹
 (3.75) 

Whereas energy balances are expressed in two distinct domains: gas and solid phase. For the first case, two 

equations in X- and Y-directions are solved on the cell plane axes (Equation 3.76 and Equation 3.77). The gas 

temperature variation at each side Tele (where “ele” represents fuel or oxidant electrode) is provided by the 
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heat exchange between gas and solid structure as well as the thermal contribution due to gases reacting on the 

cell plane. Note no reaction is assumed in gas domain. 

∑𝑁ǐ𝑐𝑝i
𝜕𝑇ele
𝜕𝑋

n

i=1

= �̃�ele𝜅ele(𝑇sol − 𝑇ele) +∑
𝜕𝑁ǐ
𝜕𝑋

∫ 𝑐𝑝i𝑑𝑇ele

𝑇sol

𝑇ele

n

i=1

 (3.76) 

∑𝑁ǐ𝑐𝑝i
𝜕𝑇ele
𝜕𝑌

n

i=1

= �̃�ele𝜅ele(𝑇sol − 𝑇ele) +∑
𝜕𝑁ǐ
𝜕𝑌

∫ 𝑐𝑝i𝑑𝑇ele

𝑇sol

𝑇ele

n

i=1

 (3.77) 

Where Tsol is the solid cell temperature, �̃� the ratio between gas-solid interface area and cell area, 𝜅 the gas-

solid heat transfer coefficient (neglecting irradiation contribution). 

The solid phase energy balance is expressed through Equation 3.78. 

�̃�fuel𝜅fuel(𝑇sol − 𝑇fuel) + �̃�oxygen𝜅oxygen(𝑇sol − 𝑇oxygen) = 𝑄cond + 𝑄rea (3.78) 

Where the gas-solid heat exchange of each sub-cell at fuel and oxygen electrode side is equal to the heat 

exchange between neighbouring sub-cells, Qcond, and the contribution to occurring reactions Qrea (i.e., 

electrochemical, Steam Reforming SR and Water Gas Shift WGS). Qcond is evaluated assuming only conduction 

mechanisms as parallel thermal resistances (Equation 3.79), whereas Qrea depends on the enthalpy variation of 

different reactions and the heat dissipated due to Joule effect (Equation 3.80). 

 𝑄cond =∑(𝜆m𝛿m) (
𝜕2𝑇sol
𝜕𝑋2

+
𝜕2𝑇sol
𝜕𝑌2

)

m

 (3.79) 

 𝑄rea = 𝐽 (
∆𝐻H2/H2O

𝑧𝐹
± 𝑉) + 𝜒SR∆𝐻SR + 𝜒WGS∆𝐻WGS (3.80) 

Where λ is the heat conductivity, δ the thickness and χ the generation term. In case of stacked cell configuration 

also the heat transfer between over and under cells is added (Equation 3.81), considering thermal resistances 

in series of different overlying layers (Equation 3.82). 

 𝑄stack = 𝑆𝐾over(𝑇over − 𝑇sol) + 𝑆𝐾under(𝑇under − 𝑇sol) (3.81) 

 𝐾m = (∑
𝛿

𝜆
m

)

−1

 (3.82) 

Where K is the thermal resistance coefficient.  

Looking at momentum balances, the gas pressure drops are evaluated along X- and Y-directions at both fuel 

and oxygen electrode (Equation 3.83 and Equation 3.84).  

∂p
ele

∂X
=𝜓ele

�̃�ele𝜄ele

d
2

 (3.83) 

∂p
ele

∂Y
=𝜓ele

�̃�ele𝜄ele

d
2

 (3.84) 

Where p is the gas pressure, ψ a coefficient considering system fluid dynamics, μ the gas viscosity, ι the gas 

velocity and d the characteristic geometric parameter of gas channels.  
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A multiscale study is a common approach in chemical engineering, since it allows the use of the most effective 

simulation tool in view of the available and requested level of detail [1]. In 0D approach, the cell is reduced to 

a point, so it results in a quick system performance evaluation which is convenient for preliminary studies on 

the whole system (power plants or energy storage units) [2]. Remember these models cannot predict specific 

mechanisms within the cell, but working parameters are assumed equal to inlet, outlet or in-out average values 

[3]. At small sized cell level this assumption is consistent since the cell surface has a quite homogeneous 

behaviour and so it can be considered as a perfect stirred reactor suggesting a 0D approach use. Indeed, high-

level modelling is characterised by relevant simulation time without providing more useful data on the system 

operation. On the contrary, larger-scale units need a more specific investigation to highlight the influence of 

local physicochemical feature changes on global performance. In this case, the model can also be refined to 

obtain a better match with system behaviour by introducing different kinetics equations and parameters as a 

function of the considered point on the cell plane. 

In view of the specific scale of analysed case studies, two simulation tools are proposed (Chapter 3). A 0D code 

written in Fortran and implemented in Aspen Plus (SIMFC/SIMEC at 0D level- SIMulation of Fuel Cells and 

Electrolyser Cells at 0D level) allows for evaluating global cell performance by solving material and energy 

balances at anodic and cathodic sides. This modelling approach was used to study small-scale single cells 

(TEST 1 – SOFC and TEST 2 – rSOC) focusing on the electrokinetic formulation through a simulation tool that 

provides results in a few seconds due to minimum computational efforts. It was validated for both fuel cell 

and electrolysis mode, easily switching between them just changing the current density direction. In addition, 

the implementation in Aspen Plus favoured a quick execution of sensitivity analysis and process investigation 

aiming at the identification of more significant dependences on operative parameters. When larger-scale units 

were under study (TEST 3 – SOFC and TEST 4 – Direct Internal Reforming SOFC), the local performance 

acquires relevance and so the cell dimension can no longer be overlooked. In this case, a 2D in home-developed 

simulation code was the most suitable tool (SIMFC/SIMEC - SIMulation of Fuel Cells and Electrolyser Cells). 

Considering a uniform value of voltage, both anodic and cathodic planes are divided into an optimized 

number of sub-elements, where steady-state material, energy, momentum and charge balances are 

formulated. Since each variable is calculated at specific local conditions, a detailed description of the transport 

and reaction mechanisms occurring inside the cell is possible. This is particularly relevant to have a local 

control of the system behaviour avoiding dangerous working conditions due to excessive thermal gradients 
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or fuel starvation in some cell points [4]. Moreover, feasibility studies can be performed by trying to optimise 

the cell design, for instance fixing uneven distributions of catalytic activity. Despite the complexity of 

described approach, SIMFC/SIMEC can converge in few seconds resulting significantly faster than common 

computational fluid dynamic models and checking its competitiveness with respect to reference simulation 

tools [5,6,7,8]. 

This chapter discusses different application examples for both simulation tools previously presented following 

a multiscale approach. After a preliminary validation through experimental result comparison, two models 

were applied to study solid oxide cell behaviour in fuel cell and electrolysis operation. Laboratory tests and 

EIS analysis were performed thanks the collaboration with University of Perugia, University of Camerino and 

DCCI-University of Genova. 
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Chapter 4.1 0D Model Tuning 

As discussed, one of the main 0D model advantages is a faster evaluation of the cell performance, so it is 

suitable for an initial analysis focusing only on electrochemical performance (i.e., cell voltage as a function of 

applied current density and different polarization losses), whereas neglecting complex thermal and material 

exchange development. Here SIMFC/SIMEC at 0D level was applied to detect an optimised kinetics able to 

predict both planar anionic conductive electrolyte fuel cell and electrolysis operation. It consists of a semi-

empirical approach, where basic equations derive from Nernst, Ohm and Butler-Volmer formulations 

(Chapter 3), and specific system parameters are determined by experimental observations. Indeed, they 

depend on material, microstructure and design of each case-study. The least number of fitting parameters was 

used to avoid data overfitting. Small-size single cells were taken as references for model tuning and validation 

so that a homogeneous property distribution occurs.  

Chapter 4.1.1 TEST 1: Solid Oxide Button Fuel Cell 

As the first point, a planar Ni-YSZ/8YSZ/CGO-LSCF button cell with 1 cm2 active area - the smallest surface 

between electrodes and metal current collectors - was tested by University of Perugia. The main structural 

support consisted of the anode layer (Ni-YSZ) with outer diameter and thickness of 28 mm and 240 μm, 

respectively. The electrolyte (8YSZ) was sintered onto the anode resulting in 8 μm thickness, while a 50 μm-

thick cathode layer (CGO-LSCF) was screen-printed over the electrolyte-anode assembly. This button cell was 

sealed onto a dense alumina housing with a high temperature glass paste (Schott G018-311) and reduced at 

1073 K for 50 h before to reach a stable operation (refer to [9] for the complete description of the cell housing 

geometry and the test of bench). Experimental campaign was planned to study how different operating 

parameters influence Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) performance. Every variable was changed one at a time to 

isolate single effects; the cell behaviour was evaluated through characteristic curves and Electrochemical 

Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) analysis. Different temperatures, reactant compositions and flow rates were 

tested, fixing a 3–4 %vol H2O at anode side to guarantee a good operation (Table 4.1).  

Table 4.1 Working parameters of TEST 1 - SOFC. 

T 

[K] 

p 

[bar] 

Fuel electrode Oxygen electrode 

Flow rate 

[Nml min-1] 

H2 

[%vol] 

N2 

[%vol] 

Flow rate 

[Nml min-1] 

O2 

[%vol] 

N2 

[%vol] 

1023 1 100–150–200 100 - 200–300–400 21 79 

1023 1 100–150–200 50 50 200–300–400 21 79 

1023 1 100–150–200 25 75 200–300–400 21 79 

1048 1 100–150–200 100 - 200–300–400 21 79 

1048 1 100–150–200 50 50 200–300–400 21 79 

1048 1 100–150–200 25 75 200–300–400 21 79 

1073 1 100–150–200 100 - 200–300–400 21 79 

1073 1 100–150–200 50 50 200–300–400 21 79 

1073 1 100–150–200 25 75 200–300–400 21 79 

 

In this preliminary analysis the requested kinetics parameters were partially derived by literature and 

determined experimentally through J-V profiles and EIS analysis performed by University of Camerino. Due 
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to cell dimension, the system was considered to work in isothermal conditions. Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) 

was calculated through Nernst law (Equation 3.2) and then corrected by introducing a further loss, Vl, since 

theoretical values were higher than measured ones. Indeed, there can be both the gaseous permeation due to 

structural defects, such as defective sealing issues, open pores and fractures, as well as the electronic leakages 

due to a non-ideal ionic conductor electrolyte [3,10]. The ohmic parameters P1 and P2 (Equation 3.9) were 

evaluated by fitting internal resistances provided by EIS analysis at different temperatures. Looking at 

activation overpotentials (Equation 3.19, Equation 3.23 and Equation 3.24), both activation energies and 

kinetics orders were imposed in a reference range, whereas the exchange current density coefficients, γ, were 

detected by J-V curve fitting since they depend on specific electrocatalytic properties of electrode materials. 

However, they resulted acceptable compared to reference values [11]. Finally, microstructural data and 

diffusion coefficients for material transport simulation (Equation 3.46, Equation 3.47 and Equation 4.48) 

derived from literature. Since all tests were performed with air as oxidant, the cathodic diffusion overpotential 

was neglected [11]. Table 4.2 reports all parameters applied for the modelling of TEST 1. 

Table 4.2 Kinetics and microstructural parameters of TEST 1 - SOFC. 

Parameter Used value Source 

Vl [V] 0.03 J-V fitting 

P1 [Ω cm2 K-1] 3.53×10−7 EIS analysis 

P2 [K] 6309.80 EIS analysis 

Eact,fuel [kJ mol-1] 110 Reference: 100–120 [12] 

Eact,oxygen [kJ mol-1] 120 Reference: 110–160 [12] 

A [-] 0.50 Reference: 0.1–2 [13] 

B [-] 0.55 Reference: -0.5–1 [13] 

C [-] 0.25 Reference [14] 

γfuel [A cm-2] 2.8×105 
J-V fitting 

(Reference: 5.5×104–5.5×106 [11]) 

γoxygen [A cm-2] 4×106 
IV fitting 

(Reference: 7×104–7×106 [11]) 

�̃�H2 [-] 6.12 Reference [15] 

�̃�H2𝑂 [-] 13.10 Reference [15] 

�̃�N2 [-] 18.50 Reference [15] 

ε [-] 0.30 Reference [2] 

ξ [-] 4 Reference: 3–4 [16] 

rpore [m] 0.5×10-6 Reference [17] 

 

After the model tuning performed at 1048 K case, the proposed electrochemical kinetics was validated by 

comparing tests at 1023 K and 1073 K. A good agreement with experimental J-V curves was obtained reaching 

a relative error lower than 3 %, as Figure 4.1-a and Figure 4.1-b show for instance. A further check consisted 

of the comparison with a simplified modelling approach, where linear dependences were supposed for both 

ohmic and activation terms and the diffusion losses were neglected [18] in order to confirm the need of a more 

complex and detailed electrochemical kinetics. As Figure 4.2 highlights, the proposed model allows a better 
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simulation of J-V profiles than linear one. This agrees with previous reference observations which underline 

how a simplified model is valid only in specific limited operating conditions [19]. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Experimental and simulated J-V curve comparison at 1023 K (a) and 1073 K (b) varying fuel electrode feed 

in TEST 1 - SOFC. 
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Figure 4.2 Comparison between experimental and simulated results applying both complete and simplified kinetics 

approach in TEST 1 - SOFC. 

Focusing on the cell performance dependence on working parameters for some preliminary observations, the 

temperature rise worsens Nernst potential due to process exothermicity. On the other hand, polarization losses 

decrease since reactions, charge and gas transport result all thermal activated mechanisms (Figure 4.3). If 

temperature increases, the ohmic term reduces owing to a faster ion conduction. Electrochemical reaction 

development is favoured as well, requesting a smaller activation energy. Whereas the anodic diffusion 

overpotential has a lower thermal dependence. Indeed, the diffusion coefficient improves at high temperature, 

but the gas density decreases at temperature rise. Here the profiles do not show relevant differences due to 

the overlap of these two effects [20]. Looking at applied current density, at a low load the activation 

overpotential has a big influence as well as the ohmic one (taking as reference the condition at 1048 K and 

100/0 %vol H2/H2O feed in Figure 4.4 as example). When the current increases, the ohmic overpotential 

becomes the main loss because the activation term tends to an asymptotic value. As reference outcomes [21], 

the diffusion contribution provides the lowest effect, until the system works away from the limiting current 

density (not detected in the considered range of experimental conditions). Reactant composition dependence 

shows that voltage increases at high oxygen and hydrogen percentages, mainly correlated to higher OCV 

values. Finally, laboratory tests were carried out at different anodic and cathodic flow rates. No influences are 

underlined from both an experimental and a theoretical point of view at this scale. 
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Figure 4.3 Polarization loss dependences on temperature at 100/0 %vol H2/H2O feed according to simulated observations. 

 

Figure 4.4 Weigh of different polarization losses as a function of applied current density at 1048 K and 100/0 %vol H2/H2O 

mixture - air feed according to model observations. 
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Chapter 4.1.2 TEST 2: Reversible Solid Oxide Single Cell 

The 0D model was also verified on an adiabatic small-size single cell in reversible operation. For this 

preliminary analysis, the study considered literature tests of a planar anionic conductive electrolyte cell with 

an active area equal to 8 cm2 [22]. The cell is structured by a porous Ni-YSZ layer fuel electrode (310 μm 

thickness) that is the support for the YSZ electrolyte and LSM air electrode. Dry air was fed to the air electrode, 

whereas an H2/H2O mixture was used at fuel electrode side. The complete list of working parameters is 

reported in Table 4.3.  

Table 4.3 Working parameters of TEST 2 - rSOC. 

T 

[K] 

p 

[bar] 

Fuel electrode Oxygen electrode 

Flow rate 

[Nl h-1] 

H2 

[%vol] 

H2O 

[%vol] 

Flow rate 

[Nl h-1] 

O2 

[%vol] 

N2 

[%vol] 

1023 1 25 50 50 140 21 79 

1123 1 25 50 50 140 21 79 

 

The set of kinetics parameters was identified through the fitting of experimental characteristic curves and 

partially recovered by the previous simulation TEST 1 (Table 4.4). The diffusion overpotential was again 

considered negligible at oxygen electrode [11]. Note the kinetic values should be the same for both SOFC and 

SOEC mode according to a rigorous formulation of Butler-Volmer equation (Chapter 3), nevertheless the 

common literature approach neglects reactant dependencies in SOEC activation overpotentials [2,20,23]. All 

few studies have followed this method: for instance, the fuel electrode reaction orders were detected equal to 

0.11 and 0.67 for A and B, respectively, while γfuel resulted 2.5×105 A cm−2 in [24]. Such values are quite similar 

to the identified ones. 

Table 4.4 Kinetics and microstructural parameters of TEST 2 - rSOC. 

Parameter Used Value Source 

Vl [V] 0 J-V fitting 

P1 [Ω cm2 K-1] 4.5×10−7 J-V fitting 

P2 [K] 7000 J-V fitting 

Eact,fuel [kJ mol-1] 100 Reference: 100–120 [12] 

Eact,oxygen [kJ mol-1] 120 Reference: 110–160 [12] 

A [-] 0.50 Reference: 0.1–2 [13] 

B [-] 0.50 Reference: -0.5–1 [13] 

C [-] 0.25 Reference [14] 

γfuel [A cm-2] 5×105 
J-V fitting 

(Reference: 5.5×104–5.5×106 [11]) 

γoxygen [A cm-2] 5×106 
J-V fitting 

(Reference: 7×104–7×106 [11]) 

ε [-] 0.35 Reference [2] 

ξ [-] 3 Reference: 3–4 [16] 

rpore [m] 0.5×10-6 Reference [17] 
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As Figure 4.5-a shows, a good match between experimental and simulated results was obtained confirming 

the possibility to use the same set of parameters in both operations. Only the current direction had to be 

updated switching from electrolysis to fuel cell mode. Detected trends confirm the relevant influence of the 

temperature on cell performance due to thermally activate transport and reaction phenomena. As expected, 

the temperature increase favours the cell voltage reducing overpotential contributions (Figure 4.5-b). 

 

 

Figure 4.5 J-V curve validation of TEST 2 - rSOC (a) and evaluation of polarization losses though the 0D modelling 

approach (b). 
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Chapter 4.2 2D Model Tuning 

The simulation through SIMFC/SIMEC code allowed a more detailed model considering local occurring 

phenomena on both anodic and cathodic side. In addition to global cell performance, main results were maps 

on cell plane of physicochemical properties such as temperature, gas composition, current density, 

polarization losses and so on. The same kinetics previously validated on 0D approach was here applied, 

nevertheless working parameters were not more considered as in-out average, but they were determined 

locally solving material, energy and momentum balances in each sub-cell. This is suitable for large scale 

systems to provide more realistic modelled results, since relevant differences are usually observed between 

inlet and outlet features with a direct effect on the obtainable voltage. Moreover, further information is derived 

since the experimental measurements of specific properties in each cell point are impossible.  

Chapter 4.2.1 TEST 3: Solid Oxide Single Fuel Cell 

Initially the 2D model was validated on Anode Supported Cells (ASCs) working in fuel cell mode, tested at 

different working conditions by University of Genova-DCCI. Cells consisted of a 5×5 cm2 Ni-8YSZ cermet 

anode, a 5×5 cm2 8YSZ electrolyte with a CGO (Ce0.8Gd0.2O2-δ) interlayer at the cathode side followed by a LSCF 

(La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ) 4×4 cm2 cathode. Metallic meshes (mesh width of 0.12 mm, 3600 meshes per cm2) were 

used as current collectors between cell electrodes and electronic characterization devices. A platinum mesh 

was applied at the cathode side, whereas a nickel one was preferred at the anode to avoid alloying with the 

nickel contained in the electrode. The current collectors were spot-welded with the platinum wires used as 

potential probes and current carriers in a 4-wire circuit configuration. SOFCs were tested with and without 

LSCF contacting paste at the oxygen electrode side. The use of a contacting paste aims at improving cell 

performance by increasing the contact area between two connected elements [25]. Each cell was heated up to 

1173 K with a ramp speed of 5 K min-1 in flowing dry air at the cathode side and dry nitrogen at the anode. At 

this temperature, the fuel electrode gas flow composition was enriched of 3 %vol wet hydrogen to perform 

the electrode reduction, while the cathodic air flow was unchanged. After one hour in such conditions, SOFC 

performance was evaluated by J-V curves and EIS spectra. The complete test campaign is reported in Table 

4.5. 

Table 4.5 Working parameters of TEST 3 - SOFC. 

T 

[K] 

p 

[bar] 

Fuel electrode Oxygen electrode 

Flow rate 

[Nl h-1] 

H2 

[%vol] 

H2O 

[%vol] 

Flow rate 

[Nl h-1] 

O2 

[%vol] 

N2 

[%vol] 

1023 1 55 97 3 55 21 79 

1023 1 55 97 3 55 1 0 

1073 1 55 97 3 55 21 79 

 

In this case-study, some microstructure features were known through SEM images of post-experiment 

analysis. Figure 4.6 shows the cell cross-section, whereas the corresponding porosity and thickness of each 

layer are reported in Table 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 ASC cross-section through post-experiment analysis in TEST 3. 

Table 4.6 Microstructural parameters of TEST 3 - SOFC. 

Layer ε [%] δ [μm] 

LSCF 30.7 24.2 

CGO 23.8 3.5 

8YSZ 1.4 10.1 

Ni-8YSZ 32.6 295.4 

The 2D simulation was performed in co-flow configuration fixing a 10×10 mesh. The same previous validated 

kinetics was applied, updating the requested parameters moving to 2D modelling. Moreover, in this case some 

EIS spectra at OCV were performed changing temperatures and gas compositions in order to detect as high 

as possible number of values directly from experimental observations (Table 4.7). Cathodic diffusion 

overpotential was neglected working with air or pure oxygen feed [11]. Note two configurations have different 

ohmic coefficients P1 and P2, indeed the use of a contacting paste improves the cell conductivity resulting in a 

lower internal resistance. Moreover, in Pt-mesh cell the cathodic plane is not actually isopotential [26], as 

assumed by the basic modelling approach. Since this irregular current distribution influences the cathodic 

process, different kinetic parameters γoxygen were applied in Pt-mesh+LSCF cell and Pt-mesh cell cases. 

Table 4.7 Kinetics parameters of TEST 3 - SOFC for cells with and without LSCF contacting paste. 

Parameter Pt-Mesh+LSCF cell Pt-Mesh cell Source 

Vl [V] 0.03 0.03 J-V fitting 

P1 [Ω cm2 K-1] 3.1×10−8 1.6×10−5 EIS analysis 

P2 [K] 8597.9 3216.0 EIS analysis 

Eact,fuel [kJ mol-1] 119 119 
EIS analysis 

(Reference: 100–120 [12]) 

Eact,oxygen [kJ mol-1] 120 120 Reference: 110–160 [12] 

A [-] 0.3 0.3 
EIS analysis 

(Reference: 0.1–2 [13]) 

B [-] 0.0 0.0 Reference: -0.5–1 [13] 

C [-] 0.2 0.2 EIS analysis 

γfuel [A cm-2] 5×105 5×105 
J-V fitting 

(Reference: 5.5×104–5.5×106 [11]) 

γoxygen [A cm-2] 8.8×105 1.5×105 
J-V fitting 

(Reference: 7×104–7×106 [11]) 
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As the first step, characteristic curves were analysed to evaluate the system behaviour in tested conditions 

(Table 4.5). As expected, the best performance is reached at high temperature and feeding pure oxygen. 

However, the most interesting point results in the comparison between two configurations: indeed, the use of 

only Pt-mesh as current collector causes a worse performance at the same operating conditions (Figure 4.7). A 

proper tuning of model parameters (as pointed out before) allowed the forecast of both designs without 

changing basic model assumptions which would make the simulation more complex. The results show a good 

match between simulated and experimental J-V curves with an error always lower than 2 %. Therefore, looking 

at the overall behaviour simulation the cell can be considered as an isopotential plane at both anodic and 

cathodic sides. Indeed, the worst performance detected in Pt-mesh case-study was successfully modelled only 

by adjusting kinetic parameters without a major modelling inaccuracy. Thus, at this simulation level, a more 

detailed approach would only involve greater computational efforts. 
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Figure 4.7 Model validation through experimental and simulated J-V curve comparison at 1073 K (a) and 1023 K (b) for 

two SOFC configurations in TEST 3. 

However, the characteristic curves do not permit a local system control. Whereas the 2D simulation provides 

further information through the maps of the main physicochemical properties, allowing for an early-stage 

detection of possible degradation causes due to reactant starvation or thermal gradients (Chapter 2). 

Considering a co-flow configuration Pt-mesh+LSCF cell at 1023 K with 97/3 %vol H2/H2O anodic mixture and 

dry air feed, the distributions of fuel composition and current density were obtained as examples of model 

outcomes (Figure 4.8). The electrochemical process develops along the flow direction: the highest conversion 

characterises the inlet cell section (despite the fixed low H2 utilization of this case), where the current density 

is major. Therefore, the fuel starvation could be evaluated through these maps, which makes easier to choose 

proper anodic flow rates to avoid degradation effects. 
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Figure 4.8 Pt-mesh+LSCF cell maps in co-flow feeding configuration at inlet conditions of 1023 K with 97/3 %vol H2/H2O 

fuel and dry air: H2 molar fraction (a) and current density (b). Note both anodic and cathodic feeds are from left to right. 

Another common issue is the development of hotspots which can cause cell damages due to the exothermicity 

of electrochemical processes. In view of this, 2D approach allowed for evaluating the temperature distribution 

on both anodic and cathodic sides (Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10). It is noteworthy that the thermal gradient 

changes with the used structure as cathodic current collectors. The highest obtained limit in the Pt-mesh+LSCF 

cell is 1033 K, whereas, when only Pt-mesh is present, a 1037 K value is reached above all due to ohmic 

resistance increase: 0.13 Ω cm2 in Pt-mesh+LSCF cell vs. 0.38 Ω cm2 in Pt-mesh cell. However, in both designs 

the gradient is around ten degrees given the low cell dimension (16 cm2 as active area). Nevertheless, it could 

be no more negligible at the industrial scale (~400 cm2 as active area [27]), where the possibility to forecast 

temperature maps prevents the system failure.  

                          

 

Figure 4.9 Maps in co-flow feeding configuration at inlet conditions of 1023 K with 97/3 %vol H2/H2O fuel and dry air: fuel 

electrode (a) and oxygen electrode gas temperature (b) in a Pt-mesh+LSCF cell. Note both anodic and cathodic feeds are 

from left to right. 

Fuel and oxidant feed 

Fuel and oxidant feed 

Pt-mesh+LSCF SOFC_𝒚𝐇𝟐 [-] Pt-mesh+LSCF SOFC_J [A cm-2] 

Pt-mesh+LSCF SOFC_Tfuel [K] Pt-mesh+LSCF SOFC_Toxygen [K] 
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Figure 4.10 Maps in co-flow feeding configuration at inlet conditions of 1023 K with 97/3 %vol H2/H2O fuel and dry air: 

fuel electrode (a) and oxygen electrode gas temperature (b) in a Pt-mesh cell. Note both anodic and cathodic feeds are from 

left to right. 

According to highlighted strengths of 2D model, it results very useful for cell control system providing 

indications about how regulate temperature and fuel utilization by tuning air and fuel flow rates so as to 

ensure a stable operation. Here SOCs are protected without working in excess of reactants which provokes a 

larger energy consumption for the air blower and the steam production [28]. 

  

Fuel and oxidant feed 

Pt-mesh SOFC_Tfuel [K] Pt-mesh SOFC_Toxygen [K] 
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Chapter 4.2.2 TEST 4: Direct Internal Reforming Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 

One of the main advantages following a 2D approach consists of the possibility to impose uneven feature 

distributions on the cell plane by introducing specific matrixes of studied variables. This is particularly suitable 

to consider the effective electrode microstructure variation which influences global performance. For instance, 

catalytic active phase is not usually homogenous in direct internal reforming applications. Indeed, reforming 

reaction is faster than electrochemical one causing temperature to decrease in inlet anodic section. As 

consequences thermal gradients and mechanical stresses can develop on the cell plane, above all for large scale 

systems [29]. This issue is overcome by imposing an uneven catalyst distribution during manufacturing 

through several ways, such as different Ni particle size, addition of alkali metals in lattice or Cu doping [30]. 

Here an example of this approach is shown simulating the behaviour of a single cell anode supported SOFC 

in crossflow configuration. The cell had a planar geometry with a total active area equal to 1 m2 with 71 cm 

anode inlet length and 142 cm cathode inlet length (note that this size is not currently used at industrial level 

yet due to manufacturing issues, but it could be reached in order to increase the SOFC competitiveness with 

respect to other designs [31]). In view of commonly used materials (Chapter 2), it consisted of a Ni-YSZ porous 

fuel electrode providing the base for the thin dense YSZ electrolyte and the porous LSC oxygen electrode. 

Table 4.8 reports assumed working conditions, whereas kinetics parameters were derived by previously 

validated models (Table 4.9). Notice the hydrogen utilization is quite low to avoid fuel starvation, whereas the 

steam to carbon ratio S/C overcomes the safety limit for carbon deposition [32]. 

Table 4.8 Working parameters of TEST 4 - Direct Internal Reforming SOFC. 

Condition Fuel electrode Oxygen electrode 

T [K] 1023 1023 

p [bar] 1 1 

𝑦CH4 [-] 0.25 - 

𝑦H2 [-] 0.04 - 

𝑦H2O [-] 0.51 - 

𝑦CO [-] 0.03 - 

𝑦CO2 [-] 0.13 - 

𝑦O2 [-] - 0.21 

𝑦N2 [-] 0.04 0.79 

J [A cm-2] 0.15 0.15 

S/C [-] 2 - 

𝑈H2[%] 74 - 

𝑈O2[%] - 7 
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Table 4.9 Kinetics parameters of TEST 4 - Direct Internal Reforming SOFC for electrochemical and reforming reactions. 

Parameter Used value Source 

Vl [V] 0.03 [33] 

P1 [Ω cm2 K-1] 2×10-9 [18] 

P2 [K] 10,986 [18] 

Eact,fuel [kJ mol-1] 110 [33] 

Eact,oxygen [kJ mol-1] 120 [33] 

A [-] 0.50 [33] 

B [-] 0.55 [33] 

C [-] 0.25 [33] 

γfuel [A cm-2] 2.8×105 [33] 

γoxygen [A cm-2] 4×106 [33] 

kSR [mol cm−2 s−1 bar−1] 4274×10-4 [34] 

Eatt,SR [kJ mol−1] 82 [34] 

 

As initial step, SOFC basic configuration was studied comparing the model outcomes when reforming reaches 

the equilibrium (more generic case neglecting the effective catalyst role) and when reforming is kinetically 

driven (behaviour depending on catalytic activity). Looking at global cell performance, at the same working 

conditions (Table 4.8) the obtained voltage is quite similar in both cases: 0.75 V at equilibrium case vs. 0.86 V 

in kinetics driven one. However, more differences emerge considering local maps (Figure 4.11). In both, CH4 

is almost completely consumed in proximity of the anode inlet (about 10 cm), but following equilibrium 

approach the highest molar fraction value is 5 %, whereas the reduction is more gradual in kinetics driven 

case reaching also 20 % (compared to 25 % in the feed mixture). High operating temperature allows for this 

rapid CH4 conversion as in reference works where CH4 is observed consuming in the so called “reforming 

zone” [35]. Moreover, modelled results confirm that the equilibrium conversion represents the maximum 

value theoretically achievable. This is also evident in the kinetics reaction rate expression (Equation 3.60), 

where the imbalance between actual and equilibrium composition represents the driving force of the process. 

Here the equilibrium case foresees a slightly faster steam reforming to form H2 and CO reducing local 

temperature. However, in both approaches new formed H2 reacts electrochemically to produce water and 

formed CO mainly generates additional H2 via WGS. These two reactions are exothermic and balance the local 

temperature decrease due to the reforming. As result, CH4 is almost all converted in proximity of fuel electrode 

feed section also in kinetics driven case. Summarizing H2 is immediately formed thanks to the reforming and 

rapidly depletes along the cell plane to sustain electrochemical reactions (Figure 4.11-a and Figure 4.11-d). As 

expected, the temperature decreases at the inlet due to the reforming endothermicity and increases moving 

towards anodic outlet and, to a lesser degree, to cathodic one, reaching a peak where both exothermic 

electrochemical and WGS reactions prevail (Figure 4.11-b and Figure 4.11-e) [36]. Due to the crossflow 

configuration, inlet cathodic gas (bottom left corner of maps) reduces the anode inlet temperature proceeding 

to cathode outlet penalising the reforming. The used approach shows a relevant influence on electrochemical 

processes (Figure 4.11-c and Figure 4.11-f). If the fastest equilibrium reforming kinetics induces an initial peak 

of H2 production followed by a slow electrochemical conversion (Figure 4.11-a), in the surface kinetics 

formulation a wider H2 conversion zone is detected (Figure 4.11-d) causing lower peaks of temperature and 

local current density. 
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Figure 4.11 Maps in crossflow Direct Internal Reforming SOFC basic configuration assuming steam reforming equilibrium 

(a,b,c) and kinetics driven formulation (d,e,f): H2 molar fraction (a,d), cell temperature (b,e) and current density (c,f). Note 

fuel electrode feed is from left to right, while oxygen electrode feed from bottom to top. 

The obtained performance is not completely satisfactory for industrial applications due to the relevant 

temperature gradient characterising the cell plane, with a difference of 250 degrees between the maximum 

and the minimum in kinetics driven case, as result of the rapid methane conversion. As already discussed, a 

possible solution consists of reducing catalytic activity by changing electrode microstructure. Local simulation 
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allowed for optimising the catalyst distribution. Here the cell plane was divided through 20×20 mesh of 

rectangular shape areas assumed to have the same catalyst amount. In the kinetics formulation (Equation 3.60), 

a coefficient was introduced as active surface corrective parameter, π (Equation 4.1). Then, through iterative 

calculations the matrix of this was tuned aiming at the temperature gradient reduction (Figure 4.12). 

�̆�SR = 𝑘SR𝑆𝜋𝑝CH4 (1 − 
𝑂SR
𝐾eq,SR

) (4.1) 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Matrix of active area reduction coefficient to optimize cell performance avoiding uneven distributions of 

temperature and current density. Note fuel electrode feed is from left to right, while oxygen electrode feed from bottom 

to top. 

Using this matrix, SOFC behaviour is revaluated through local maps (Figure 4.13). In this optimised design, a 

more uniform temperature distribution is obtained on the cell plane without changing significantly global 

performance (Table 4.10). Indeed, the difference between the lowest and the highest temperature value is less 

than 100 degrees compared to 250 degrees in kinetics driven base case. Since it has been estimated that about 

30 % of occurring stresses are due to thermal gradients, this configuration offers a relevant improvement to 

guarantee long-term operations [37]. This result derives from the expansion of the CH4 reforming zone in 

order to have a more homogeneous gradual conversion and consequently a minor temperature drop caused 

by the reforming endothermicity (Figure 4.13-c). In this case the complete methane conversion is reached after 

90 cm in anodic feed direction (Figure 4.13-a). Compared to the previous solution, the current density and the 

H2 molar fraction also have lower maximum values signifying less stressed working conditions (Figure 4.13-

b and Figure 4.13-d). However, the measured voltage and the total output power are fairly unchanged 

resulting in reductions of ~9 mV and ~14 W, respectively. 

Table 4.10 Global performance comparison in kinetics driven basic and optimised configuration in TEST 4 – Direct Internal 

Reforming SOFC. 

Results 
Basic 

configuration 

Optimized 

configuration 

V [V] 0.86 0.85 

Jmax [A cm−2] 0.42 0.29 

Tmax [K] 1084 1059 

Tmin [K] 828 963 

Taverage [K] 1034 1034 

𝑦CH4,max [-] 0.20 0.23 

𝑦H2,max [-] 0.52 0.32 

Pel [kWel] 1.28 1.27 
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Figure 4.13 Maps in crossflow Direct Internal Reforming SOFC for optimised configuration assuming steam reforming 

kinetics driven formulation: CH4 molar fraction (a), H2 molar fraction (b), cell temperature (c) and current density (d). Note 

fuel electrode feed is from left to right, while oxygen electrode feed from bottom to top. 
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After the successful validation of proposed simulation tools (Chapter 3) and the discussion of some possible 

application fields such as performance predication, control system, optimization of cell structure and 

operating conditions (Chapter 4), reversible Solid Oxide Cell (rSOC) operation was analysed aiming at 

detecting strengths and limits to its use. Moreover, the model was continuously refined for each considered 

system. Here the following chapters present different case studies where cell behaviour, efficiency, materials 

and durability were discussed in detail, matching always modelling results and direct experimental 

observations. All these activities were presented in the framework of “High Efficiency Reversible technologies 

in fully renewable Multi-Energy System” (HERMES) and “HArnessing Degradation mechanisms to prescribe 

Accelerated Stress Tests for the Realization of SOC lifetime prediction Algorithms” (AD ASTRA) projects. The 

first work represents reversible solid oxide cell technology as the core for an innovative eco-friendly energy 

production system requiring cell performance and efficiency evaluation through a suitable simulation tool. 

Whereas the FCH JU European project AD ASTRA focuses on the detection and the following theoretical 

prediction of main degradation mechanisms. Here the effective cell behaviour at nominal condition (i.e., time 

equal to zero) and under working has to be modelled.  

In HERMES project framework, one of the main promising rSOC uses consists of energy production at both 

residential and industrial level basing on green hydrogen. Two operating modes are alternated: from “Gas to 

Power”, when rSOCs work as fuel cells fed with hydrogen-rich mixture to provide both electricity and heat, 

to “Power to Gas”, when rSOCs work as electrolysers and energy is supplied to produce hydrogen. If Solid 

Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) are an already mature technology with commercial stationary and mobile 

applications, the use of Solid Oxide Electrolyser Cells (SOECs) and even more reversible cells have still weak 

performance due to their insufficient lifetime. Aiming at providing a better understanding of this new 

technological approach, initially the state-of-the-art is discussed in terms of Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 

and by comparing rSOCs with other available cell designs according to literature references. Different 

examples of applications are presented, not limited to hydrogen evolution path. Following thermodynamic 

principles, a sensitivity analysis is then performed to detect dependences of the cell efficiency on working 

conditions at different times, considering just SOFC and SOEC behaviour and their combination to estimate 

the round-trip energy efficiency. Focusing on a detailed simulation study of both operations, 2D modelling 
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SIMFC/SIMEC code was applied after its validation on a reversible short stack. Experimental data were 

provided by the collaboration with University of Perugia. 
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Chapter 5.1 Competitiveness and Worldwide Applications 

Differently from other cell technologies, SOCs have had a quite recent development showing to be promising 

solutions. Initially, the research focused mainly on fuel cell mode which has already reached the first 

commercial stationary applications, whereas large-scale prototype plants are being built to produce hydrogen 

or other useful fuels through SOECs. Considering the reversible operation, some issues have to be overcome 

before making these cells competitive on the energy market. Some improvements of thermal management 

strategies should be introduced in order to reduce possible stresses by moving from electrolysis to fuel cell 

mode and vice versa as well as specific studies are requested to detect materials resistance to frequent redox 

cycles. Moreover, a further fundamental step is the evaluation of delay due to the switch between two 

operations and the resulting needed time to again reach the steady-state conditions. Table 5.1 summarises the 

Technological Readiness Level (TRL), a useful classification to label the commercial feasibility of the solid 

oxide cell use in the different application fields. 

Table 5.1 TRL for SOC applications [1,2,3]. 

Application TRL 

SOFC co-generation system for stationary applications 7–9 (Field-proven commercial products) 

SOFC power generator for mobile applications 6–8 (Field tests positively on-going) 

SOEC steam electrolysis 6 (Large scale prototypes) 

reversible SOC operation 4–5 (Key component tests in field) 

 

The comparison with other cell technologies shows good and, in some cases, also superior performance but 

the durability is the main SOC limit to larger commercial uses (Table 5.2). Looking at fuel cell operation, SOFCs 

result to be quite competitive in terms of cell efficiency ranging between 50–60 % [4], which is also similar to 

common power systems such as simple cycle turbine generators (35 %), combined cycle turbine generators (60 

%) [5] and diesel engines (45 %) [6], as well as renewable-based solutions such as photovoltaics (20 %) [7] and 

wind turbines (35–45 %) [8]. Nevertheless, SOFCs are characterised by a lower power density value and higher 

capital costs compared to low-temperature cells [4,9]. Whereas, SOECs have lesser available production rates 

but a higher system efficiency and a smaller energy consumption, which allows for halving the electrolysis 

power request with respect to low-temperature cells in the best working conditions [10,11,12]. Considering 

the reversible operation, SOCs guarantee to have a single unit able to operate in both modes differently from 

other configurations where some material technical constraints occur. Moreover, they also result more 

favourable than commercially available energy storage systems, showing an energy density of 500–3000 kWh 

m-3 with respect to 0.5–80 kWh m-3 of mechanical storage, 80–500 kWh m-3 of thermal storage and 50–500 kWh 

m-3 of batteries [13] (where the volume of the storage device includes the volumes of the energy storing 

element, accessories and supporting structures, as well as the inverter system [14]). Another relevant 

parameter to evaluate rSOC reliability is the actual durability. Considering fuel cell mode, different targets are 

fixed depending on specific applications. A 5000 h durability is requested for the automotive field, whereas 

the combined heat and power systems have to reach 60,000 h operation for residential and light commercial 

scales (1–25 kW power capacity), until a value of 80,000 h at the large industrial level (100 kW–3 MW) [15]. 

High-temperature fuel cells usually overcome 40,000 h: tests on MCFCs have shown 60,000 h of continuous 

operation [16], whereas about 45,000 h operation is the actual SOFC level [13]. Low-temperature fuel cells are 

usually applied in the transport sector, for instance, AFC operation can reach 8000 h of operation exceeding 

the requested target [17]. PEMFC lifetime is longer: it achieves a 70,000 h operation in micro-combined heat 

and power plants [15]. Focusing on electrolyser cells, long-lasting performances are obtained in both AEC and 

PEMEC configurations resulting in 90,000 and 60,000 h, respectively [10]. High-temperature technologies are 
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less competitive, since the first SOEC applications consist of 10,000 h operation [10], whereas MCECs have 

been mainly tested at the lab scale for some thousands of hours also trying in reversible mode [18]. 

Table 5.2 Comparison among main performance indicators of both Fuel Cell (FC) and Electrolyser Cell (EC) for low-

temperature cell designs (Alkaline Cell-AC and Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Cell-PEMC) and high-temperature ones 

(Molten Carbonate Cell-MCC and Solid Oxide Cell-SOC). 

 
Fuel cell operation 

AFC PEMFC MCFC SOFC 

Average efficiency, ηSOFC [%] ~60 ~48 ~55 ~56 

Power density [Wel m-2] 1500–4000 3000–10,000 1000–3000 2500–3500 

Capital costs [€ kWel-1] 1000–1200 1860–2300 >1500 >2000 

Operation lifetime for stationary units [h] - 70,000 60,000 45,000 

 
Electrolyser cell operation 

AEF PEMEC MCEC SOEC 

Average efficiency, ηSOEC,system [%] ~63 ~65 ~70 ~80 

Energy consumption [kWh Nm-3 (H2)] 4.5–6.6 4.2–6.6 >3.4 >3.7 

Available production rate [Nm3 h-1 (H2)] <760 <40 - <40 

Operation lifetime for stationary units [h] 90,000 60,000 - 10,000 

 

Looking now at effective in operando applications, SOFCs are mainly used as residential micro-co-generators 

in the scale of 0.75–1.50 kWel, reaching a thermal power of 1 kW as a maximum. PEMFCs are also successfully 

applied in the 1–5 kWel residential field showing good performance with a very long lifetime; nevertheless, 

they can provide less thermal energy and moreover they require pure hydrogen as feed [1]. These limits have 

been partially solved through the introduction of high-temperature PEMFC working at 393 K, which allows 

for reducing CO adsorption on active sites and therefore simplifies the requested gas pre-treatments [19]. 

Whereas this issue is not present in SOFC configuration which is usually fed continuously by common 

available fuels, such as natural gas or liquid petroleum gas, exploiting the high working temperature to run 

internal reforming reactions. The stacks are connected steadily to the gas network in order to guarantee a 

regular operation and avoid thermal cycles, which are causes of degradation. The household requirement is 

always satisfied through the integration with the electricity grid that permits to handle the peaks of demand 

and to sell the non-auto-consumed energy. The global energy efficiency is about 88-89 %CHP considering both 

electricity and heat production [20,21]. In terms of durability, a SOFC with 1.5 kWel capacity was tested for 

more than 20,000 h, showing a reduction of the net electric efficiency from 60 % to 58 % with -0.2 V% kh-1 as 

degradation rate [22]. Considering large-scale plants, several installations were realised. For instance, 250 kWel 

was installed upstream of a micro-gas turbine to improve the system global performance by also exploiting 

the energy of hot-exhausted gases [23]. Higher capacities are already available: one of the main installations 

was projected in Japan, consisting of 1.2 MWel able to provide about half of the building electricity demand 

[24]. However, these sizes are still far from larger industrial power systems where MCFCs are mainly used: 

for instance, in Korea, a 58 MWel MCFC plant is able to provide the electricity to satisfy 140,000 households 

[25]. 

In the automotive field, SOFCs have been proposed as Auxiliar Power Units (APUs) for buses or high-medium 

duty vehicles using conventional road diesel fuel. During standstill they provide the requested electricity for 

A/C, TV, refrigerator, personal computers and so on. A preliminary prototype installation was performed in 
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the framework of the DESTA project: a 2.9 kWel system was tested for a more than 2500 km trip evaluating the 

cell performance, despite occurring vibrations and other external inputs which can deteriorate the cell; the 

estimated APU efficiency was around 29 %. In this case, SOFC does not work in continuous mode, so the start-

up phase takes about 70 min before reaching the nominal working conditions [26]. Next studies aimed at 

evaluating the feasibility of SOFC use as 5 kWel APU also for passenger cars [27]. Due to quite long start-up, 

they are not suitable for fuel cell electric cars where 100 kWel PEMFCs are successfully applied consuming 

around 0.8 kg of hydrogen per 100 km with an expected lifetime of 20–25 years [28]. The railway sector is also 

dominated by low-temperature fuel cells: 300 kWel PEMFCs are commonly used in a hybrid solution with 

batteries [29]. Whereas a more feasible SOFC application field results fuel cell power ship, where a 100 kWel 

unit was already successfully tested [30]. 

Differently from SOFC technology already available on the market, the solid oxide electrolysers are 

experimenting initial attempts to be competitive and to substitute the widely used low-temperature systems. 

The recent results are quite promising since the estimated SOEC energy consumption is about 3.7 kWh Nm-3 

(H2), definitely lower than AEC and PEMEC with characteristic values of about 4.8–4.7 kWh Nm-3 (H2) (Table 

5.2).The main application of the steam electrolyser is the chemical production for small size plants which 

require high-purity hydrogen, such as metal processing, food factory and synthesis of some polymers 

(excluding the unique Norwegian installation of MW-size alkaline configuration for ammonia production 

with a daily capacity of 1000 tons requesting 397 MW inlet power [31]). 

Solid oxide electrolysers can operate in co-electrolysis mode, making them suitable to produce traditional fuels 

from renewable energy sources. Power to Methane plants can produce the substituted natural gas with all the 

functionalities of conventional natural gas, so engines and power generators do not require any modification. 

Moreover, CO2 use into the methanation permits to consider this gas as a renewable carbon source instead of 

a process residue within a circular economy approach. Several demonstration plants were also proposed using 

low-temperature cells, yet in those cases the electrolysis produces only pure hydrogen and not directly a 

syngas requiring a different system design [32]. As application example, the EU project HELMETH developed 

a SOEC unit thermally coupled with a downstream methanation reactor in order to optimise the internal heat 

exchange [33]. The system has a power capacity of 10 kWel with an energy consumption of 3.37 kWh Nm-3. 

The global conversion efficiency from renewable electricity to methane is higher than 85 %, making this 

application more convenient than the basic steam electrolysis. This higher performance was also obtained 

using a pressurised system at about 10–15 bar; nevertheless, a proper strategy had to be introduced in order 

to minimise the internal pressure gradient which can cause dangerous mechanical stresses.  

The Power to Liquid approach is another interesting route that allows the synthesis of both gasoline and diesel. 

Here, an ambitious project has been launched by Norsk e-Fuel which is planning to build the first European 

commercial plant for the production of a hydrogen-based 100 % renewable jet fuel [34]. The pilot unit would 

start its operation in 2023 with a yearly production capacity of 10 million litres, whereas the complete 

commercial level plant should be completed by 2026 reaching the target of 100 million litres produced through 

MW-scale solid oxide electrolyser. 

A quite new possible SOEC application is the use for the ammonia synthesis, substituting the traditional 

process consisting in an alkaline electrolysis coupled with the air separation unit [2]. Indeed, the mixture N2-

H2 is directly obtained by the solid oxide cells that work as oxygen separator membrane, simplifying the plan 

and reducing high energy costs due to the air separation step. Both water and air are feed to the steam 

electrode, where the oxygen is burnt by a part of produced hydrogen providing water for the electrochemical 

reaction. Through electrolysis, the derived oxygen ions migrate to other electrode side resulting in O2 

segregation from nitrogen which remains at the steam electrode. A scale prototype was tested by using a 50 

kWel SOEC, whereas the first commercial applications should be ready by 2030 with an estimated NH3 

production capacity of about 7.2 MWh ton-1 rather than 7.8 MWh ton-1 of the current state-of-the-art 

technology. 
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High-temperature solid oxide cells have also been proposed as stand-alone units for CO supply on-site 

through dry electrolysis operation. Pure CO2 feeding provides both CO- and O2-rich streams with an efficiency 

higher than 90 % compared to 27–54 % of low-temperature designs [11]. Here dry electrolysis is become a 

promising alternative to traditional dry reforming for small-scale applications with a production rate of 10–

300 Nm3 h-1. The first commercial application called eCOs (electrolytic CO solution) was installed in 2016 and 

it is currently in operation in the USA with a nominal capacity of 12 Nm3 h-1 [35]. However, higher sizes are 

possible by using a modular design: the next target is the building of plant able to produce 96 Nm3 h-1 with an 

expected energy consumption of 3.44 kWh Nm-3 (CO) (a value quite comparable to the steam electrolysis) [36]. 

A more niche sector is the use of SOEC for the pure oxygen production which is an interesting application in 

the aerospace field. Indeed, the Martian atmosphere has a high CO2 level that could become a prime resource 

for the oxygen extraction, providing about ¾ of human needs for the exploration of the Red Planet. Moreover, 

the rSOC operation would also allow the on-site power production [37]. During the ongoing Mars 2020 

mission, NASA has projected specific tests to check the feasibility of SOC applications on Mars [38]. MOXIE 

experiments will aim at demonstrating the 0.3 kWel SOEC use as an in-situ resource utilisation technology able 

to produce until 2.3 kg h-1 of oxygen from Martian atmosphere.  

Considering different tested and in operation systems, Table 5.3 summarises the current development for both 

SOFC and SOEC technology. 

Table 5.3 Key points for SOFC and SOEC in field operation. 

 SOFC SOEC 

Power capacity  
From few kWel for automotive sector 

to 1 MWel for stationary power plants 

From applications lower than 1 kWel 

to 200 kWel as the highest tested size 

Inlet requirements 

Gas feeding: 

hydrogen, syngas, 

natural gas, liquid natural gas 

Average energy consumption: 

3.70 kWh Nm-3 (H2), 

3.44 kWh Nm-3 (CO) 

Outputs 

Electricity, heat,  

hot-exhausted gases 

(mainly steam) 

Several chemicals including 

hydrogen, oxygen, carbon  

monoxide and syngas 

Global process efficiency 88–90 %CHP 80–90 % 

Applications 

Residential co-generator, 

industrial-scale power plant, 

auxiliar power unit 

Power to Gas/Liquid, 

seasonal energy storage, 

oxygen extractor 

 

Finally, considering reversible solid oxide applications, some prototypes are in operation to evaluate the 

effective reachable efficiency. In 2015, the world-first fully integrated rSOC system was connected to the 

Southern California Edison power grid [3]. Supplied by renewable power, the electrolyser produced hydrogen 

feeding the water provided by a co-located steam source, but also seawater was tested after a de-salination 

step. H2 was compressed and stored in a commercial gas storage tube with a price of about 25–30 € kWh-1. 

Taking only a few minutes, the system switched into fuel cell mode in order to provide the requested 

supplementary power during peak hours. Final tests were performed at the U.S. Navy base on the island of 

Oahu, Hawaii, connecting the system to the island microgrid [39]. Two modules of 100 kWel guaranteed a 

hydrogen production of 50 Nm3 h-1 with a system efficiency higher than 80 %, whereas SOFC size was 50 kWel 

characterised by 60 % performance. The obtained round-trip energy efficiency was about 45 %. In the 

framework of the GrInHy project, the SOC technology paired with renewable sources was recently installed 

in a German steelwork [3]. It consists of 6 modules with 48 stacks each guaranteeing a high flexibility of system 

operation. The 150 kWel nominal capacity electrolysis mode produces until 40 Nm3 h-1 of hydrogen reaching a 

system efficiency of 84 %; nevertheless, its operation can be overloaded until 200 kWel becoming the SOEC 

application with the highest worldwide capacity. The plant also works in reversible operation, switching into 
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fuel cell mode if there are peaks into electricity demand. The same unit is fed by process gases with high 

hydrogen purity level or by direct natural gas, obtaining an efficiency of about 50 %. 
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Chapter 5.2 Performance Modelling 

The most challenging aspect of rSOC operation is the possibility to reach as high as possible round-trip energy 

efficiency using a single bifunctional unit. According to the European Association for Storage of Energy, the 

requested efficiency target is about 80 % to become competitive on the market [40]. Cell performance strictly 

depends on operating conditions in term of temperature, pressure and reactant utilization. From a 

thermodynamic point of view referring to Nernst law (Equation 3.2), the use of higher temperatures means a 

lower equilibrium voltage considering the strong decrease of Gibbs free energy, which favours the electrolysis 

reducing the needed input power and worsens the fuel cell operation obtaining a minor outlet electricity value. 

A high temperature reduces polarization losses since both charge migration and reaction development are 

thermoactivated mechanisms; on the other hand, this also favours some degradation processes resulting in 

lower lifetime (Chapter 2). A good compromise is reached through intermediate-temperature cells, usually 

working from 923 and to 1073 K at most [41]. Considering the pressure, the thermodynamic reaction is 

favoured by increasing its value in fuel cell operation and is slowed during electrolysis. However, a higher 

pressure simplifies the integration with other units, indeed the hydrogen is usually pressurised to be stored 

and used as transport (Chapter 1.1); moreover, several downstream chemical synthesis reactors are 

pressurised. Nevertheless, under pressure working is a more dangerous condition since the pressure 

differences between hydrogen and air electrode side should be minimised in order to avoid gas crossover. The 

current pressures of the stack range between 1 and 25 bar [42]. The cell performance is also influenced by the 

applied electric load: a higher current density means faster reaction kinetics and a better reactant conversion 

(i.e., higher utilization), but there is always the risk of fuel starvation and following degradation primers. 

 

Chapter 5.2.1 Local Simulation of reversible Solid Oxide Short Stack 

Focusing on the H2 reaction path, SOFC and SOEC behaviour was studied through SIMFC/SIMEC simulation 

code further validating both electrochemical kinetics and thermal balance approach on a short stack. It 

consisted of six planar anode supported cells with 80 cm2 active area supplied by SolidPower. The materials 

used were Ni-YSZ for the fuel electrode, 8YSZ for the electrolyte and LSCF as the oxygen electrode with a 

CGO thin layer in direct contact with the electrolyte to avoid possible poisoning effects. Tests were performed 

at 1023 K, feeding dry air and varying H2/H2O composition as the fuel mixture. Two sets of data were analysed 

(Table 5.4). Initially, system performance was estimated through ten J-V curves at fixed flow rates in order to 

underline fed reactant dependencies in both SOFC and SOEC modes. The furnace temperature was set to 

balance temperature changes due to redox reactions. Later different working points were tested by setting fuel 

reactant utilization and reducing furnace temperature to study the actual cell thermal behaviour. The complete 

description of the test rig and the experimental campaign is explained in [43]. 
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Table 5.4 Working parameters of rSOC short stack tests. 

T 

[K] 

Fuel electrode Oxygen electrode 

Fuel-steam 

utilization 

[%] 

H2 

[%vol] 

H2O 

[%vol] 

Oxygen 

utilization 

[%] 

O2 

[%vol] 

N2 

[%vol] 

1023 70 (at 0.5 A cm-2) 
90–80–70–60–50 

(SOFC) 

10–20–30–40–50 

(SOFC) 

30 

(796.33 Nl h-1) 
21 79 

1023 70 (at 0.5 A cm-2) 
10–20–30–40–50 

(SOEC) 

90–80–70–60–50 

(SOEC) 

- 

(796.33 Nl h-1) 
21 79 

1023 70 
90–80 

(SOFC) 

10–20 

(SOFC) 
25 21 79 

1023 70 
10–20–30 

(SOEC) 

90–80–70 

(SOEC) 

- 

(OCV state) 
21 79 

 

A 2D local approach was followed by applying a 10×10 mesh. Uniform operating conditions for each stacked 

cell was assumed to reduce computational efforts, so the implemented kinetic parameters are fixed. They 

result similar to previous evaluated ones (Chapter 4), varying only coefficients concerning the specific system 

features (Table 5.5). Note equal kinetics orders were applied for both fuel cell and electrolysis mode, differently 

from common literature approach [44,45,46]. Moreover, they were validated for both data sets assuming firstly 

an isothermal operation (fixed furnace temperature) and then also solving energy balances. Only ohmic 

parameters had to be updated changing data set, since they showed the main temperature dependence.  

Table 5.5 Kinetics parameters of rSOC short stack tests for both isothermal and not-isothermal simulation. 

Parameter Isothermal model Not-isothermal model 

Vl [V] 0.02 0.02 

P1 [Ω cm2 K-1] 1.0×10-5 1.8×10-5 

P2 [K] 3497 3410 

Eact,fuel [kJ mol-1] 100 100 

Eact,oxygen [kJ mol-1] 120 120 

A [-] 0.50 0.50 

B [-] 0.50 0.50 

C [-] 0.25 0.25 

γfuel [A cm-2] 3×105 3×105 

γoxygen [A cm-2] 4×105 4×105 

 

As Figure 5.1-a and Figure 5.1-b show, a good agreement was obtained comparing experimental and simulated 

results in both case studies with an error lower than 4 %. The most relevant mismatch was detected at high 

current densities in SOEC operation where a relevant electric noise was detected during lab tests.  
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Figure 5.1 Validation of rSOC short stack electrochemical performance on two datasets through isothermal (a) and 

temperature dependent modelling approach (b). 

Aiming at also checking the stack thermal behaviour, the SOC maximum and average temperatures as well as 

the oxygen electrode outlet one were detected through SIMFC/SIMEC, as shown in Table 5.6 under common 

working loads. Assuming an equal value T for all layers of each cell (i.e., electrodes, electrolyte and 

interconnects), the model validation was initially performed through the comparison between simulated and 

experimental cathodic outlet temperatures due to the easy measurement. The maximum discrepancy was 

around 3 degrees, resulting in 0.1 % average error. Looking at cell temperature, in fuel cell operation the 

process exothermicity caused a temperature increase from 1023 K (feed condition) to 1030 K, whereas a change 

of low degrees characterized tests in electrolysis (at proposed operative points in Table 5.6 the system showed 

a temperature decrease working below the thermoneutral point). The knowledge of effective cell temperature 

by simulation also allowed for evaluating the possibility to follow rSOC temperature evolution taking the 
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measured oxygen electrode outlet as reference for the global system temperature in view of its high flow rate 

and heat capacity [43]. Indeed, a difference of only some degrees was highlighted between the maximum 

simulated solid temperature and the tested air electrode outlet value, confirming this last one as a good 

approximation which permits a simpler measurement during rSOC operation. 

Table 5.6 Simulated and measured temperatures for rSOC short stack at 0.3 A cm-2 and -0.3 A cm-2 in both SOFC and SOEC 

modes. 

Operating 

Condition 

Tmax_sim 

[K] 

Tav_sim 

[K] 

Tair_out_sim 

[K] 

Tair_out_exp 

[K] 

SOEC@10/90 H2/H2O 1019 1018 1019 1020 

SOFC@90/10 H2/H2O 1030 1029 1028 1028 

SOEC@20/80 H2/H2O 1019 1019 1019 1020 

SOFC@80/20 H2/H2O 1030 1029 1027 1028 

SOEC@30/70 H2/H2O 1019 1019 1019 1020 
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Chapter 5.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis of reversible Solid Oxide Cell Efficiency During Lifetime 

Focusing on the H2 reaction path, reversible SOC behaviour was studied at common working conditions in 

term of temperature and feed composition, underlining how the changes of current density and 

hydrogen/steam utilisation influence the trend of efficiency in order to detect the optimised operation for both 

modes (Table 5.7). A single Anode Supported Cell (ASC) with 100 cm2 as active area and consisting of an 

anionic conductive electrolyte was divided into 10×10 mesh to consider local mechanisms through 

SIMFC/SIMEC. The previously validated kinetics was applied basing on the same cell design. Firstly, rSOC 

efficiency was estimated at nominal conditions (i.e., time equal to zero); then reference Degradation Rate (DR) 

values were assumed to study how the efficiency varies during fuel cell and electrolysis lifetime (referred to 

Chapter 1 for theoretical formulation). In SOFC mode, DR is usually around -0.25 V% kh−1 (minus for voltage 

reduction) guaranteeing a 40,000 h operation; nevertheless, the next target is -0.11 V% kh−1 to reach 80,000 h 

[47]. SOEC degradation effects are more severe resulting in a higher degradation rate of +0.5 V% kh−1 (plus for 

voltage increase) [42]. Considering the cell reversible operation, different experimental results were obtained 

depending on specific testing conditions. Making rSOCs work for some thousands of hours, the DR of 

electrolysis mode is doubled, also overcoming +1.2 V% kh−1; in fuel cell mode the degradation rate is higher 

measuring -3 V% kh−1 [48]. However, in other studies an opposite trend was detected as a function of the 

working cycle number [49]. Here the round-trip efficiency change cannot be evaluated a priori since it depends 

on specific operating conditions. 

Table 5.7 Working conditions and studied parameters through sensitivity analysis in SOFC and SOEC mode. 

 SOFC SOEC 

T [K] 1073 1073 

p [bar] 1 1 

Fuel electrode feed 97/3 %vol H2/H2O 10/90 %vol H2/H2O 

Oxygen electrode feed 21/79 %vol O2/N2 21/79 %vol O2/N2 

𝑈O2  [%] 30 - 

DR [V% kh−1] -0.25 +0.5 

Sensitivity Analysis Parameters 

J (A cm−2) 0.1 to 0.6 -0.1 to -1.1 

𝑈H2 [%] 10 to 90 - 

𝑈H2O [%] - 10 to 90 

 

For SOFC operation, the goal is the increase of the produced outlet power, a condition obtainable by increasing 

the current density. Looking at electric efficiency ηSOFC,el (Equation 1.4), higher values characterise low electric 

loads because of the small amount of reacted hydrogen. When the current density is fixed, the increase of 

hydrogen utilisation value also worsens the performance due to minor reactant concentrations on the cell 

plane resulting in voltage reduction. As Figure 5.2-a shows, the best efficiency is about 76 % at small J and 𝑈H2 . 

Nevertheless, for the global efficiency ηSOFC (Equation 1.5) very low values are detected when a low hydrogen 

utilisation is imposed. Here considering the actual fuel feed, the maximum equal to 58 % is reached at low J 

but high 𝑈H2  (Figure 5.2-b). Since the power produced is not so high at low loads, a compromise consists of 

working at 0.3–0.4 A cm−2 and high conversions, where ηSOFC,el and ηSOFC are around 60 % and 50 %, respectively. 

Assuming -0.25 V% kh−1 as DR in such conditions, the voltage variation induced by degradation provokes an 
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efficiency reduction of about 2.5 % after 10,000 operation hours. A decrease of 10 % is detected only after 40,000 

h guaranteeing quite good long-term performance. 

 

                 

Figure 5.2 Dependence of SOFC electrical efficiency (a) and SOFC cell efficiency (b) on current density and hydrogen 

utilisation at nominal working conditions presented in Table 5.7.  

In SOEC mode with dry air as sweep gas, the efficiency dependence on working conditions is strictly 

correlated to cell thermal behaviour (i.e., endothermic, thermoneutral or exothermic operation). Changing the 

current density and the steam utilisation, different trends are detected above and below the thermoneutral 

point. As shown in Figure 5.3-a, the electric efficiency decreases when the current density rises at a fixed 

conversion due to higher requested inlet powers. The increase of utilisation also worsens the performance in 

view of reactant composition changes which provoke an upper cell voltage. Below the thermoneutral point 

(around -0.6 and -0.7 A cm−2 for these simulated working conditions), the electric efficiency ηSOEC,el (Equation 

1.8) exceeds 100 % because cell voltage is less than thermoneutral one, whereas for high electric loads the 

efficiency has a lower number reaching 84 % as the minimum. Considering the global efficiency ηSOEC 

(Equation 1.11), the left section of the map has a fixed value of 100 % since all the provided heat is actually 

used to maintain an isothermal behaviour, whereas overcoming the thermoneutral point the efficiency 

decreases because of the dissipated heat through the Joule effect (Figure 5.3-b). At 𝑈H2O increase, the 

thermoneutral working point shifts slightly at lower current densities since less water is requested to satisfy 

the fixed conversion resulting in higher voltages. In the case of system efficiency ηSOEC,system (Equation 1.12), the 

100 % value is never obtained: the best working point of 96 % is detected at 𝑈H2O equal to 90 % and low current 

densities (Figure 5.3-c). Indeed, in those conditions most produced steam is converted into hydrogen without 

an excessive inlet electric power. Moreover, there is not a thermal energy surplus working below the 

thermoneutral point. Considering values of tension higher than thermoneutral one under a fixed electric load, 

a maximum profile is evaluated since the 𝑈H2O increase provokes a reduction of the requested feed water. In 

the first step, the efficiency improves since the contribution of thermal power for steam production prevails 

(i.e., less water to be heated), whereas for higher utilisations the dissipated energy due to charge transfer is 

not more negligible resulting in a reduction of global system performance. Therefore, optimal conditions are 

obtained at low current densities and high steam utilisations (the left-top zone of Figure 5.3-c). Aiming at a 

relevant hydrogen production, the boundary working point is at J of about -0.6 A cm−2 and 𝑈H2O equal to 90 

%, where SOEC operation is near the thermoneutral condition favouring cell efficient thermal balance. 

Assuming a continuous operation at -0.6 A cm−2 with a degradation rate of +0.5 V% kh−1, the system 

performance worsens, as the comparison between the nominal condition and after 10,000 operation hours 

shows (Figure 5.3-d). The electric efficiency has a reduction of about 5 % in all utilisation ranges. The voltage 

ηSOFC,el [%] ηSOFC [%] 
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increase due to degradation shifts the thermoneutral point so that ηSOEC is no longer always equal to 100 % for 

𝑈H2O higher than 50 %. After this value, SOEC works in exothermic mode resulting in a maximum profile for 

ηSOEC,system, differently from the simulation at time equal to zero when the effect of steam power prevails 

justifying the constant increase with steam utilisation rise previously detected. 

 

                 

 

          

Figure 5.3 Dependence of electric (a), SOEC (b) and system (c) efficiencies on current density and steam utilisation at 

nominal working conditions presented in Table 5.7. Comparison of performances at -0.6 A cm-2 at time equal to 0 and after 

10,000-hour operation varying steam conversion (d). 

Under nominal operation, the round-trip energy efficiency ηrSOC (Equation 1.2) is the product between ηSOFC 

and ηSOEC,system. For instance, in Figure 5.4 the rSOC performance is shown varying hydrogen and steam 

utilisation at optimised current density values equal to 0.3 A cm−2 and -0.6 A cm−2 for SOFC and SOEC, 

respectively. The maximum identified ηrSOC value is 51 % at both high 𝑈H2  and 𝑈H2O (the right-top corner of 

the map), whereas the minimum reached in the opposite condition is 5 % (the left-bottom corner of the map). 

Indeed, at fixed fuel cell conversion the electrolysis performance mainly depends on thermal power requested 

to heat the steam (higher 𝑈H2O means a low feed at constant J), since the cell works near the thermoneutral 

point. The decrease of 𝑈H2  worsens the efficiency because a lower hydrogen amount actually reacts during 

SOFC operation. 

ηSOEC,el [%] ηSOEC [%] 

ηSOEC,system [%] 

d) 
SOEC efficiency during lifetime 
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Figure 5.4 Dependence of rSOC round-trip energy efficiency on hydrogen and steam utilisation applying 0.3 A cm-2 and  

-0.6 A cm-2 for SOFC and SOEC mode respectively, at nominal working conditions presented in Table 5.7. 

  

ηrSOC [%] 
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In AD ASTRA project framework, the topic is the experimental identification and the following modelling of 

main degradation mechanisms which characterise state-of-the-art Solid Oxide Cell (SOC) configurations. 

These are commonly based on planar designs due to the easy upscaling to large stacks at high power densities. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the structural stability is achieved by making one cell component thicker than the 

other: Anode Supported Cells-ASCs (i.e., fuel electrode supported cells) and Electrolyte Supported Cells-ESCs 

are the most promising solutions in view of both mechanical strength and production cost. Indeed, a thicker 

electrolyte favours easy manufacturing and good mechanical stability but, on the other hand, results in high 

ohmic losses due to longer paths for ion migration. Whereas the use of the fuel electrode as support layer 

allows for lowering ohmic resistances using a thinner electrolyte and also reducing working temperatures, 

although there is a higher probability of crack formation and gas diffusion issues. In light of these specific 

constraints, the cells differ not only in layer specifications but also materials used, above all regarding the fuel 

electrode side where Ni-YSZ (Yttrium Stabilised Zirconia) is the common solution for ASC, whereas in ESC a 

thinner electrode consists of Ni-CGO (Cerium Gadolinium Oxide).  

Before a detailed analysis of occurring degradation mechanisms, a preliminary step is the knowledge of actual 

cell structure and performance at nominal conditions (i.e., time equal to zero), above all distinguishing specific 

cell component contributions in terms of resistances and their weight on global performance. Here in this 

chapter two designs in fuel cell mode are compared basing on both direct experimental observations and 

results derived from the local simulation on the cell plan using SIMFC/SIMEC tool. Note previously 

formulated kinetics based on Butler-Volmer equation is valid for both configurations since they can be 

modelled referring to a single-step charge transfer reaction. Indeed, in the case of Ni-YSZ based ASC the rate-

limiting step is the charge transfer during hydrogen spillover between Ni and YSZ surface [1], whereas the 

charge transfer involving hydroxyl ion species and Ce surface is the rate-limiting step for Ni-CGO fuel 

electrode [2]. Looking at LSCF (Lanthanum Strontium Cobalt Ferrite), oxygen ion formation is the rate-

determining step [3]. Here kinetics model, proposed in Chapter 3 and preliminarily validated basing mainly 

on reference kinetic parameters (Chapter 4), was tuned by implementing specific kinetic orders and activation 

energies detected through the deconvolution of Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) spectra at 

Open Circuit Voltage (OCV). Distribution of Relaxation Times analysis (DRT) and Equivalent Electric Circuit 

Model (ECM) were used for the quantification of specific resistance contributions of each layer aiming at 

modelling the dependencies on temperature and feed composition of different electrocatalysts. In this task the 
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attribution of the correct frequency for each mechanism was quite challenging due to possible overlapping 

effects of anodic and cathodic processes, requiring a continuous check with reference literature. After a 

successful tuning of simulation tools, the comparison between ASC and ESC electrochemical performance was 

performed starting from a qualitative discussion on main changes of EIS spectra followed by the quantification 

of different polarizations and their spatial evolution on the cell plane. Laboratory tests and EIS analysis were 

performed thanks the collaboration with Technical University of Denmark (DTU). 
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Chapter 6.1 Electrochemical Kinetics Formulation through Equivalent Circuit Model 

For both ASC and ESC designs, commercial planar cells were laser cut to 5.3×5.3 cm2 with an effective active 

area of 16 cm2 and then tested in single cell alumina houses (for the complete description refer to [4]). The cells 

were sealed only on the fuel electrode side through a gold seal, Ni and Au meshes were used as anodic and 

cathodic gas distribution layers, respectively. ASC consisted of a Ni-YSZ anode composed of a support and a 

functional layer (~250 µm), a dense YSZ electrolyte layer (8–10 µm), a CGO barrier layer (~5 µm) and a LSCF-

CGO air electrode (~50 µm). In case of ESC, the cell had a thin Ni-CGO fuel electrode (~25 µm) which consisted 

of a CGO layer close to the electrolyte (~2 µm), a Ni-CGO functional layer (15–20 µm) and a Ni contact layer 

(~5 µm) to aid contacts with the overhead Ni meshes. Other cell components were a dense YSZ electrolyte (80–

85 µm), a CGO barrier layer, a LSCF-CGO air electrode (30–35 µm) and a LSMC (Lanthanum-Strontium-

Manganese-Chromium oxide) contact layer (~5 µm). 

Chapter 6.1.1 Test Profile and Microstructural Analysis 

In order to reduce the NiO in the fuel electrode, the cells were heated to 1023 K for ASC and 1123 K for ESC 

feeding nitrogen to the fuel electrode and air to the air electrode. After reaching these temperatures, the anodic 

gas was switched to 5 %vol H2 in N2 for two hours followed by one hour under pure H2. Here the reduced 

cells were characterized through J-V curves and EIS spectra using a Solartron 1260 frequency analyser. The 

spectra were recorded in a frequency range from 96.5 kHz to 0.1 Hz for ASC and from 96.5 kHz to 0.01 Hz for 

ESC with an AC current perturbation of amplitude 0.06 A. The chosen minimum frequency for ESC was lower 

due to processes that were occurring at frequencies close to 0.1 Hz. Twelve points per decade were recorded 

to ensure good quality data. The Kramer Kronigs linear test was also performed on all spectra showing low 

noise (< 2 %). Measurements were performed in co-flow feeding configuration by varying operative 

conditions: H2/H2O ratio to the fuel electrode (96/4, 80/20, 50/50 %vol H2/H2O), O2 partial pressure to the air 

electrode (21/79, 100/0 %vol O2/N2) and temperatures (1023 K, 1073 K, 1123 K) following manufacturer 

protocols (Table 6.1). 

Table 6.1 Working parameters of both ASC and ECS tests. 

T 

[K] 

p 

[bar] 

Fuel electrode Oxygen electrode 

Flow rate 

[Nl h-1] 

H2 

[%vol] 

H2O 

[%vol] 

Flow rate 

[Nl h-1] 

O2 

[%vol] 

N2 

[%vol] 

1023 1 25 96–80–50 4–20–50 140 21–100 79–0 

1073 1 25 96–80–50 4–20–50 140 21–100 79–0 

1123 1 25 96–80–50 4–20–50 140 21–100 79–0 

 

For the microscopic analysis, the cells were cut into roughly 1×1 cm2 samples along the flow direction. These 

pieces were then embedded in epoxy mixtures. Afterwards, they were polished using SiC grinding paper 

followed by a fine polishing with diamond polish of around 1–9 µm. Focusing on fuel electrode mainly, the 

samples were analysed using the Secondary Electron (SE) imaging technique at 15 keV to study surface 

features and through an in-lens detector for the percolation imaging technique at low accelerating voltages of 

about 1 keV. For the SE imaging the samples were further carbon coated to avoid drift due to high charge 

build up on the epoxy surface. The images were recorded using a Zeiss Ultra field emission SEM. In case of 

ASC, the microstructure is uniform with fine particles throughout the Ni-YSZ fuel electrode which has the 

active region limited to few microns from the interface (5–10 µm) (Figure 6.1-a). Whereas the ESC cross section 

shows bigger and non-uniform Ni as well as CGO particle sizes of several microns. The functional layer is 
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included between a top zone with larger Ni particle and a pure CGO layer near the electrolyte interface Figure 

6.1-b). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Fuel electrode microstructure for (a) ASC composed of pores (black), Ni (bright) and YSZ (grey) distributed 

uniformly and (b) ESC with the CGO binding layer, the active layer composed of Ni (bright), CGO (grey) and pores (black), 

and a Ni contact layer at the top. 

  

a) 

b) 
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Chapter 6.1.2 Electrochemical Characterization 

Several working conditions were tested varying both temperature and reactant composition to detect the main 

cell dependences. After removing the inductance contribution through Kramer-Kronig procedure, recorded 

EIS spectra were analysed using Bode plots to inspect the changes occurring at different frequencies. Then 

Analysis of Difference in Impedance Spectra (ADIS) was also employed to better understand the electrode 

responses towards varying operative conditions, since it is based on the differences in derivative of the real 

part versus the natural logarithmic of frequency [5]. This step was performed thanks the collaboration with 

Technical University of Denmark (DTU). For ASC design, the anodic contributions are at both low and high 

frequencies (1 Hz to 10 kHz) as shown in Figure 6.2-a. Lower frequencies are usually assigned to gas transport 

processes, whereas high frequencies are correlated to charge transfer on the TPB in Ni-YSZ electrode. In 

addition, when changing the steam content in hydrogen from drier to wetter conditions, three peaks are 

observed in ADIS plots (Figure 6.2-c): the low frequency change at ~2–4 Hz is related to the fuel conversion 

resistance, the change at ~30–50 Hz depends on diffusion contribution and the last one close to ~2–6 kHz is 

due to the TPB process [6]. In case of ESCs (Figure 6.2-b and Figure 6.2-d), electrochemical processes occur in 

lower frequency region (~0.1 Hz to ~100 Hz at most). The lack of a high frequency contribution is due to specific 

CGO properties which has a large capacitance as compared to Ni-YSZ based cermet [7]. The low frequency 

contribution at 0.1–1 Hz is attributed to surface phenomena, mainly charge transfer, because of its variation 

with the steam percentage fed to the fuel electrode. Whereas, the middle frequency region (~10 Hz) may be 

due to bulk processes, either the oxygen ion transport across the CGO bulk to the surface or across the 

electrolyte and fuel electrode [7]. When changing from air to pure oxygen at air electrode side, responses of 

the cell vary. In case of ASC (Figure 6.2-c), the observations at ~0.3–10 Hz are attributed to gas cathodic 

diffusion within the pores, whereas 10–100 Hz and 0.1–1 kHz to diffusion of oxygen ions in the bulk and 

oxygen surface kinetics, respectively [8,9]. Differently two peaks are only observed in ESC (Figure 6.2-d). The 

low frequency peak (~0.1–0.5 Hz) is attributed to gas transport mechanisms, whereas middle frequencies (~5–

30 Hz) are an indication of the activation polarization losses at LSCF cathode. This proposed interpretation is 

summarised in Table 6.2; note the peak responses on both fuel and air electrodes can occur in the same 

frequency region which poses a challenge towards the deconvolution of the individual contributions. 

                  

Figure 6.2 EIS analysis through Bode plots under different H2/H2O volumetric ratios with variation of oxygen partial 

pressure at 1123 K for ASC (a) and ESC (b), as well as evaluation of dependences on fuel and oxidant composition through 

ADIS for ASC (c) and ESC (d). 

a) 
b) 

c) d) 
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Table 6.2 ASC and ESC electrode processes evaluated through DRT gas shift analysis and available literature comparison. 

Process ASC ESC 

Fuel electrode 

Gas conversion 2–4 Hz 5–30 Hz 

Gas diffusion 30–50 Hz 5–30 Hz 

Charge transfer 2–6 kHz 0.1–1 Hz 

Oxygen electrode 

Gas bulk diffusion 0.3–10 Hz 0.1–0.5 Hz 

Oxygen ion diffusion and surface kinetics 0.1–1000 Hz 5–30 HZ 

 

In order to quantify the resistances due to each zone, a proper ECM was chosen and applied for both 

configurations under the assumption that the cell contributions are comparable although evaluated at 

different frequencies. Figure 6.3 illustrates ECM model and the attribution of its terms to cell different layers. 

Here, the cell behaviour was modelled using an inductance element (L) in series with an ohmic resistor (R1) 

and a polarisation resistance, which is composed of four circuits built up of a resistor (R) and a constant phase 

element (Q) in parallel. A single Gerischer element (G) was also used in series within the ECM. In case of the 

electrolyte, the dense ion conducting layer is known to be a pure resistor, so it could be represented by just R1 

(without any capacitance) and hence it was correlated to the ohmic value. R2Q2 is the ionic rail contribution 

for ASC and ESC configurations. R3Q3 is significant above all in case of ASC due to the charge transfer in Ni-

YSZ fuel electrode, which is shifted in case of the ESC due to Ni-CGO fuel electrode composition. Thus, for 

ESCs, this contribution is coupled with R2Q2 as the ionic rail. The Gerischer element represents the activation 

polarization of the air electrode for both designs. In ASC R4Q4 and R5Q5 are correlated to diffusion 

contribution at air side and gas conversion at fuel electrode, while R4Q4 is dominated by charge transfer in 

ESC. Finally, R5Q5 for ESCs consists of diffusion polarisation at the air electrode.  

 

 

a) 
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Figure 6.3 ECM used for recorded impedance data analysis (a), moving from the lowest frequency (R5Q5) to the highest 

one (L), and their main attributions to each layer for ESC (b) and ASC (c) configuration. 

After the attribution of frequency-process pairs, each resistance was evaluated from EIS spectra to identify the 

kinetic parameters of ohmic and activation overpotentials to be introduced into SIMFC/SIMEC. In case of 

ASCs, the different contributions for both electrodes have been widely studied [8]. Whereas, for ESC the 

distinction among different resistances was more challenging due to overlapping effects. Moreover, a direct 

comparison with previous reference results was more difficult since the specific Gd content has a significant 

influence on the electrochemical performance and the frequency ranges of EIS resistance contributions [10,11]. 

Here, it was assumed that the cathodic terms, easily evaluated in ASC, would be comparable in ESC due to 

similar material composition. Through this assumption the contribution from the Ni-CGO based fuel 

electrodes could be identified more accurately overcoming the overlapping effects. Detected electrochemical 

kinetic parameters are reported in Table 6.3. Notice above all the difference between fuel electrode activation 

energies showing a reduction of 20 % in Ni-CGO compared to Ni-YSZ, which confirms its more favoured 

kinetics based mainly on Double Phase Boundary (DPB) reaction paths (as discussed in Chapter 2). Another 

worthy point consists of kinetic order identification at anodic side. Basing on DRT analysis, they were derived 

with respect to H2/H2O ratio. Through this approach, both reactants have the same kinetic order as absolute 

value, which is an acceptable approximation for the tested conditions where stressed operation was avoided 

by working far away from the limiting current. This assumption results in a positive order regarding water 

and a negative order with respect to hydrogen, which was confirmed for a wide fuel composition range in 

previous studies [12,13]. 

  

b) c) 
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Table 6.3 Kinetic parameters for ASC and ESC configurations. 

Parameter ASC ESC Source 

Vl [V] 0 0 J-V fitting 

P1 [Ω cm2 K-1] 7.3×10−10 1.3×10−7 EIS analysis: R1 

P2 [K] 12469 8784 EIS analysis: R1 

Eact,fuel [kJ mol-1] 107 86 
EIS analysis 

(ASC: R2+R3 / ESC: R2+R4) 

Eact,oxygen [kJ mol-1] 110 110 Reference 

A [-] -0.3 -0.45 
EIS analysis 

(ASC: R2+R3+R6 / ESC: R4) 

B [-] 0.3 0.45 
EIS analysis 

(ASC: R2+R3 / ESC: R2+R4) 

C [-] 0.17 0.17 EIS analysis (ASC: R4+R5+R6) 

γfuel [A cm-2] 1.1×105 2×104 J-V fitting 

γoxygen [A cm-2] 3×105 3×105 J-V fitting 

 

The proposed kinetics was validated for a wide range of working conditions under an applied current density 

ranging from 0.1 A cm-2 to more than 1.5 A cm-2 according to J-V curve measurements (Table 6.1). A good 

match between experimental and simulated data was obtained, as reflected by a small average error of 1 % in 

both ASC and ESC configurations (Figure 6.4). 

 

 

Figure 6.4 SIMFC model validation comparing measured voltages along J-V curve and simulated values at different 

working conditions for ASC (a) and ESC (b).  
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Chapter 6.2 Anode Supported Cells vs. Electrolyte Supported Cells 

ASCs and ESCs were compared in terms of global performance as well as local physicochemical parameter 

changes on the cell plane basing on both direct experimental observations and a detailed modelling analysis. 

This aimed at understanding cell behaviour under desired reactant compositions and temperatures.  

Starting from a qualitative comparison through EIS spectra, both cells result influenced from temperature 

since higher values allow for reducing resistances as already noted in previous case studies (Chapter 4). 

Looking at anodic gas composition, the increase of H2O partial pressure fed to the fuel electrode leads to a 

decrease of the polarization resistance for both ASC and ESC (Figure 6.5). Previous studies showed the same 

trend underling how the steam favours electrode surface processes occurring on the fuel electrode [14,15]. On 

Ni-YSZ cells, an improvement of ionic conductivity in the electrode was evaluated at high water partial 

pressures [16]. In the case of the Ni-CGO fuel electrode, the steam can further have an autocatalytic effect 

accelerating oxidation through the formation of hydroxyl ions in the reaction environment [17]. The increase 

of oxygen content also reduces the resistances obtaining the best performance at pure oxygen feed. Note a 

large variation related to anode processes occurs when changing the air electrode gas at the same fuel 

composition, as already observed in previous tests performed at DTU [6]. One possible explanation is the 

presence of small leaks leading to gas crossover from air to fuel electrode side and thus to a change of the 

steam content. This phenomenon may be attributed to crossover around the cell from uneven edges because 

of laser cutting larger cells into desired dimensions and the absence of sealant at air electrode side in test house 

(gold sealing only at the fuel electrode side). 

 

                  

Figure 6.5 Nyquist plots under different H2/H2O volumetric ratios with variation of oxygen partial pressure at 1123 K for 

ASC (a) and ESC (b). 

Looking now at characteristic curves, higher voltages and consequently higher powers are obtained by 

increasing current density in the ASC case compared to the ESC one at equal feeding conditions and despite 

similar OCV values. Figure 6.6 shows how the cell performance changes as a function of fed fuel and oxidant 

percentages at both 1073 K and 1123 K. As preliminary observations, the J-V curve slope is lower in ASC which 

results to be about a third of the ESC case in view of its higher internal resistance. In both, the kinetics depends 

on reactant compositions: higher powers are reached with low water content and pure oxygen feed due to 

OCV increase in accordance with Nernst equation (Equation 3.2). Under load, ESC profiles are quite linear 

suggesting the main weight of the ohmic overpotential (Figure 6.6-b and Figure 6.6-d), whereas in ASC a 

different trend is underlined above all for low current densities where the quite rapid voltage decrease 

highlights also the effect of activation terms (Figure 6.6-a and Figure 6.6-c). This is more marked at a high 

hydrogen content when the polarization resistance is higher (compare to EIS spectra in Figure 6.5). 

a) b) 
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Figure 6.6 Comparison between ASC (a-c) and ESC (b-d) characteristic curves at 1073 K and 1123 K feeding different fuel 

and oxidant compositions according to experimental and SIMFC/SIMEC results. 

Different cell contributions were evaluated through SIMFC/SIMEC dividing the total overpotential into ohmic, 

activation and diffusion terms for different electric loads (Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8). Looking at 1023 K, the 

ohmic overpotential has the main role in the ESC configuration with a weight more than 80 %, as confirmed 

by the quite linear profile of J-V (Figure 6.6). It is almost double of Vohm in ASC case which has a lower 

electrolyte thickness. In both designs, its percentage increases slightly with the current density value following 

Ohm law. At low loads, the activation polarization is more significant than at high current for both cell 

configurations. It is the predominant loss in ASC case, where Vact reaches also the ~60 % in dry anodic feed (4 

%vol steam), whereas it does not overcome 20 % in ESC (Figure 6.7-b). In view of specific fuel electrode 

materials, indeed the Ni-CGO anode shows lower values of activation overpotential since the reaction occurs 

also at DPB sites. On the contrary, in the Ni-YSZ configuration the electrochemical reaction is limited to the 
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TPB into the functional layer. In ASC cell type the activation and ohmic values become comparable with steam 

content increase due to the positive effect that steam has on electrochemical kinetics (Figure 6.7-d). The same 

trend occurs to a lesser extent also in ESC, reaching the minimum of ~10 % at 50/50 %vol H2/H2O mixture feed. 

Looking at oxidant influence on activation overpotential, a pure oxygen inlet stream causes a reduction of only 

one percentage point compared to air case in both designs, so there is a lower dependence as also suggested 

by a small oxygen kinetic order detected (Table 6.3). Since all chosen working conditions avoid high fuel 

utilizations, the weight of Vdiff is always minimum. In ESC, the diffusion term has a decrease of more than 90 

% in comparison with the ASC design due to the thin anode (δNi-YSZ is about ten times δNi-CGO), so it can be 

neglected. Increasing the working temperatures until 1123 K, some variations are underlined. The main 

difference is a higher contribution of diffusion overpotential, above all for ASC case where it reaches also ~8 

% (Figure 6.8-b). Indeed, a high temperature worsens the resistance partly due to gas density reduction [18]. 

In both configurations, Vact decreases favouring the reactions; this effect is again more evident for Ni-YSZ 

based cell considering its high sensitivity on temperature as suggested by higher activation energy values 

(Table 6.3).  
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Figure 6.7 Polarization loss weight feeding 96/4 %vol H2/H2O mixture and pure oxygen (a), 96/4 %vol H2/H2O mixture and 

dry air (b), 80/20 %vol H2/H2O mixture and pure oxygen (c), 50/50 %vol H2/H2O mixture and pure oxygen (d) at 1073 K 

according to SIMFC/SIMEC results. 
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Figure 6.8 Polarization loss weight feeding 96/4 %vol H2/H2O mixture and pure oxygen (a), 96/4 %vol H2/H2O mixture and 

dry air (b), 80/20 %vol H2/H2O mixture and pure oxygen (c), 50/50 %vol H2/H2O mixture and pure oxygen (d) at 1123 K 

according to SIMFC/SIMEC results. 

Focusing now on a SOFC specific working point, it was assumed an electric load of 0.3 A cm-2 and a feed 

composition of 80/20 %vol H2/H2O as fuel and dry air. Comparing the global cell performances (Table 6.4), the 

ASC power is ~10 % higher than the ESC one working at both 1073 K and 1123 K, mainly due to the difference 

between ohmic overpotentials which have one order of magnitude as mismatch. Looking at the voltage 

increase with temperature rise, ASC and ESC show an improvement of 10 mV and 40 mV, respectively. Beyond 
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the ohmic term variation, the cell polarization also shows a discrepancy depending on fuel electrode materials. 

Indeed, its value is higher in Ni-YSZ based cell, reaching 37 mV at 1073 K. Whereas it does not overcome 25 

mV in ESC at the same temperature, having a value lower than ~30-40 % compared to ASC configuration. The 

observed behaviour is correlated to both higher activation and diffusion resistances of Ni-YSZ fuel electrode. 

Indeed, in this case the reactions are limited to TPB active sites and mass transfer is also unfavoured due to a 

thicker anode as already discussed previously. 

Table 6.4 Comparison of simulated electrochemical performance at 0.3 A cm-2 feeding 80/20 %vol H2/H2O mixture at fuel 

electrode and dry air at air electrode for 1073 K and 1123 K calculated as average values on the cell plane. 

Parameter 
ASC ESC 

1073 K 1123 K 1073 K 1123 K 

V [V] 0.931 0.940 0.818 0.854 

Pel [Wel] 4.469 4.512 3.926 4.099 

Vohm [mV] 26 16 151 110 

Vpol [mV] 37 24 25 16 

 

Through the local modelling approach, the description of cell behaviour can enter in more details providing 

the changes over the cell plane in the considered working point. Fixing a SOFC operation at 1073 K, Figure 6.9 

shows the maps of ohmic and fuel activation overpotentials for both designs (diffusion terms have been 

previously demonstrated as negligible). Working in co-flow configuration, electrochemical processes go 

forward along the flow direction resulting in higher detected resistances in the inlet section where the reaction 

is faster. This significant gradients between inlet and outlet area are highlighted above all considering anodic 

activation overpotentials due to the fuel composition variation occurring over the cell plane. Indeed, the water 

content along the flow direction increases favouring the polarization reduction. In ESC, the inlet to outlet 

difference is ~23 % compared to ~30 % in case of ASC when feeding 80/20 %vol H2/H2O mixture (Figure 6.9-a 

and Figure 6.9-b). Nevertheless, it can reach ~80 % with 96/4 %vol H2/H2O fuel mixture underlining a higher 

kinetics dependence at low steam percentages. Moreover, the decrease in current density to the outlet also 

results in lower loss values. Studying the rate of overpotential reduction at local level, it is noticed that higher 

variations occur close to feed section for both cell designs. For instance, in Ni-YSZ electrode the reduction rate 

among inlet sub-cells overcomes the ~41 %, whereas at outlet zones it is ~36 %. In Ni-CGO case, the variation 

is again higher in the initial area: ~32 % inlet vs. ~26 % outlet. Indeed, the reaction develops above all in the 

first cell sections working in co-flow feeding configuration, so more relevant gas composition changes favour 

a faster polarization decrease. Looking at ohmic terms, a minor gradient characterises this loss (Figure 6.9-c 

and Figure 6.9-d). In ASC configuration, the variation is quite negligible due to small values measured, while 

it is noteworthy that a difference of 0.01 V occurs between ESC inlet and outlet section. Despite different 

available powers the fuel utilization profiles are quite similar in two configurations, as represented in Figure 

6.10.  
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Figure 6.9 Cell local performance feeding 80/20 %vol H2/H2O mixture and dry air at 1073 K and 0.3 A cm-2 in terms of ASC 

(a) and ESC (b) activation overpotential at fuel electrode, ASC (c) and ESC (d) ohmic overpotential according to 

SIMFC/SIMEC results. 
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Figure 6.10 H2 cumulative conversion along flow direction feeding 80/20 %vol H2/H2O mixture and dry air at 1073 K and 

0.3 A cm-2 according to SIMFC/SIMEC results. 

Through local maps evaluated at 1073 K (Figure 6.9) and 1123 K (Figure 6.11), specific thermal dependences 

are also underlined. Focusing on the ohmic overpotential, both cells have a reduction of losses which is ~38 % 

for the ASC and only 27 % for the ESC due to its lower activation energy (Table 6.3). According to local analysis 

at 1123 K, Vohm can decrease until ~13 mV at ASC outlet (23 mV at 1073 K), whereas in ESC the minimum is 

~100 mV (145 mV at 1073 K) as shown in Figure 6.11-c and Figure 6.11-d. Also, the activation contribution at 

ASC fuel electrode is slightly more influenced by temperature increase, indeed Ni-YSZ overpotential reduces 

by ~38 % moving from 1073 K to 1123 K vs. by ~32 % in Ni-CGO (Figure 6.11-a and Figure 6.11-b). 
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Figure 6.11 Cell local performance feeding 80/20 %vol H2/H2O mixture and dry air at 1123 K and 0.3 A cm-2 in terms of 

ASC (a) and ESC (b) activation overpotential at fuel electrode, ASC (c) and ESC (d) ohmic overpotential according to 

SIMFC/SIMEC results. 
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Despite a higher performance and the possible use of a single bi-functional unit, Solid Oxide Cell (SOC) 

applications are still quite limited due to the insufficient lifetime compared to other available technologies. In 

view of the commercial target of more than 80,000-hour operation [1], the identification and softening of 

occurring degradation mechanisms are fundamental points to be solved. Indeed, microstructure changes, 

material chemical decomposition and active site poisoning result in irreversible performance losses decreasing 

system lifetime. Considering different cell layers, the variations interesting Ni-cermet and LSCF commonly 

used electrodes are the main causes of degradation as discussed in Chapter 2. Indeed, LSCF demixing and 

second phase formation at electrolyte-air electrode interface provoke a drastic increase of cell resistivity and 

also possible nanopore formation within the electrolyte [2]. Moreover, despite of the introduction of a retention 

layer, possible Cr contamination from the interconnect can reduce active sites due to impurity phase 

depositions such as Sr chromates [3]. Looking at Ni-cermet based fuel electrode, the cell performance rapidly 

decreases due to severe microstructural changes mainly correlated to Ni agglomeration and re-distribution 

[4]. As further downside, Ni-cermet is prone to be oxidized reacting with H2O and CO2 (competitive reactions 

to H2 oxidation), when the cell works in stressed operation such as high fuel utilization or poor fuel feeding. 

Indeed, in some points the atmosphere is no longer reductive favouring Ni oxidation. Nevertheless, when 

nominal operation is restored Ni reduction is again promoted resulting in volume changes and consequent 

crack formation [5]. The growth of an oxide layer on interconnect surface also creates several issues by 

increasing ohmic resistance and favouring layer detachment. 

Here the SOC operation should be monitored under long-term potentiostatic or galvanostatic operation at 

fixed feeding conditions with periodic characteristic curve and EIS measurements to have an insight of the 

general performance at any defined time. A detailed post-mortem analysis allows also for identifying the main 

occurred phenomena and correlating them to degradation sources. However, this approach is few feasible 

requiring long tests before reaching an effective overview of the cell behaviour. As shown in most recent 

studies, cells usually worked for more than 10,000-20,000 hours [6,7] with only some rare cases where 40,000 

hours were reached [8,9]. In light of this, the obtained information is insufficient to have a complete cell 

understanding during the desired target lifetime. In the framework of AD ASTRA project, a possible solution 

consists of the introduction of Accelerated Stress Tests (ASTs) [10]. Indeed, they allow for shortening test time 

by imposing experimental conditions which should cause the same degradation mechanisms as in non-

accelerated cases. On the other hand, a careful choice of the accelerating factors and of acceleration levels are 
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requested to avoid too severe cell deteriorations. Here, this chapter compares the modelling of 9000-hour 

operation cells and accelerated tested cells through chemical RedOx cycles at H2 electrode basing on 

experimental observations provided by Bulgarian Institute of Electrochemistry and Energy Systems (IEES). 

Performance worsening was evaluated by correlating the accelerating factor to the effective operative hours 

for commercial Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSCF-CGO fuel cell configuration. 

Another relevant issue consists of identifying the weight of each aged layer on the global cell performance. 

Considering the impossibility to distinguish experimentally the effects of different degradation mechanisms, 

AD ASTRA initial intent consisted of testing each element singularly in stressed conditions and then 

assembling it into a virgin cell to evaluate its behaviour (i.e., ex-situ tests on single layer and in-situ tests on 

the whole cell). However, this procedure resulted quite complex and some further microstructural changes 

occurred during cell sintering. In order to overcome these constraints a “in-situ” modelling of global SOC 

performance was paired to “ex-situ” experimental observations on a single element. As a case study, 

CoMnO/Crofer22 APU and CuMnO/AISI441 samples were tested measuring their resistance variation for 

some hundreds of hours, followed by a detailed post-mortem microstructural analysis. All this experimental 

activity was performed at DCCI-University of Genova. Basing on the previous validation of SIMFC/SIMEC at 

nominal state proposed in Chapter 6, the effects of aged interconnect was estimated for both commercial anode 

and electrolyte supported cells by introducing specific degradation functions only for interconnects as derived 

from experimental observations.  
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Chapter 7.1 Analysis of Cell Degradation through Accelerated Stress Test Approach 

To obviate the problem of long-term experimental tests, which is a considerable limit to the knowledge of the 

effective cell durability as well as to the formulation of proper models, Accelerated Stress Tests (ASTs) have 

been proposed in the framework of AD ASTRA projects [11]. This method is still under active development, 

since a careful analysis should detect the experimental conditions which can activate the same degradation 

mechanisms as in non-accelerated testing. Here, focusing on Anode Supported Cell (ASC) design, a 

comparison between durability and accelerated stress test observations was performed considering initially 

the global cell performance (i.e., obtainable voltage) and then focusing on electrochemical kinetics through the 

modelling. In both cases the degradation effects on each overpotential term were distinguished allowing for 

an effective check of proposed accelerating factors.  

Previously discussed models were tuned to these case studies by introducing some degradation functions 

derived from in operando electrochemical measurements, without requiring any microstructural information 

through post-mortem analysis. Aiming at a cell effective simulation tool able to predict the lifetime knowing 

the current performance, the variation of characteristic curves and EIS spectra were attributed to specific 

electrochemical processes providing some suggestions of degradation phenomena [12,13]. 

Looking at durability tests, an Anode Supported Cell provided by SolidPower worked for 9000 hours (375 

day) in fuel cell mode feeding pure hydrogen as fuel and dry air as oxidant at 1023 K. A common operation 

load of 0.5 A cm-2 was applied in order to avoid the fuel starvation (H2 utilization equal to 60 %). The cell with 

an area of 9 cm2 consisted of a Ni-YSZ fuel electrode (260 μm with 30 μm as active layer), a YSZ electrolyte (8 

μm), a CGO barrier layer (5 μm) and a LSCF-CGO oxygen electrode (50 μm). The complete experimental 

campaign description was reported in [1]. In addition to a continuous voltage measurement, EIS spectra and 

characteristic curves were also carried out at regular time steps after first 4000 hours (Figure 7.1). A gradual 

performance decrease is visible (Figure 7.1-a), resulting in a shift of EIS profiles to higher resistance values 

(Figure 7.1-b). 
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Figure 7.1 Experimental J-V curves (a) and EIS spectra (b) measured during 9000 hour-working SOFC. 

SIMFC/SIMEC at 0D level was chosen as simulation tool in view of cell small scale, assuming also an 

isothermal behaviour. At nominal operation (i.e., time equal to zero), kinetics previously validated in Chapter 

6 was applied: note some kinetic parameters were adapted moving from a 2D to 0D simulation (Table 7.1). 

Since the thermal behaviour was not evaluated by testing the cell at different temperatures, directly measured 

ohmic resistance values were applied into the code. 

Table 7.1 Kinetic and microstructural parameters of 9000 hour working SOFC. 

Parameter Used Value Source 

Vl [V] 0 J-V fitting 

Eact,fuel [kJ mol-1] 100 Reference: 100–120 [14] 

Eact,oxygen [kJ mol-1] 110 Reference: 110–160 [14] 

A [-] 0.1 Reference: 0.1–2 [15] 

B [-] 0.44 Reference: -0.5–1 [15] 

C [-] 0.20 Reference [16] 

γfuel [A cm-2] 6×104 
J-V fitting 

(Reference: 5.5×104–5.5×106 [17]) 

γoxygen [A cm-2] 1×106 
J-V fitting 

(Reference: 7×104–7×106 [17]) 

ε [-] 0.30 Reference [18] 

ξ [-] 3 Reference: 3–4 [19] 

rpore [m] 0.5×10-6 Reference [20] 

 

Differently from previously discussed case studies, the proposed kinetics could not be verified at variable 

working conditions missing an initial cell characterization. Here, modelled overpotential terms were checked 

through Differential Resistance Analysis (DRA) approach, consisting of a more detailed study of the 

characteristic curve profile through the derivative of the voltage with respect to the current density [21]. 

Considering differential resistance �̆�d profile, three sections can be evaluated: the first is characterised by a 

rapid decrease at low loads representing the region where the activation loss dominates, the second with a 

plateau is due to charge transport issues, namely ohmic terms, and the last one shows gas diffusion limitations 
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resulting in a drastic resistance increase at high current densities. Comparing experimental �̆�d and simulated 

overpotential terms, the same observations on cell electrochemical behaviour were detected as shown in 

Figure 7.2. Indeed, the differential resistance decreases until around 0.2 A cm-2 and then there is a quite 

constant value (Figure 7.2-a). This is confirmed into Figure 7.2-b representing model results: the activation 

overpotential has the predominant weight until this current density, after the ohmic term is the highest one. 

In such working conditions the diffusion loss is negligible, as confirmed by the absence of the third 

characteristic region in �̆�d trend. 

 

 

Figure 7.2 Loss evaluation according to DRA (a) and SIMFC/SIMEC results (b). 

The cell degradation was modelled through further time dependent overpotential terms distinguishing 

between the increase of ohmic and polarization contribution (Equation 7.1). The first was evaluated knowing 

the time profile of internal resistance through EIS spectra, whereas the second considered the punctual 

variation of differential resistance for available J-V curves. Indeed, the slop change is due to activation and 

diffusion overpotential in view of the ohmic term linear dependency on current density (Equation 3.9). Basing 

on this empirical approach, the followed formulations were detected as degraded ohmic and polarization 

losses, Vdeg, as a function of current density, J, in A cm-2 and time, t, in hours (Equation 7.2 and Equation 7.3, 

respectively).  

𝑉 = 𝐸eq −∑𝑉p − 𝑉deg,ohm − 𝑉deg,pol (7.1) 
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𝑉deg,ohm = (10−9𝑡2 + 2 × 10−5)J (7.2) 

𝑉deg,pol = (2 𝐽
2 + 3 𝐽 + 1) × 10−5𝑡∆J (7.3) 

Note the charge transport loss in Equation 7.2 respects the liner dependence consistent with Ohm law. 

Whereas Equation 7.3 evaluates the variation of polarization overpotential punctually assuming 0.05 A cm-2 

as current density step ΔJ. Since the detected values Vdeg,pol are quite low (3 mV as the maximum), they were 

neglected in the followed discussions. 

The good match between simulated and experimental values confirms the validity of this approach, suitable 

as a preliminary analysis of the cell durability without performing detailed microstructural analysis but only 

basing on common measurements carried out during operation. Indeed, both characteristic curves and 

durability test profile show an error lower that 2 % (Figure 7.3). 

 

 

Figure 7.3 Comparison between experimental and simulated voltages looking at durability test (a) and J-V curves at 

different operation hours (b). 

According to detected results, as defined in Equation 1.13 the global Degradation Rate (DR) is equal to -0.8 

V% kh−1 which can be divided as a faster reduction in the first 2000 h (DR equal to -1.2 V% kh−1), followed from 

a lower step (DR equal to -0.5 V% kh−1). The degradation is mainly due to the increase of ohmic loss which 
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changes of ~50 mV at the reference working condition of 0.5 A cm-2, moving from 57 % to 66 % of total losses 

(Table 7.2).  

Table 7.2 Comparison between initial and final simulated performances under 0.5 A cm-2 for 9 kh durability tests. 

Term 0 kh operation 9 kh operation Degradation 

VSOFC [V] 0.813 0.763 ↓ 6.5 % 

Vohm [mV] 108 158 ↑ 46 % 

Vact [mV] 78 78 Negligible variation 

Vdiff [mV] 3 3 Negligible variation 

 

Looking at ASTs, different parameters could be considered as accelerating factors such as temperature, applied 

current density and overpotential, moisture level and so on. As discussed in Chapter 2, one of the most 

dangerous degradation causes at fuel electrode consists of the oxidation of Ni particles. Since NiO occupies 

more volume than the metal and its reduction to Ni results in shrinking of the particle volume, internal stress 

development can easily occur. In literature this expansion and contraction of Ni particles is known as RedOx 

cycle and it is correlated to system thermal cycles during shutdown and start-up, stop of gas supply in an 

emergency, oxidant leakage through the sealing, local fuel starvation caused by an excessive hydrogen 

conversion rate and high fuel dilution. From a reaction point of view, they can be classified into two groups: 

chemical RedOx cycles and electrochemical RedOx cycles [22]. The first occur when air blows within the fuel 

electrode causing the direct oxidation of the metal, whereas in the second Ni results to be electrochemically 

oxidized. If the chemical reactions characterize the whole volume of the electrode, the electrochemical 

oxidation happens rather next to the electrolyte interface. Indeed, applied current density forces oxygen ions 

to go through the electrolyte and oxidize Ni instead of hydrogen due to fuel starvation condition. In this case 

study, artificial chemical RedOx cycles were designed as the accelerating factor through the alternation of 

reducing and oxidizing environments at hydrogen electrode side. At lab test scale, the oxidation was 

reproduced feeding directly air for 1.5 min followed by 2 min at pure N2. Whereas the reduction consisted of 

a flow of H2 and N2 at equal composition for 6 min. Then cell operation was stabilized for 15 min with pure 

nitrogen before starting a new cycle. In view of different volume of Ni and NiO, crack formation at electrolyte 

interface could happen due to the electrode expansion during oxidation and its shrinkage during reduction. 

Here a mild oxidation was performed checking the Ni network resistance changes through impedance 

spectroscopy. The number of RedOx cycles was chosen as the level of acceleration. The same configuration of 

previous case, Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSCF-CGO cell, was tested at button fuel cell scale with 0.28 cm2 as active area. 20 

RedOx cycles were performed by monitoring cell behaviour through J-V curves as well as EIS spectra with a 

feed of pure H2 (flow rate of 0.103 Nl min-1) and dry air (flow rate of 0.436 Nl min-1) at 1023 K as the reference 

operative case. 

For modelling purposes, kinetic parameters previously detected were still valid requiring only to adjust the 

hydrogen electrode pre-exponential coefficient, γfuel, which results equal to 8×104 A cm-2. The degradation of 

ohmic term was again simulated considering a further overpotential term linearly dependent on current 

density, as shown in Equation 7.4. 

𝑉deg,ohm = (𝑡2 − 3𝑡)× 10−4J (7.4) 

Note t is the number of cycles instead of actual working hours and J the current density in A cm-2. Since 

microstructural changes were mainly induced at fuel electrode side, only γfuel was reduced at 6.5×104 A cm-2 

without changing any cathodic kinetic terms to evaluate polarization resistance increase.  
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Looking at the comparison between measured and simulated J-V curves, a good match is reached for both 

initial and after accelerated test cell characterization (Figure 7.4-a and Figure 7.4-b, respectively) with an error 

always lower than 2 %.   

 

 

Figure 7.4 Comparison between experimental and simulated J-V curves at nominal operations (a) and during ASTs (b). 

Differently from the previously analysed cell, here the activation overpotential has the main role representing 

the 52 % of total losses compared to 41 % of ohmic term at nominal conditions under 0.5 A cm-2. In accelerated 

stress tests the degradation is correlated to an increase of both ohmic and polarization terms, representing 48 

% and 52 % of total evaluated degradation respectively. Moreover, RedOx cycles provoke before a change of 

the polarization value and only after 7 RedOx cycles the ohmic resistance shows an increase. Table 7.3 reports 

cell performance before and after AST according to model results. Note total variation of the voltage consists 

of 30 mV decrease after 20 RedOx cycles.  
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Table 7.3 Comparison between initial and final simulated performances under 0.5 A cm-2 for ASTs. 

Term Before AST After AST Degradation 

VSOFC [V] 0.873 0.843 ↓ 4 % 

Vohm [mV] 97 114 ↑ 18 % 

Vpol [mV] 141 149 ↑ 5 % 

 

Since the performance of two considered cells diverges by few millivolts at equal nominal conditions resulting 

in higher voltage values in AST case, their comparison was discussed in percentage terms. Considering again 

0.5 A cm-2 as SOFC working point, the detected correlation between cell lifetimes in durability and accelerated 

tests is reported in Table 7.4. After 7 RedOx cycles, AST cell shows a voltage decrease of 2 % which is reached 

after around 1400 hour-operation for the reference cell, whereas 20 RedOx cycles correspond to 3300 working 

hours causing a reduction of 4 %. Despite a quite lower time required to reach the same performance 

worsening in term of global voltage, microstructural changes may be different since in the reference case the 

voltage decrease is mainly due to ohmic resistance increase, whereas the RedOx cycles cause a quite 

comparable increase of both ohmic and polarization losses. Further microstructural analysis would confirm 

this preliminary observation. 

Table 7.4 Correlation between durability and accelerated tests in term of cell voltage reduction at 0.5 A cm-2. 

Reference cell AST cell Degradation 

1400 h 7 redox cycles 
Ref cell: ↑ 12 % Vohm                                                           

AST cell: ↑ 14 % Vpol 

3330 h 20 redox cycles 
Ref cell: ↑ 25 % Vohm                                                    

AST cell: ↑ 18 % Vohm and ↑ 14 % Vpol 
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Chapter 7.2 Analysis of Cell Degradation through Experimental Ex-situ and Modelled In-

situ Performance 

Aiming at the increase of SOC reliability and durability, fault diagnosis and prognosis technologies are two 

fundamental tools. Indeed, an early-stage identification of specific occurring mechanisms allows for both 

reducing possible consequences and introducing the best mitigation strategies. Moreover, the estimation of 

Remaining Useful Life (RUL) permits to plan maintenance works if the complete recovery after the damage is 

impossible. Health indicators, such as voltage or area specific resistance changes, are commonly used to detect 

possible faults. However, their correlation to specific degradation mechanisms is quite challenging due to the 

overlapping of more phenomena. As a possible solution, the present analysis paired ex-situ experimental 

observations on a single element with modelling results on global SOFC behaviour. It focused on the role of 

spinel-based coating interconnects used at oxygen electrode, which are quite critical layers characterized by 

severe microstructural changes.  

Two types of coated ferritic stainless steels were investigated experimentally at DCCI-University of Genova: 

AISI441 coated with CuMnO (i.e.; (Cu,Mn)3O4) and Crofer22 APU coated with CoMnO (i.e.; (Co,Mn)3O4). 

Metallic substrates were cut by water jet from 5 mm thick sheets obtaining circular shaped coupons with 25 

mm of diameter. The coatings were applied by colloidal spraying technique after the substrate cut in order to 

prevent any damage on deposited layers. Testing of samples was performed using a custom device designed 

to host one singular sample into a horizontal alumina pipe placed in a furnace. Each side of the sample could 

be exposed to an independent gas flow and it was electrically connected to the external measuring unit 

through a gold mesh welded to two wires. Homogeneous and stable electrical contacts were assured by a 

standardized mechanical load (12.5 N cm-2) achieved using calibrated springs. Testing conditions were 

adjusted to better represent SOFC working ones: for this reason, the samples of CoMnO/Crofer22 APU were 

tested at 1123 K, whereas CuMnO/AISI441 ones were exposed to 1023 K. Samples were aged at their respective 

operating temperature for 200 hours and 400 hours under an air flow of 20 ml min-1 on both sides. Area Specific 

Resistance (ASR) was measured during aging every 10 hours by EIS. ASR values were derived by applying an 

equivalent electric circuit consisting of a resistor in series with an inductor, dividing the obtained resistance 

by two to just consider one side of the sample (the interconnect has just one side exposed to air within the cell). 

Moreover, the electrical characterization of the samples included the evaluation of thermal dependence of 

electrical conductivity by performing ASR measurement as function of temperature on the samples at as-

coated state, after 200 hours and 400 hours of exposure. In particular, the ASR measurements were carried out 

during the cooling ramp every fifty degrees. These tests were followed by a detailed post-mortem analysis, 

where the oxide-coating chemical composition and morphological investigation was performed on surfaces 

and cross-sections via Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) observations and Energy-Dispersive X-ray 

Spectroscopy analysis (EDXS).  

Looking at interconnect electrical behaviour according to ex-situ tests, Figure 7.5 shows ASR of 

CoMnO/Crofer22 APU and CuMnO/AISI441. Both exhibit values below the 0.1 Ω cm2 which is the upper limit 

for interconnect applications [23]. The evolution over time is similar for two different samples, consisting in 

an ASR decrease during the first hours of the experiment attributable to the contact enhancement between the 

gold meshes and the sample as well as the improvement of the coating conductivity due to its densification 

[24]. After the initial reduction, the ASR of CoMnO/Crofer22 APU sample remains stable at 0.035 Ω cm2 for 50 

hours and then slightly increases settling at values around 0.04 Ω cm2. Whereas CuMnO/AISI441 shows lower 

resistance values compared to the previous one for the whole test duration. During the first aging hours its 

ASR reaches a minimum of 0.017 Ω cm2 followed by an increase that lasts about 150 hours when a stable value 

equal to 0.03 Ω cm2 is reached.  
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Figure 7.5 ASR over time for CoMnO/Crofer22 APU at 1123 K (blue line) and CuMnO/AISI441 at 1023 K (orange line). 

The electrical behaviour as a function of temperature was evaluated assuming an Arrhenius type mechanism 

for the charge migration (Equation 7.5). Indeed, coated samples commonly show a single conduction 

mechanism due to the small polaron hopping on octahedral sites typical of spinel oxides [25]. 

𝐴𝑆𝑅 = 𝐴𝑆𝑅0exp
(
𝐸act
𝑅𝑇

) (7.5) 

CoMnO/ Crofer22 APU exhibits a decrease of the activation energy during the whole exposure time from 0.94 

eV to 0.69 eV indicating a lower temperature dependency. Whereas the activation energy of CuMnO/AISI441 

shows a decrease from 0.45 eV to 0.35 eV in the first 200 hours, then a value of 0.54 eV was measured after 400 

hours of aging. In both cases, lower values of activation energy are reported with respect to reference uncoated 

steels with Eact equal to 0.91 eV due to the chromia oxide scale [26].  

These observations allowed for underlining the time evolution of kinetic parameters in Equation 8.5 and so 

formulating interconnect degradation functions to be implemented into SIMFC/SIMEC.  

Durability tests were followed by a detailed comparison between initial microstructure and observed changes 

by post-mortem analysis. At as-coated state, both coatings result not well bonded to the substrate and highly 

porous since no sintering step was carried out after their application and firing. The compositional contrast of 

the SEM-BSD picture confirms the presence of a single phase for CoMnO, while a multiphasic composition 

characterises the CuMnO layer. Looking at aged samples, CoMnO morphological and compositional evolution 

show that the densification of coating layer occurred during aging. After 400 hours the coating results well 

sintered and adherent to the substrate. According to EDXS based analysis, Cr is detected at the 

substrate/coating interface due to its oxide growth already after 200 h. Moreover, Cr distribution through the 

whole coating section suggests its ineffectiveness to limit Cr diffusion due to both the porosity characterizing 

the initial state and the high testing temperature which favoured its migration. After 400 h a thick Cr oxide 

layer is detected on the substrate, moreover it is reported also the accumulation of this element at the 

coating/air interface due to its diffusion through the whole layer. Whereas after 200 hours of aging the 

CuMnO/AISI441 sample results denser and more homogeneous from the compositional point of view. 

Additionally, a thick thermally grown oxide is already visible at the interface with the steel. After 400 hours, 

the coating appears well adherent to the substrate, however some additional phases are visible in the top layer 

similarly to the as-coated sample. The EDXS analysis reveals Cu presence on the top of the coating suggesting 
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the formation of copper oxide that could be responsible of both electrical resistance and activation energy 

increase. The worsening of the electrical conductivity is also due to the formation of cracks parallel to the 

surface of the samples, visible after 200 hours of exposure. Moreover, there is a thicker Cr oxide scale compared 

to CoMnO/Crofer22APU sample at the same aging. Also in this case, chromium diffused through the entire 

coating thickness evidencing again the detrimental effect of a high initial porosity, nevertheless no Cr is 

detected on top of the coating confirming its effectiveness in blocking the chromium diffusion and 

accumulation because of its faster densification during aging. 

Modelling was used to evaluate the effects of interconnect degradation on global cell performance. Electrolyte 

and fuel supported cells (defined as ESC and ASC) were used as fuel cell reference configurations, basing on 

previously validated approach at nominal state (Chapter 6). According to measured ASR values, a further 

ohmic overpotential term was added to consider interconnect resistance at initial state as well as during the 

aging. Two analysed samples were tested at 1123 K and 1023 K (CoMnO/Crofer22 APU and CuMnO/AISI441, 

respectively) which are the common operating temperatures for these designs. Indeed, when the electrolyte 

provides the system mechanical support, a higher temperature is required to have a good ionic conductivity 

within the ceramic. Whereas in ASC an acceptable cell performance is already reached at lower temperatures 

using the fuel electrode as the thickest layer. In both cases adiabatic single co-flow square cells were simulated: 

ESC with an active area equal to 127 cm2 (12×12 mesh), whereas ASC with 80 cm2 surface (10×10 mesh). Table 

7.5 reports reference anodic and cathodic feed compositions for modelling, considering a H2-rich mixture as 

well as a biogas as fuel in direct reforming cell configuration. These conditions were carefully imposed in 

order to reduce possible stresses, aiming at underlining only the role of interconnect degradation. Here the 

fuel utilization was always lower than 30 % avoiding hydrogen starvation on cell plane; moreover, the steam 

to carbon ratio was imposed higher than 2 so that carbon deposition should not occur [27]. 

Table 7.5 Feed molar compositions applying in cell performance simulation. 

Component 
H2 direct oxidation Biogas internal reforming 

Anode Cathode Anode Cathode 

CH4 [%mol] - - 24  

H2 [%mol] 96 - 4 - 

H2O [%mol] 4 - 51 - 

CO [%mol] - - - - 

CO2 [%mol] - - 12 - 

N2 [%mol] - 79 9 79 

O2 [%mol] - 21 - 21 

 

Firstly, ESC performance was evaluated in a virgin cell with CoMnO/Crofer22 APU as interconnect at air 

electrode side, assuming to work in an adiabatic system and feeding H2-rich anodic mixture and dry air as 

cathodic oxidant at 1123 K. As Figure 7.6 shows, the cell voltage varies from ~1.05 V at open circuit voltage to 

lower values than 0.7 V as consequence of the rapid increase of ohmic contribution at load rise (Equation 3.9). 

Indeed, Vohm weight on global polarization losses changes from 80 % at 0.1 A cm-2 until 90 % at 1.2 A cm-2. In 

this framework, the interconnect has a minor contribution evaluating a variation of only some mV compared 

to the basic cell behaviour (i.e., considering only anode, cathode and electrolyte). However, its role is not so 

more negligible looking at simulated results along cell lifetime. 
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Figure 7.6 ESC performance at 0 h underling the contribution of ohmic overpotential for H2-direct oxidation operation at 

1123 K inlet temperature. 

Considering the experimental observations on CoMnO/Crofer22 APU, ESC voltage variation was simulated 

through SIMFC/SIMEC under different loads. Evaluated performance worsening was expressed through 

Degradation Rate (Equation 1.13), referring to the total test duration as well as different time step along the 

cell life in order to underline the hours characterised by higher changes. Looking at testing ASR profiles 

(Figure 7.5), 60 hours resulted suitable as simulation step to underline main variations within the voltage 

profile. Moreover, measurements after 300 hours were not considered since the detected decrease was due to 

a blackout. Remember only cathodic interconnect resistance degradation function was introduced, so the 

obtained voltage reduction is completely due to this layer. As showed in Figure 7.7, similar trends are 

evaluated at all considered current density values. In the first 60 hours the system stabilization occurs 

obtaining the lowest ohmic resistance (halved value with respect to initial one), so no degradation is reported 

here. Then a voltage reduction is visible reaching the maximum DR within 120-180 h due to interconnect ASR 

increase of 15 %; a quite stable operation period follows with a more gradual variation in the last working 

hours. For all time intervals, faster DRs characterise higher loads: indeed, the maximum obtained value is -0.7 

V% kh−1 at 1.2 A cm-2. Whereas the global degradation rate between 60- and 300-hours operation (neglecting 

initial stabilisation period) moves from -0.17 V% kh−1 at 0.4 A cm-2 to -0.25 V% kh−1 at 1.2 A cm-2 confirming 

this trend. Looking at low loads usually applied for in field applications, detected values are quite low with 

respect to reference DR value of -0.5 V% kh−1 for an ESC stack tested for 20,000 h [28]. This suggests that the 

degradation of other layers or their combined effects with interconnect one should have the main weight in 

this configuration. 
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Figure 7.7 DR along ESC lifetime under different current densities for H2-direct oxidation operation at 1123 K inlet 

temperature (neglecting initial stabilization period and final blackout). 

CuMnO/AISI441-based ASC was modelled to work at 1023 K under 0.4 A cm-2 with a H2-rich mixture as fuel 

and dry air as oxidant (Table 7.5). Also in this case, the system was supposed adiabatic. Compared to virgin 

ESC performance, higher obtained initial voltages depend on mainly a lower ohmic overpotential due to 

electrolyte different thickness. Here, Vohm moves from 86 % of total losses in ESC to only 39 % in ASC at time 

equal to zero; indeed, the activation contribution has the main weight in ASC design overcoming 57 %. As 

underlined before, simulated working conditions avoided fuel starvation by imposing a low fuel utilization 

so that the diffusion overpotential is quite negligible. Note initially the interconnect ohmic loss consists of 15 

% of ASC global ohmic resistance. Knowing the interconnect ASR measured during 400-hour lasting durability 

tests, the simulated SOFC voltage profile was shown in Figure 7.8: all changes are again completely due to the 

interconnect at cathodic side. After first 50 hours characterised by contact improvement, a gradual quite 

constant voltage decrease occurs except for a visible fluctuation at around 250 hours. Total DR results equal 

to -0.35 V% kh−1, which is quite high considering that the degradation is only due to interconnect and 

comparing it with the reference long operating cell value of -0.5 V% kh−1 (lab scale test performed feeding dry 

hydrogen and dry air at 1023 K for 9000 h [1]). Note also the state-of-the-art cells do not overcome -0.25 V% 

kh−1 [29]. However, it is noteworthy that the interconnect degradation is usually more pronounced in the first 

operation period and then stabilizes in view of the asymptotic growth of oxide layer resulting in lower DR for 

more hour aging [30]. 
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Figure 7.8 Measured CuMnO/AISI441 interconnect ASR and corresponding global cell performance simulated for H2-

feeding ASC configuration at 1023 K inlet temperature. 

Looking directly at J-V characteristic profiles at time equal to 40 h and 400 h (the best and the worst identified 

cell performances, respectively), the voltage variation consists of some millivolts (Figure 7.9-a) and this 

difference increases at high current densities as observed in ESC case too. For instance, in ASC the variation 

doubles from 0.4 A cm-2 to 1.2 A cm-2, where Vohm overcomes also the 45 %. The consequent DRs are shows in 

Figure 7.9-b which highlights a major degradation under high electric loads characterising by -3 V% kh−1 at 

most (@ 1.2 A cm-2). 
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Figure 7.9 Characteristic curves simulated at 40 h and 400 h for H2-feeding ASC configuration (a) and resulting DR under 

different loads (b) at 1023 K inlet temperature. 

Focusing now on commercial kW scale fuel cells with 414 cm2 as active area (21×21 mesh) and assuming to 

feed a biogas as fuel (Table 7.4), the local simulation shows a more significant degradation due to higher 

temperature gradient on the cell plane. Indeed, it derives from the coexistence of endothermic reforming and 

exothermic electrochemical reactions. The increase of interconnect resistance becomes relevant above all 

cooling down the sample according to detected ASR dependences on temperature. For instance, at working 

point of 1023 K the interconnect ASR differs only some microohms comparing measurements at 0 h and 400 

h, whereas it increases from 0.062 Ω cm2 to 0.106 Ω cm2 at 873 K. This variation has a direct influence on the 

performance of an adiabatic direct internal reforming cell in view of reached lower temperatures. Assuming 

again to apply 0.4 A cm-2, in direct internal reforming configuration the simulated voltages are 0.554 V and 

0.547 V at 0 h and 400 h, respectively. This results in a global DR equal to -3.1 V% kh−1 (comparable value to 

DR of H2-feeding cell at higher load yet) with an average cell working temperature of 865 K. Here it causes an 

increase of 90 % with respect to previously discussed case. Looking at the ohmic overpotential in details, 

Figure 7.10-a and Figure 7.10-b show its local maps at 0- and 400-hour operation as consequence of the relevant 

temperature gradient on cell plane (Figure 7.10-c). In both Vohm decreases moving from the inlet to the outlet 

section due to higher temperatures (i.e., high conductivity). Indeed, the endothermic processes characterize 

the initial section causing a significant temperature drop within 5-6 cm, whereas the effects due to the 

exothermic electrochemical reactions prevail in the following zone causing the highest temperature in the final 

section. However, the cell had a global endothermic behaviour assuming an adiabatic operation. Here, a 

difference of around 50 mV was so detected between inlet and outlet section in term of ohmic overpotential (a 

bit smaller gradient after 400-hour operation because of lower Eact value of aging interconnect as previously 

discussed). 
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Figure 7.10 Local maps of ohmic overpotential at 0 h (c) and 400 h (b) because of temperature gradient (c) considering 

large-scale direct internal reforming ASC configuration. Note both anodic and cathodic feeds are from left to right. 
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As remarked several times the main issue of Solid Oxide Cell (SOC) application at commercial level consists 

of the insufficient lifetime which is lower than other design one (Chapter 5). Looking at fuel cell mode, the 

degradation rate target is -0.11 V% kh-1 [1] which is still far from currently available level. Indeed, state-of-the-

art Anode Supported Cells (ASCs) have a DR equal to -0.25 V% kh-1 [1], whereas a value of -0.5 V% kh-1 was 

detected for an electrolyte supported cell stack tested for 20,000 h [2]. In case of metal supported cells the best 

performance was reached by 1 kW stack working for over 17,000 hours with a resulting DR of -0.2 V% kh-1 [3]. 

Here there is a need to a more detailed knowledge of the fundamental degradation mechanisms. Cell 

performance strongly depends on the material microstructure and its changes under different operation 

conditions. Past studies have identified several degradation phenomena associated with the long-term 

stability of Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) under a wide range of operating conditions in terms of temperature, 

gas composition, fuel utilization, etc [4]. These have indicated that significant changes occur at the hydrogen 

electrode in case of Ni-cermet. Indeed, as discussed in detail in Chapter 2, Ni shows a high mobility between 

923 K and 1223 K, resulting in Ni particle coarsening [5,6] as well as Ni migration from the active reaction zone 

close to electrode-electrolyte interface [7,8]. For instance, considering Ni-YSZ based hydrogen electrode a 33 

% decrease of electrical conductivity was detected over 4000 hour operation under low hydrogen feed at 1273 

K [9]. This loss was correlated to the reduced number of Ni active particles due to the metal migration 

accompanied with its agglomeration, resulting also in a lower Triple Phase Boundary (TPB) length. Indeed, 

when the volume fraction of the ionic or the electronic phase is below the percolation threshold of around 20-

35 %, a drastic reduction of TPB length is expected [10]. In addition to Ni diameter changes, it was observed 

local Ni depletion which characterises high operating temperatures and humid conditions as a consequence 

of volatile Ni hydroxide formation [11]. Also applied overpotentials have significant effects on Ni migration 

within Ni-YSZ based cells. For instance, Ni migration was detected at hydrogen electrode overpotentials 

ranging between 160 mV and 300 mV [12]. Whereas other studies observed the loss of Ni percolation and an 

increased porosity under electrolysis mode due to the imposed load [13]. Basing on recently performed long-

term operation tests for reversible anode supported cells, the local overpotential was proposed as the driving 

force for the Ni detachment and migration at the electrode/electrolyte interface [7]. Looking at 100,000 h 

operation of SOFC short stack, tests detected a Ni presence increase from 32 % to 40 % close to the 

electrolyte/electrode interface with a porosity reduction [14], differently from reference common observations. 
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These uncertainties confirm the need of further studies to obtain a deeper knowledge of occurring 

mechanisms. 

In this framework, this last case study aimed at improving previous formulated kinetics in order to have a 

direct correlation between microstructural changes and polarization losses. Some kinetic parameters, which 

before were detected empirically, were here expressed as a function of particle size and phase distribution 

within analysed materials. However, as already underlined, a complete microstructural characterization is 

quite complex and time consuming. For such reason, the activity focused only on hydrogen electrode side 

referring to commonly used Ni-YSZ layer in view of its higher degradation. ASC was tested for around 1000 

h under H2-rich mixture feeding and air as the oxidant. An in-situ evaluation of electrochemical performance 

through voltage measurements and EIS spectra was carried out. A detailed post-mortem analysis of Ni-YSZ 

based electrode was also performed showing the main structural changes of the functional layer. These 

experimental results formed the basis to tune SIMFC/SIMEC model. All experimental activity was provided 

by Technical University of Denmark (DTU). 
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Chapter 8.1 Electrochemical Kinetics Formulation through Microstructural Parameters 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Ni-YSZ based electrodes consist of a Mixed Ionic and Electronic Conduction (MIEC) 

material allowing a more effective process since the reaction can develop within the whole functional layer. 

Indeed, metallic Ni acts as both the catalyst and the electron conductor, whereas YSZ ceramic guarantees a 

continuous feed of oxygen ions migrating across the electrolyte. In other term TPB sites, where there is the 

contemporaneous presence of Ni, YSZ and gas phase allowing for the hydrogen evolution, are not limited at 

electrode-electrolyte interface. MIEC also permits a better electrode conductivity explaining the Ni-YSZ use 

within ASC design where the hydrogen electrode is the thickest section.  

In order to evaluate these aspects, kinetics formulation was rewritten basing on the percolation theory which 

provides the correlation between effective electrode properties and microstructural parameters as 

demonstrated by reference works [15,16]. In this approach Ni-cermet is simulated as a binary system with a 

random packaging of spheres that correspond to metal and ceramic particles. Their combination forms the 

percolated clusters. Here main material features, such as TPB length as well as conductivity, are expressed as 

a function of particle radii, solid phase fractions and porosity (referred to [17,18] for theory complete 

description).  

Considering the activation overpotential term, the exchange current density, J0,fuel, is an index of the electrode 

material efficient as electrocatalyst representing the forward and reverse electrode reaction rate at the 

equilibrium state (i.e., Open Circuit Voltage). It depends on available active sites or, in other terms, on TPB 

length. Here, starting from Equation 3.23, the pre-exponential coefficient, γfuel, is expressed as the product 

between a constant, 𝛾fuel
′ , and 𝑙TPB

eff  (Equation 8.1). 

𝐽0,fuel = 𝛾fuel
′ 𝑙TPB

eff 𝑦H2_bulk
𝐴 𝑦H2O_bulk

𝐵 exp
(− 

𝐸act,fuel
𝑅𝑇

)
 

(8.1) 

Where the effective TPB length, 𝑙TPB
eff , is formulated according to percolation theory as Equation 8.2. 

𝑙TPB
eff = 𝑙TPB [1 − (

4.236 − �̇�YSZ,YSZ
2.472

)

2.5

]

0.4

[1 − (
4.236 − �̇�Ni,Ni

2.472
)

2.5

]

0.4

 
(8.2) 

Indeed, the theoretical lTPB has to be multiplied for both YSZ and Ni particle probability to belong to percolated 

cluster basing on empirical formulations. Whereas the ideal value depends only on direct correlations between 

single spheres resulting formulated as Equation 8.3. It consists of the product of contact perimeter between 

particles, their coordination number and the number of electrode particles of both species per unit of volume. 

𝑙TPB =
3(1 − 휀)𝛹Ni

4𝑟Ni
3  [sen15min(𝑟Ni, rYSZ)]

(1 +
𝑟Ni
2

𝑟YSZ
2 )𝛹YSZ𝑟Ni�̅̇�

𝛹YSZ𝑟Ni +𝛹Ni𝑟YSZ
 

(8.3) 

Where �̇� is the coordination number [-], ε the porosity, 𝛹 the solid phase fraction, r the particle radius and �̅̇� 

the average coordination number usually assumed equal to 6 for a random package of spheres [18]. 

Basing on the same microstructural approach, the ohmic resistance �̆�ohm,fuel  can expressed as the ratio 

between layer thickness, δfuel, and material conductivity, σfuel (Equation 8.4).  

�̆�ohm,fuel =
𝛿fuel
𝜎fuel

=
𝛿fuel

𝜎Ni
eff + 𝜎YSZ

eff
 (8.4) 

Where Ni-cermet conductivity consists of the sum of two material value (i.e., 𝜎Ni
eff and 𝜎YSZ

eff ). The term effective 

“eff” means the charge migration does not only depend on intrinsic material properties, but also on cluster 
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geometry. Here these coefficients are formulated as Equation 8.5 and Equation 8.6 for Ni and YSZ, 

respectively.  

𝜎Ni
eff = 𝜎Ni,0(1 − 휀)

2 [
𝛹Ni −𝛹Ni

𝑡

1 − 𝛹Ni
𝑡 (1 − 휀)

]

2

 (8.5) 

𝜎YSZ
eff = 𝜎YSZ,0(1 − 휀)

2 [
𝛹YSZ −𝛹YSZ

𝑡

1 − 𝛹YSZ
𝑡 (1 − 휀)

]

2

 (8.6) 

Where σi,0 is the conductivity value in case of a dense solid and 𝛹i
𝑡 is the threshold solid phase fraction 

computed as Equation 8.7 and Equation 8.8 for Ni and YSZ respectively, according to empirical formulations. 

𝛹Ni
𝑡 =

1.764𝑟Ni

(�̅̇� − 1.764)𝑟YSZ + 1.764𝑟Ni
 (8.7) 

𝛹YSZ
𝑡 =

1.764𝑟YSZ

(�̅̇� − 1.764)𝑟Ni + 1.764𝑟YSZ
 (8.8) 

Conductivity values for a dense solid derive from previous literature, applying a temperature dependence 

formulation in agreement with Arrhenius type formulation(Equation 8.9 and Equation 8.10) [19,20]. 

𝜎Ni,0 = 3.27 × 10
6 − 1065.3𝑇 (8.9) 

𝜎YSZ,0 = 6.24 × 10
4exp

(− 
10,300
𝑇

) (8.10) 
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Chapter 8.2 Ni-YSZ based Cell Degradation after 1000 Hour Working 

The experimental data were recorded at Technical University of Denmark (DTU) testing a commercial 4×4 cm2 

Ni-YSZ based planar ASC in single cell alumina houses, as already described in detail in Chapter 6. Durability 

tests consisted of 1000-hour operation under H2/H2O volumetric ratio of 96/4 %vol as fuel (20 Nl h-1) and air 

as oxidant (140 Nl h-1). Both working temperature and fuel utilization were set according to manufacturer 

protocols, which result 1023 K and 14 % as hydrogen conversion (i.e., a load of 0.4 A cm-2 in fuel cell mode). 

Note stressful working conditions were so avoided, such as excessive loads (i.e., cause of fuel starvation), 

redox and thermal cycles (i.e., cause of delamination and microcracking formation). Here, all detected changes 

should be specifically correlated to degradation phenomena under cell safety operation because of chosen cell 

materials and configuration. During the proof, the cell was characterised using Electrochemical Impedance 

Spectroscopy (EIS) at intervals of about 8 hours. Complete electrochemical analysis was provided through 

prior and post durability fingerprints consisting in characteristic curve and EIS measurements by varying 

working temperature, reactant composition and utilization at the same conditions previously represented in 

Table 6.1. EIS spectra were again studied by applying a suitable Equivalent Circuit Model (ECM) and Complex 

Nonlinear Least Squares (CNLS) as explained in Chapter 6. Here the quantification of different resistances 

allowed for the identification of kinetic parameter dependences on operation conditions for SIMFC/SIMEC 

modelling. Table 8.1 summarises the main parameters used in Ni-YSZ electrode modelling for pre- and post-

durability test performances. Note kinetic coefficients have comparable values to the first campaign (Table 

6.3). Focusing on the functional layer of hydrogen electrode, both reduced and aged samples were analysis 

through Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDS) techniques on a 

Zeiss Ultra in order to evaluate the main microstructural parameters. Secondary Electron imaging (SE) was 

used at high accelerating voltages to study the surface feature changes. Computed particle sizes and volume 

fractions were used into the model applying the previously discussed formulation (see Table 8.2). In reference 

cell state the microstructure is homogeneous, whereas in aged samples both inlet and outlet sections were 

evaluated in order to detect not-uniformities as consequence of specific local working conditions and resulting 

different degradation effects.  

Table 8.1 Kinetics parameters for Ni-YSZ functional layer. 

Parameter Before After 

Eact,fuel [kJ mol-1] 107 110 

A [-] -0.38 -0.36 

B [-] 0.38 0.36 

𝛾fuel
′  [mA] 0.32 0.32 

 

As in the previous case studies, the hydrogen electrode performance was evaluated pairing information 

available from experimental measurements and one obtained by modelling. Initially some generic 

considerations on cell behaviour were also provided in order to underline the influence of the focused layer 

on global system. Figure 8.1 represents the measured voltage profile along more than 1000 h operation, 

showing a gradual reduction with a global DR equal to -0.6 V% kh-1.  
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Figure 8.1 ASC behaviour along 1000 h operation referring to the measured voltage. 

Referring to in-operando EIS measurements, the increase of ohmic and polarization resistances was also 

estimated. Ohmic term decreases above all in the initial hours showing a global DR of ~4.5 mΩ cm2 kh-1 at 1000 

h aging. Whereas the polarisation resistance has a linear increasing slope of ~20 mΩ cm2 kh-1 throughout the 

whole operation suggesting the main role of electrode degradation to the overall voltage decrease. In term of 

total degradation rate this means a negligible variation of ohmic contribution, whereas the polarization one is 

characterised by a value of 12 mΩ cm2% kh-1. 

After these preliminary observations on global cell electrochemical performance, the study focused on 

hydrogen electrode behaviour starting from reduced and aged sample post-mortem analysis performed by 

DTU. It allowed for the identification of main degradation processes following changes of material 

microstructure. Through SEM image quantitative analysis, the mean particle diameters and the mean linear 

intercepts over 1000 particles were determined, summarizing the main results in Table 8.2. Ni fraction 

decreases, showing lower values at the outlet. Considering particle diameters, Ni underwent coarsening by 

causing an overall size increase: a bit higher in the final section resulting in a change of 35 % in inlet and 42 % 

in outlet. The dimension of pores rises in aged sample, but its value remains quite homogeneous on the whole 

plane. 

 
Table 8.2 Microstructural parameters for Ni-YSZ functional layer. 

Parameter Before After 

𝛹Ni [-] 0.53 0.49 (IN) – 0.44 (OUT) 

rNi [μm] 0.4 0.54 (IN) – 0.57 (OUT) 

ε [-] 0.15 0.21 (IN) – 0.16 (OUT) 

rpore [μm] 0.15 0.24 (IN) – 0.25 (OUT) 

 

Note SIMFC/SIMEC local modelling results the most suitable tool to represent the cell effective behaviour due 

to different particle sizes and component phases by comparing inlet and outlet sections. Here these local 

variations were implemented into the model to evaluate how both conductivity and TPB length change and 

their roles on polarization losses. Looking at effects on hydrogen evolution, the variations of kinetic 

parameters are quite negligible showing an increase of 3 % for the activation energy and a reduction of 6 % 

for reactant orders (Table 8.1). This may mean that observed microstructural changes did not vary the reaction 

path, but only available active sites (i.e., lTPB). At time equal to zero the microstructure is homogeneous in the 

whole layer, so a constant value of lTPB was computed equal to 7.8 μm-2, which is quite comparable to previous 

reference works (6.02 μm-2 in view of a bit different microstructure [7]). Whereas for the post-test simulation, 
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maps were imposed for Ni radius and volumetric fraction distribution as Figure 8.2-a and Figure 2.2-b show 

respectively, where a linear variation was assumed to correlate inlet and outlet experimental values. 

According to SIMFC/SIMEC (Figure 8.2-c), the availability of TPB active sites decreases as result of the 

degradation: Ni radius increase as well as Ni solid phase decrease cause the lTPB reduction. Looking at specific 

local values after 1000 h operation, the smallest number characterises outlet section due to both a lower Ni 

fraction and higher Ni particle radius. Focusing now on Ni-cermet conductivity of studied functional layer, 

microstructural variations also worsened the charge migration since the percolating cluster was less branched. 

However its value is still quite high compared to YSZ based electrolyte one (0.03 S cm-1 at 1023 K) [20]. This 

confirms a negligible ohmic resistance of hydrogen electrode consisting of around 10-4–10-6 Ω cm2. In further 

studies anode support changes could be underlined too, although minor variations are usually detected. 

 

            

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.2 Maps of main microstructural parameters which influence the reaction development in Ni-YSZ aged functional 

layer: Ni particle radius (a) and Ni solid phase fraction (b) derived from post-mortem analysis as well as resulting TPB 

length (c) according to SIMFC/SIMEC. 

Considering a 96/4 %vol H2/H2O mixture as fuel and air as the oxidant at 1023 K, Table 8.3 summarizes the 

cell behaviour under 0.4 A cm-2 highlighting the effects due to aged hydrogen electrode according to 

SIMFC/SIMEC simulation. SOFC voltage moves from 0.89 V to 0.84 V after 1000 h operation. Modelling reports 

rNi_After [μm] 𝛹Ni_After [-] 

lTPB_After [μm-2] 

Fuel and oxidant feed 
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a considerable role of anodic activation overpotential resulting around 2.5 times higher than nominal state 

value. Looking at local level (Figure 8.3), in reference case Vact,fuel decreases along the flow direction as a 

consequence of lower currents, as already observed in Chapter 6. Whereas the aged sample shows a profile 

with minimum. Indeed, at the outlet Vact,fuel increases again in view of more significant microstructure 

variations (lower lTPB). The changes of both ohmic and diffusion terms at anode side are negligible.  

Table 8.3 Cell performance in term of hydrogen electrode polarization losses feeding 96/4 %vol H2/H2O mixture as fuel 

and air as the oxidant at 1023 K under 0.4 A cm-2. 

Parameter Before After 

V [V] 0.889 0.844 

Vact,fuel [mV] 48 125 

Vdiff,fuel [mV] 8 8 

Vohm,fuel [mV] Negligible Negligible 

 

 

             

 

 

Figure 8.3 Maps of hydrogen electrode activation overpotential before (a) and after (b) 1000-hour operation of ASC 

according to SIMFC/SIMEC results. 

However, the hydrogen electrode degradation is not sufficient to explain global voltage change proved by 

experimental observations. Here followed studies would be devoted to improving kinetics formulation by 

evaluating in more detail the microstructure of other layers. 

  

Vact,fuel_After [mV] Vact,fuel_Before [mV] 

Fuel and oxidant feed 
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My PhD work aimed at studying reversible Solid Oxide Cells (rSOC), namely as both fuel cell (Gas to Power 

applications) and electrolyser cell (Power to Gas applications). The activity focused on the cell behaviour 

simulation formulating a proper electrochemical kinetics usable at nominal state (i.e., reference performance 

at time equal to zero) as well as during operation in view of different degradation mechanisms. A multiscale 

approach was followed looking at cell scale, from button cell to stack, but also at modelling activity which 

started from a lumped parameter model and then applied a higher-level model. All this was presented in the 

framework of two projects: HERMES (High Efficiency Reversible technologies in fully renewable Multi-

Energy System) receiving funds as Project of National Interest and AD ASTRA (HArnessing Degradation 

mechanisms to prescribe Accelerated Stress Tests for the Realization of SOC lifetime prediction Algorithms) 

under European Horizon 2020 – Research and Innovation Framework program.  

Solid oxide cells consist of a quite promising technology which show efficiencies comparable with other 

available designs, such as alkaline, polymeric exchange membrane and molten carbonate cells, resulting in 

around 60 % in fuel cell mode and overcoming 80 % in electrolysis one in view of low energy consumption 

(3.7 kWh Nm-3 (H2)). On the other hand, capital costs are still excessive overcoming 2000 € kWel-1 and the 

operation lifetime is insufficient reaching 45,000 h in fuel cell mode at most. Here SOCs have a still limited 

use, requiring further studies in order to optimise working conditions and reduce degradation issues.  

Looking at the performed activity in detail, Figure 9.1 represents a chart of the main results underling all the 

potentialities of proposed approach to study cells under fuel cell, electrolysis and reversible operation at 

nominal state as well as during cell operations. SIMFC/SIMEC (SIMulation of Fuel Cells and Electrolyser Cells) 

was used as the simulation tool allowing a multiscale analysis of high temperature cell behaviour. Physically 

based models were developed to evaluate the phenomena occurring within the system, such as material 

transport, heat exchange and reaction development, formulating conservation equations and applying 

thermodynamic principles. Starting from a code previously validated for molten carbonate fuel cells by PERT 

group-University of Genova, it was refined by tuning the electrochemical kinetics for solid oxide cell 

behaviour and by introducing specific degradation functions. Followed a multiscale approach, SIMFC/SIMEC 

permits to choose the best tool as a function of phenomenological scale of interest moving from a 0D code 

executed in Aspen Plus to 3D level one which considers main physicochemical feature gradients on the single 

cell plane as well as the intercurrent interactions between cells within the stack. Notice this is fundamental for 

its use in real applications, guaranteeing minimum computational efforts without loss of information. Another 

relevant point is the formulated electrochemical kinetics, which combines a good prediction of cell 
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performance and quite simple equations without describing elementary reaction steps. Moreover, it can 

simulate reversible operation just setting the current density direction without changing kinetic formulations 

and parameters, which is a quite novelty with respect to reference works. Note also the convergence is usually 

reached in few minutes, not trivial feature for high level simulation codes. All these aspects make 

SIMFC/SIMEC quite competitive with commercially available tools based usually on CFD or geometrical 

modelling, in view of also its easy integration within common process simulation softwares not to limit the 

analysis at just the cell-stack.  

SIMFC/SIMEC validation was obtained through the comparison with experimental results derived from 

literature or provided by partners involving into previously discussed projects. Considering voltage as the cell 

performance index, the detected relative error was also lower than 3-4 % confirming introduced assumptions 

and parameters. Model validation was performed through a multiscale approach increasing gradually the cell 

scale (from button cell in TEST 1 and TEST 2 to larger dimensions in TEST 3 and TEST 4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.1 Chart of the thesis results. 

  

 

Chapters 3&4 

Multiscale rSOC Modelling by SIMFC/SIMEC Code 

 

Common formulation for both fuel cell and electrolysis 

Study at different phenomenological levels 

Code fast convergence 

Good validation on experimental data (~3-4 % as error) 

 

 

 

 

CASE STUDY 1 

Reversible Solid Oxide Cell Status 

 

SOFC efficiency: ~58 % at 0 h vs. ~56 % at 10 kh 

SOEC efficiency: ~96 % at 0 h vs. ~89 % at 10 kh 

rSOC round-trip efficiency: ~50 % at 0 h 

Chapter 5 

 

CASE STUDY 2 

Anode and Electrolyte Supported Fuel Cells 

 

ASC voltage > ESC voltage 

ASC: ≥ 55 % as activation overpotential weight 

ESC: ≥ 80 % as ohmic overpotential weight 

Chapter 6 

  

CASE STUDY 3 

SOC Long Lasting Applications 

 

In operando cell simulation of degradation 

Durability test vs. AST: 3330 h vs. 20 RedOx cycles 

Cell DR due to aged interconnects: ~-0.3 V% kh-1 

Chapter 7 

CASE STUDY 4 

SOC H2 electrode degradation 

 

Kinetics dependent on microstructural changes 

Ni coarsening after ASC 1000 h operation  

results in ↓ lTPB (6 times) and ↑ Vact (2.5 times) 

 
Chapter 8 
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After showing the effectiveness of SIMFC/SIMEC, different case studies were proposed looking at cell design, 

performance and durability. They underlined the need to pair experimental observations to modelling activity 

to have a deeper knowledge of cell behaviour, allowing for evaluating the local variations on the cell plane or 

to distinguish different layer contributions (both aspects not so easy to measure). 

Case study 1 presented a preliminary study of rSOC performance through a sensitivity analysis of a single cell 

thermodynamic efficiency. Aiming at operation optimization, several factors were discussed in term of 

working conditions. Fixing high reactant utilisations and quite low current densities, SOFC mode reached an 

efficiency of ~58 %, while SOEC was characterised by ~96 %. Nevertheless, after 10,000 hour working 

operation, these values resulted to be reduced by about 2.5 % and 8 %, respectively, showing a higher SOEC 

degradation according to the current technological level. Considering the reversible operation, the obtainable 

round-trip energy efficiency was ~50 % at nominal conditions. Whereas the rSOC actual performance during 

long-term operation is difficult to evaluate since it strictly depends on specific tested conditions and cycle time.  

After this general analysis, Case study 2 focused on performance comparison of two state-of-the-art designs, 

Anode Supported Cell (ASC) and Electrolyte Supported Cell (ESC), where the fuel electrode and the 

electrolyte are respectively chosen as the thickest layer to provide cell mechanical strength. A rich 

experimental database allowed for a further tuning of electrochemical kinetics by underlining the cell 

behaviour at variable temperature, fuel and oxidant composition. According to detected kinetics parameters, 

ASC resulted more sensitive to temperature changes showing higher activation energy values; both designs 

reported steam positive effects. Comparing the weight of different polarizations, in ESC the ohmic term was 

the main contribution exceeding the 80 % of total cell losses since the electrolyte thickness is usually 10 times 

higher than in case of ASC. Whereas ASC main resistance was correlated to the activation overpotential, which 

could overcome 55 % (i.e., the triple of the value on the ESC design) as consequence of different electrode 

thickness as well as material composition. In both samples the diffusion term was negligible working far away 

the limiting current density. 

After studying the cell nominal state, Case study 3 and Case study 4 aimed at introducing degradation 

functions to estimate cell lifetime. Initially it was proposed an in-operando simulation where the degradation 

effects were modelled as further overpotential terms depending only on variable easily measurable during 

system working. This approach provides a quite rapid analysis of cell health state, anticipating partially the 

results of post-mortem microstructural characterization. For instance, it allowed for comparing the behaviour 

of cell during both durability tests and Accelerated Stress Tests (ASTs), checking the feasibility of the second. 

Indeed, ASTs should activate equal mechanisms as in not-accelerating cases in shorter times by imposing 

stressed conditions in order to simplify the degradation analysis. Comparing the behaviour of 9000-hour SOFC 

operation with AST cell one, the requested time to observe the same voltage change reduced from thousands 

of hours to some days. However, model results showed that the proposed accelerating factor consisting of 

RedOx cycles (i.e., the alternation of oxidised and reduced environments at fuel electrode side) did not cause 

the same microstructural variations. Indeed, the cell conductivity decrease was the main cause of voltage 

reduction in reference cell durability tests, whereas AST case had a quite similar worsening of both ohmic and 

polarization losses. Another relevant experimental constraint is the difficulty to distinguish the weight of 

specific aged layers on the global cell performance. A possible solution consists of pairing ex-situ tests on a 

single element working in stressed conditions and in-situ modelling of global SOFC behaviour, as proposed 

in Case study 3. Considering the time evolution performance of different coating interconnects as example, 

specific degradation functions were derived from experimental observations and then implementing in 

previously validated model to underline their degradative effect without changing the formulation of other 

layers (i.e., electrodes and electrolyte). According to SIMFC/SIMEC, the resulting degradation rate ranged 

from -0.17 V% kh−1 to -0.5 V% kh−1 in view of coated interconnect materials.  

Note the fundamental role showed by modelling in both cases to reach a better analysis of cell performance, 

overcoming experimental issues. 
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Finally, Case study 4 presented a more detailed kinetics formulation focusing on Ni-YSZ based hydrogen 

electrode side where more significant degradation mechanisms occur. According to percolation theory, 

polarization loss dependences on microstructural parameters were underlined by computing lTPB and material 

conductivity. In this case a local analysis was essential in view of different detected microstructural changes 

on cell plane after ASC 1000 hour-operation. Ni particle migration and coarsening caused a drastic increase of 

activation overpotential (around 60 %). Some effects on Ni-YSZ conductivity were also detected, however they 

have a negligible weight on global cell performance due to still quite high values compared to electrolyte one 

which was four times lower as order of magnitude.  

All provided examples involved the use of SIMFC/SIMEC as a complementary tool to experimental 

measurements for rSOC analysis, underlining the potentialities of proposed approach which can be 

successfully applied in different frameworks: from cell design project and optimization, performance 

comparison to system control and lifetime prediction. Its main advantage consists in the kinetics formulation 

expressed as a function of both operative conditions and material microstructural features, which allows for 

the behaviour optimisation by maximizing the system production as well as by guaranteeing its stability 

within the whole operation. As shown before, for instance the multiscale approach correlates the weight of 

layer thickness and particle dimension (micro features) to cell resistance and therefore attended cell efficiencies 

(macro performance), suggesting critical properties of different materials. Considering the actual commercial 

cell size until 400-600 cm2 active area, a local modelling is a necessary point for both effective performance 

prediction and punctual control, trying from one side to avoid stressed operating conditions on the cell plane 

and on the other to detect abnormal working as the first warnings of degradation. Indeed, as highlighted in 

different case studies, local phenomena have a direct influence on global cell performance. Fuel starvation, 

hot-spot development, different Ni particle degradation rate are only some examples of the information 

available from the model results. As final point, Fortran language use permits the easy execution of 

SIMFC/SIMEC into process simulation softwares, here providing one the main relevant pieces of the whole 

power-storage plant puzzle.  

 



Appendix A 

Open Circuit Voltage according to Wagner’s Theory 

Solid Oxid Cells (SOCs) consist of ceramics as conductive materials, so the equilibrium voltage can be 

also determined following Wagner’s theory and considering Nernst equation as a particular case. 

Using a mixed ionic and electronic conductive electrolyte, the oxygen ion flux, 𝐽O2−, is driven by two 

forces: the gradient of chemical potential, 𝜇O2− , and the gradient of potential, E (Equation A.1). 

𝐽O2− = −
𝜎O2−

𝑧𝐹2
𝑑𝜇O2−

𝑑𝑍
+
𝜎O2−

𝐹

𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑍
 (A.1) 

Where 𝜎O2− is the oxygen ion conductivity, F the Faraday constant, z the number of electron and Z the spatial 

coordination along the cell thickness.  

Assuming O2 evolution reactions at the equilibrium (Reaction A.1 and Reaction A.2), the equivalence among 

chemical potentials is written through Equation A.2 and Equation A.3. 

O2− → O + 2e− (R. A.1) 

𝜇O2− = 𝜇O + 2𝜇e (A.2) 

O →
1

2
O2 (R. A.2) 

𝜇O =
1

2
𝜇O2 =

1

2
(𝜇O2

0 + 𝑅𝑇ln𝑝O2) (A.3) 

Where R is the ideal gas constant, T the temperature and p the partial pressure. 

OCV is defined as the difference between the electric energy, ω, at two sides of the electrolyte (Equation A.4 

referred to fuel cell mode for instance). 

𝐸eq =  
ωanode − ωcathode 

𝐹
 where 𝜔 = 𝜇e − 𝐹𝐸 (A.4) 

Substituting Equation A.2, Equation A.3 and Equation A.4 into Equation A.1, the flux is rewritten as Equation 

A.5. 

𝐽O2− = −
𝜎O2−𝑅𝑇

2𝑧𝐹2
𝑑ln𝑝O2
𝑑𝑍

−
𝜎O2−

𝐹2
𝑑𝜔

𝑑𝑍
 (A.5) 

The variation of electric energy is underlined as in Equation A.6. 

𝑑𝜔

𝑑𝑍
= −

𝑅𝑇

2𝑧

𝑑ln𝑝O2
𝑑𝑍

−
𝐹2

𝜎O2−
𝐽O2− (A.6) 

In analogy to the ion flux, the electron flux, 𝐽e, is driven by the difference of charged specie chemical 

potential, 𝜇e, and the gradient of potential, E (Equation A.7). 

𝐽e = −
𝜎e
𝐹2
𝑑𝜇e
𝑑𝑍

+
𝜎e
𝐹

𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑍
 (A.7) 

Introducing Equation A.4, Equation A.7 becomes as the following (Equation A.8). 

𝐽e = −
𝜎e
𝐹2
𝑑𝜔

𝑑𝑍
 (A.8) 

Knowing that the sum of electron and oxygen ion fluxes has to be zero, Equation A.8 is substituted into 

Equation A.6 resulting in Equation A.9. 
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𝑑𝜔

𝑑𝑍
= −

𝑅𝑇

2𝑧

𝑑ln𝑝O2
𝑑𝑍

−
𝐹2

𝜎O2−
(
𝜎e
𝐹2
𝑑𝜔

𝑑𝑍
) (A.9) 

After some mathematics, Equation A.10 is obtained representing the difference of electric energy as a function 

of oxygen partial pressure and ion transfer number 𝜏O2− . 

𝑑𝜔 = −
𝑅𝑇𝜎O2−

2𝑧(𝜎O2− + 𝜎e)
𝑑ln𝑝O2 = −

𝑅𝑇𝜏O2−

2𝑧
𝑑ln𝑝O2 (A.10) 

Considering the definition given to OCV into Equation A.4, the equilibrium voltage is calculated through 

Equation A.11 resulting in Wagner’s theory. 

𝐸eq = −
𝑅𝑇

2𝑧𝐹
∫ 𝜏O2−
𝑝O2,anode

𝑝O2,cathode

𝑑ln𝑝O2 (A.11) 

Note that OCV value depends on solid oxide materials varying 𝜏O2−  [1]. 

Commonly used YSZ-based electrolytes are ideal ionic conductors [2], so the transfer number is equal to one. 

Here Equation A.12 derives from solving Equation A.11 in this specific design. 

𝐸eq =
𝑅𝑇

2𝑧𝐹
ln (

𝑝O2,cathode

𝑝O2,anode
) (A.12) 

Working at the equilibrium condition (Reaction A.3), the anodic oxygen partial pressure depends on the 

equilibrium constant,  𝐾eq,H2/H2O, and other reactant partial pressure values (Equation A.13). 

H2 +
1

2
O2 ↔ H2O (R. A.3) 

𝐸eq =
𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
ln [

𝑝O2,oxygen
0.5

𝑝H2O,fuel
(𝑝H2,fuel𝐾eq,H2/H2O)
⁄

] =
𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
ln(𝐾eq,H2/H2O) +

𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
ln (

𝑝H2,fuel𝑝O2,oxygen
0.5

𝑝H2O,fuel
) (A.13) 

Expressing the equilibrium constant in term of Gibbs free energy, the Nernst equation is obtained resulting in 

Equation A.14, as presented in Chapter 3. 

𝐸eq = 𝐸
0(𝑇) +

𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
ln (

𝑝H2_bulk𝑝O2_bulk
0.5

𝑝H2O_bulk
) (A.14) 

If the electrolyte is not an ideal ionic conductor (i.e., 𝜏O2− different from one), more complex formulations 

have to be applied as in the case of ceria-based electrolyte [3]. 
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations 

a Activity / variable 

A, B, C Kinetics parameters / - 

�̌�,  �̌� Kinetic orders / - 

cp Heat capacity / J mol-1 K-1 

D Diffusion coefficient / m2 s-1 

Dk Knudsen diffusion coefficient / m s-1 

DM Molecular diffusion coefficient / m s-1 

d Characteristic geometric parameter / m 

E Potential / V 

Eact Activation energy / variable 

Eeq Equilibrium voltage / V 

E0 Reversible voltage / V 

F Faraday constant / C mol-1 

G Gibbs free energy / J mol-1 

H Enthalpy flow/ J s-1 

h Specific enthalpy / J mol-1 

hf Standard enthalpy / J mol-1 

I Current / A 

J Current density / A m-2 

J0 Exchange current density / A m-2 

K Thermal resistance coefficient / W m-2 k-1 

𝐾,𝐾0 Adsorption coefficients / variable 

Keq Equilibrium constant / variable 

k, k0 Kinetic constants / variable 

M Molecular weight / g mol-1 

m Number of cell layers / - 

N Molar flow / mol s-1 

�̃� Molar flow rate / mol m-2 s-1 

�̌� Linear molar flow rate / mol m-1 s-1 

n Number of components in each stream / -  

O Reaction quotient / variable 

P Electric power / W 

P1, P2 Ohmic empirical parameters / variable 

p Pressure / bar 

Q Thermal power / W 

�̃� Specific heat / J mol-1 

R Ideal gas constant / J mol-1 K-1 

�̆� Electric resistance / Ω m-2 

r Radius / m 

S Area / m2 

�̃� Area ratio / - 

s Entropy / J mol-1 

S/C Steam to carbon ratio / - 

T Temperature / K 

t Time / s 

U Utilization / - 

V Voltage / V 

Vele Electrode polarization overpotential / V 
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Vl Leakage overpotential / V 

Vp Overpotential / V 

Vth Thermoneutral voltage / V 

v Volume / m3 

�̃� Diffusion volume / - 

�̆� Reaction rate /mol m-2 s-1 

�̃� Specific work / J mol-1 

X, Y, Z Axis direction / m 

y Molar fraction / - 

Z EIS impedance / Ω m-2 

�̇� Particle coordination number / - 

z Charge number / - 

Greek letters  

�̅�, �̅�, �̅�, 𝛿̅, 휀  ̅ Reaction orders for SR power law kinetics expression / - 

α Charge transfer coefficient / - 

γ Pre-exponential coefficient in exchange current density/ variable 

ΔG Gibbs free energy variation/ J mol-1 

ΔH Enthalpy variation/ J mol-1 

δ Thickness / m 

ε Porosity / - 

η Efficiency / - 

Θ Coefficient to split sensible heat in 0D energy balance / - 

𝜗O2  Combination of oxygen electrode diffusion coefficients / - 

ι Gas velocity / m s-1 

𝜅 Gas-solid heat transfer coefficient / W K-1 

λ Heat conductivity / W m-1 K-1 

μ Chemical potential / variable 

𝜇 Viscosity / m s 

ν Stochiometric coefficient / - 

𝜉 Tortuosity / - 

π Corrective coefficient for catalytic active area in SR kinetic driven formulation / - 

σ Conductivity / S cm-1 

τ Charge transfer number / - 

𝜍, 𝑜, 𝜑 Parameters for SR surface reaction model / - 

χ Generation / mol s-1 

𝛹 Solid phase fraction / - 

ψ Fluid dynamic coefficient / - 

ω Electric energy / J mol-1 

Abbreviations  

AC Alkaline Cell 

act activation 

active active layer 

ads adsorption 

ASC Anode Supported Cell 

ASR Area Specific Resistance 

AST Accelerated Stress Test 

av average 

BoP Balance of Plant 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 
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CGO Ceria Gadolinium Oxide 

CHP Combined Heat and Power 

con contact 

cond conduction 

d differential 

DC-AC Direct Current-Alternate Current 

deg degradation 

diff diffusion 

DIVA Differential Analysis of I-V curve 

DPB Double Phase Boundary 

DR Degradation Rate 

DRA Differential Resistance Analysis 

EC Electrolyser Cell 

eff effective 

EIS Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 

e electron 

el electric 

ele electrode 

eq equilibrium 

ESC Electrolyte Supported Cell 

FC Fuel Cell 

fuel fuel electrode 

g generated 

GtP Gas to Power 

in inlet 

LSCF Lanthanum Strontium Cobalt Iron oxides 

LSM Lanthanum Strontium Manganese oxides 

LHV Lower Heating Value 

MCO Manganese based spinels 

MIEC Mixed Ionic Electronic Conductor 

mix mixture 

MCC Molten Carbonate Cell 

MSC Metal Supported Cell 

OCV Open Circuit Voltage 

ohm ohmic 

out outlet 

ox oxidised-oxidation 

oxygen oxygen electrode 

PEMC Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Cell 

PCC Protonic Ceramic Cell 

pol polarization 

PtG Power to Gas 

r reacted 

rea reaction 

ref reference 

red reduced-reduction 

RUL Remaining Useful Life 

rSOC reversible Solid Oxide Cell 

SIMFC/SIMEC SIMulation of Fuel Cells and Electrolyser Cells 
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SOC Solid Oxide Cell 

SOEC Solid Oxide Electrolyser Cell 

SOFC Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 

sol solid 

SR Steam Reforming 

sup support layer 

TPB Triple Phase Boundary 

TRL Technology Readiness Level 

WGS Water Gas Shift 

YSZ Yttria Stabilized Zirconia 

 

 


